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Abstract

This study examines the working conditions of ten urban school
administrators in one schod &sion

in Manitoba in order to examine the nature

of their job-related stress. Hieôert and Basseman's (1986) definition of stress

is utilized. that stress is the result when the demands of a given situation exceeâ
an individual's coping skills. Are administrators experiencing stress? If so. what
is the nature of this stress,and how are administrators coping with the cîernands
placed upon them? What are the supportslsources of direction utilized by

administrators, and what are the more stressful times of the schooi year?
This study used both logbooks and interview

technique to compile data.

The method ernployed &y Lam and Cormier (1998) was replicated here.

Administrators recorded calls/contacts they initiated with the school division
office. in a logbook fomiat over a three month period. These callslcontacts were
categorized under an eight cell typology devebped by Lam (1988). In this

study, administrators were also interviewecl in order to obtain their perceptions
regarding jobrelateci stress.
Administrators report& a low amount of stress. They appear to be coping
with the demands placecl upon them. Study participants described a number of

supportslsources of direction they utilize. Stressful times of the year. as reported
by the administrators include April, May and September. Urban administrators

called/contacted their division office for sirnilar reasons to those found in Lam
and Cormier's (1998) study of rural administrators. This study did not find a

relationship between the nurnber of calislcontacts made and the amount of
stress reported by the administrators.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Just at this moment somehow or other, they began to run . ..the
Queen kept crying 'Faster!' but Alice felt she cwld not go faster, though
she had no breath to say so. . . . The most cunow part of the thing was,
that the trees and the other things round aiem never changeâ places at
ail; however fast they went, they never seemed to pass anything . . . they
went so fast thet at last they seerned to skim through the air, hardly
touching the ground with their feef till suddenly . . . they stopped.
Aliœ boked round her in great surprise. 'Why, I do believe we've
been under this tree al1 the time! Everything's just as it was!'
'Of course it is', said the Queen . . .'here. you see. it takes al1 the
running you can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get
somewhere else. you must run twice as fast as that.'

(Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, pp. l 9 6 I 96).

Background Information
The public school system is under increased pressure for a variety of

reasons. Those who work in Manitoba face numerous challenges and the job of
administrator offers many. For instance parent groups. pressures for increased
accountability, and cornpetition for students as a result of the Schools of Choice
initiative. have al1 impacted on those who administer the public schools. One of
the more wmmon challenges facing administrators in this decade is "stress".

Stress. both positive and negative, is an ever present component of an
administrator's Me, and dealing with it and at the same time executing one's

responsibilities effectively and dicientiy is of concem.
No one seems immune from this powerfulforce. Stress affects many
people with increasing frequency, spanning a variety of ages. It has been

recognized for quite some time (Greenberg. 1986) that al1 jobs produce stress
and al1 work engagecl in, requires stress (p. ix). Those who work in the
education field are mt immune. This essential ingrdient in ouf Iives is both a
positive and a negah've factor in al1 that we do.
How do we k

m if our iives are too full of stress? Often ou?bodies react

in a particular way when we are unable to cope with the stressors in our fives.
We become il!, Books have Men written about how to deal with stress but

frequently these solutions only deal with ways of coping with stress. Unless one
examines the reasons and causes for the stress in one's Me, one will continue
in a pattern of stressful living, often with inadequate coping mechanisms. It is

necessary to understand both the nature and causes of stress in one's life in an
effort to address these issues before any permanent reduction in stress level

can occur.

Much has b e n written concerning stress in the lives of teachers, but less
work has been carried out pertaining to administrators and stress. Some studies
exist, but the rnajofity of the literature is based on opinions, and little research of
an ernpirical nature has been carried out (MaWherson, 1985, p l ) . Much of the

work describing administrator stress tends to be of a self-reported type. Seifadministered questionnaires &en fail to be objective. Less subjective attempts
to describe stress amongst administrators do exist and will be the focus in this

study.
Are administrators overwhelmed by work-related stress in their jobs?
Despite media reports to the contrary, a growing body of literature supports the

assertion that administrators are coping well in their positions. and are
functioning with a high degree of enjoyment and experiencing job satisfaction

(Hanson, 1991, Kmetz & Wilkwer (1982). Martin & Willower (1 981). Milstein &
Farkas (1988). Farkas (1983). and others).

The Problern
This work is undertaken in an effort to discover what events, if any. in the
job of an adrninistrator are stressfull. What does the stress look like and how are

administrators coping? What are the sources of direction and supports used by
administrators? Perhaps some predictions can be made as to what the future
will hold for administrators. The researcher will endeavour to document any

concrete resources for administrators in need that are discovered through this

work. Practical solutions to assist administrators in successful stress
management techniques are a worthwhile goal from this endeavour. It is hoped
that information obtained from this study will supplement the existing knowledge

base concerning administrators' stress.

Definition of Stress

One of the difficulties in studying stress, is determining what stress is.
Many definitions of stress exist, but a consistent definition is difficult to find.
A detailed discussion of various definitions for stress c m be found in the next

section. For the purposes of this study. Hiebert and Baserman's (1986)

definition will be employed. They refer to stress as the result when the demands
of a given situation exceed an individual's wping skills (p.1).

Demands are considered to be situations requiring the attention of the
individual. These situations may be of two types. Pressures are the first type of

demands and are perceived by individuals to be within their own ability to cope.
The second type of demands are stressors which are seen to exceed

individuals' coping ability. An event is perceived as more stressful when
individuals believe their ability to cope is inadequate. Coping behaviours are
the atternpts by an individual to deal with demands. Stress is the end result
when individuals perceive their own lack of resourœs for caping with the

demands in their lives. According to Hiebert and Basserman (1986), "The key
factor in detemining the extent to which a person expetiences stress in any
given situation is the individual's evaluation of his or her ability to handle a

demand satisfactorilr (p.1). Thus what is stressful for one person, may not be
stress producing for someone else. Perception is an important ingredient in an
individual's response to demands placed upon him.

Lack of Information Regarding Administrator Stress
Lam and Cormier (1998) report a distinct lack of information concerning

the nature of principals' job-celated stress (p.53). The many definitions that exist
for stress make it difficult to study this concept using a consistent framework.

There are as many ways to study stress as there are definitions for stress. The

majority of the work on stress uses a questionnaire format with individuals
sconng themselves on various items depending upon how stressful they

perceive various events to be. Such sekreporting tends to be subjective, and
also does not account for the other n o ~ o r stressors
k
in an individual's life
(Lam & Cormier, pp. 53-54).
Lam and Cormier (1998) refer to shortcomings in the methodology of

stress studies, and comment on the vaiidity of some of the reported findings.
They caution about "the futility of depending on questionable subjective

measures and dubious data to arrive at far-reaching conclusions in discussing
principals' job-related stress (pp. 54-55). One must take care in generalizing
findings from research of this nature, and keep in mind the many factors that
might cause an individual to not accurately repoR their own stress. Cooper,
Sieverding and Muth, (1988)' comment on the problerns with this type of
assessrnent of stress:
Self-reports are usually suspect because people are often unable or
unwilling to record information that is sensitive. embarrassing, or
job4hreatem'ng. Furttief, such seff-reporting techniques often fail to
detect important aspects of stress itself. since people are generally poor
self-analysts (p. 198).
The difficulty in comparing various studies without an adequate framework is

mentioned. as Lam and Cornier (1998) offer the lack of a "unified conceptual
framework within which an integration of findings can be studied" (p.251).
Lam and Cormier (1998) mention the changes that are taking place in
the nature of the administrator's world of work. The external environment has

becorne more complex and turbulent. Changes in the external environment

have created more disruptive forces. as power structures shift. The availability of

resources have Iessened and the external demands or expecttations of the
administrator's job have been increased (Lam & Cormier. 1998. pp.54-55).
In short. the lack of information wncerning principals' stress arises in four

possible explanations. Variation in the definitions of stress, the many ways of
examining and reporting stress, the change in the nature of administrators'
work. and the shortcomings in the methoddogy used for examining stress al1
contribute to the lack of knowledge about what makes it stressful to administer
in the school setting.

Conceptuai Fiamework

Why study stress in the educational setang? Is there anything that can be
done to avoid stress amongst administrators in their workplace. and is this a

necessary endeavour to undertake? Bailey (1983) stresses the infectious
effects of stress,or bumout amongst individuals working in a school. He
conments on the ease with which others follow suit when several individuals

are suffering from the extremes of stress. An entire organization could cease to

function effectvely. Wley (1903) terms this phenornenon "cop out" (p.16).
Precautions to follow for reducing organizational stress for educational
administrators are stressed, with the goal of helping ta ensure high productivity.
Lam has examined stress in the Iives of administrators in several studiesHis 1998 work looked at the types and sources of stress experienced by

administrators in a rural setting to determine if there is a cycle of jobrelated
stress corresponding to the various times of the school year (Lam 8 Cornier,
1998. p. 55). He used a conceptual framework adapted from Gmelch and Swent
(1982) to examine administrator stress. Lam and Cormier offer a tool for

measuring stress which is a relatively new way of doing so. Their conceptual
framework will be employed in this study.
Stressful events were captured in a non-subjective way by monitoring
administrators' telephone calls to their school division office. The theory behind
this is that individuals possess different levels of tolerance when it cornes to
stress, and what is stressful for one individual will not necessarily be viewed as
stressful by another person. Lam and Cormier feel that what is perceived as
stressful is a direct result of the different degrees of tolerance. Once an
administrator had exhausted al1 of his or her resources and was still unsure of
how to cope with a situation. then the school division office would be the place

he or she would twn for help. Lam and Cormier believe this to be a more
reliable indicator of

stress rather than self-proclaimed confessions of stress by

adrninistrators (Lam, personal interview, June 16, 1998).
Lam and Cormier's (1998) findings indicate there were highly significant

differences in the sources and types of stress amongst the principals in the
study. They noted the following trends:
1. There has been a steady transformation in the roles and

responsibilities of the administrator in bath their internal and external roles.
2. The management of the external environment has becorne equally, if
not more, demanding than the internal environment of the schwl. This

rcpresents a change for the traditionally inside focused principals (p. 60).
With respect to the more stressful times of the year for the principals, Lam

and Cormier (1998) note Mat incidents of stress tended to peak in the month of

June. Stressful incidents declined from January onwards to a low point in April
and then began to dimb again during May and to June (pp. 6142).

Lam (1988) notes three approaches to examine tension experienced by
school principals. Firstly, he mentions the approach of examining the nature of
stress. and cites Gmelch and Selye who adopted this methodology. The second
approach, and the most common one, according to Lam involves searching for
the sources of stress smong school administrators. The third approach
compares and ranks stressors indicated by school administrators. He comments
on the lack of a conceptual framework and proposes one adapted from the work

of Gmelch and McGrath. Lam proposes four types of stressors: role-based, taskbased, boundary-spanning and conflict-mediating for categorizing stress (Lam,
1988, p. 251).

Together with these four types of stress, he suggests three sources from

which stressors arise. Firstly, stress arises from administrators' interaction with
their organizational extemal environment and is termed extra-organizationally
induced. Secondly. stress anses from sources on the job and is referred to as
intra- organizationally induced. Lastly, stress from intrapersonal sources is alço
mentioned (Lam, 1988, p.250-251). For the purposes of this shidy, intrapersonal
sources will not be examined in keeping with Lam 8 Cormier's (1998)
methodology. and due to the difficulty in obtaining and quantifying this
information,

Development of the Measuring Instrument

- the Eight Cell Typology

The orïgins of the framework for categorizing stressors in this study has

its origins in the work of Gmelch, Heibert, and Lam. Lam developed a
framework for examining stress amongst administrators as early as 1984,
drawing on the work of several other researchers. Lam (1984) created his
framework for studying stress in order to combine an understanding of school
administrators' stressors with theories of organization presently in existence
(p.51). A second purpose for developing this framework to analyze

administrators' stressors was to provide some organization to the many different
approaches to the study of job stress. Lam (1984) refers to the need for some
type of conceptual synthesis for sorting out the numerous studies dealing with
f ragmented pieces of information (p. 51).

Lam's original work with this framework dealt with a twelve cell typology,
based on four types of stress. and three sources for stress. The combination of
these types and sources led to the twelve different cells. The four types of stress

include role-based, task-based, boundary-spanning and confkt-mediating .
They are associated with three sources of stress: extra-organizational,

intra-organizational and intrapersonal. Firstiy, extra+rganizational stress
refers to stressors M n g their origin in administrators' interaction with their
organizational external environment. Secondly, intra+rganizational stress is
meant to stand for stress that anses on the job, that is jotwelated stress
originating in more traditional interna1 management. Thirdly. intrapersoml
sources would include penonal characteristics and conditions that either dilute
or intensify the effects of the stressors.
Lam chose to only consider the fint two sources of stress for his study
with rural administrators, omitting the intra-personal stress and using an eight
ceil typology. His rationale for doing this lies in the fact that intra-personal

sources of principals' stress were not readily avaibble for his study (Lam, 1998,
p.8). In a similar fashion, for this study. the researcher chooses to follow this

same eight cell typology which will be outlined as follows.
Starting with the extra+rganizational source, roie-based stress refers to

pressure on the job as a result of changing power redistribution. In short, it can
also be referred to as decentralization, or the stress resulting from more
responsibility being given by the school division office without any
corresponding increase in authority. This has also been referred to by Cedoline
as "control over one's destiny" (Lam, 1988, p.252).
The second type of stress, task-based, anses from the day-today

administrative tasks and a lack of resources. ln this case, resources are seen to
be supplies, personnel or time, that is, anything that interferes with the smooth

running of the administrators' responsibilities. In other words, this stress is
associated with executive problems as a result of a shortfall of funds (Lam.
1988, p. 252).
A third type,boundary-çpanning stress refers to pressures from dealing

.

with different extemal stake holders (Lam, 1998 p.9). An administrator's
actMties in the area of schooCcommunity relationships are found in this
category. and according to Lam. are the result of frequent (and sometimes
unpleasant) interaction with other people in arder to carry out the functians
associated with the job of administrator (Lam, 1988, p.252). This area involves
dealing with parents and the community in an effort to resolve camplex student

problems, and rnay involve interaction with health and social agencies. or law
enforcement groups.
The last type of stress, as outlined in Lam's typology is conflict-mediating

stress. It arises from the pressure of harmonising the often incompatible social
values of the students and their families with those of the school- This stress
arises from the effort of resolving conflicts. Conflicts are often found in the
school setting and may be a test of managerial skills and coping ability.
according to Lam (Lam, 1988, p.252).
With respect to the intraorganizational source of stress, role-based
stress here refers to the pressures of balancing bureaucratie and professional
authority. This has been termed a "dual authority structure" by Hanson (Lam,
1 99 p.9). Task based stress anses from principals' atternpts to cope with the

various organizational needs and at the same time maintain effective operation
of the school. Routine functions such as s ~ p e ~ s i instruction,
ng
identifying

program needs. irnplementing curriculum. and evaluating staff, not to mention

the processing of paperwork to ensure adequate information flow would fall into
this category (Lam. 1984, p.49).
Boundary-spanning stress involves the day to day communication
functions with staff, students, parent councils and other groups within the school
to ensure the best possible communication networks. This type of stress is

based on the quality and quantity of intrapersonal contacts and communication
with the aforernentioned groups and is a large component of the school climate

and the motivation of the staff (Lam, 1984, pp. 49-50).
The hst type of stress, mnfiict-mediating. is basad on the often

unpleasant task of handling conflict between individuals or among groups
within the çchool setting. Lam States how intemal conflict mediation is a
constant job stressor of the school adrninistrator, and improper management
can often lead to crisis situations (Lam. 19û4, p.50). With this type of stress.
often there is no other recourse, other than to seek assistance from the Division
office.

Research Questions
A number of research questions have b e n identifiecl as requiring further

study. The following questions will form the basis for the inquiry in this study:

What is the nature of the stress experienced amongst urban
administrators?

How does the nature of the stress experienced by the urban

administrators diier from that of the rural administrators as found in
Lam's work?

What are some of the supports/çources of direction for the

administrators?

What are the more stressful times of the year for administrators?
11

These questions have their origin in Lam & Cormier's work, and the
natural progression that cornes from reading their shidy of rural administrators.
Reviewing the litaratuce in the area of stress is another source for these
research questions as they anse through careful reading. Another reason for
delving into the area of urban administrators' stress is the increased number of
administrators securing medical leaves of absence from their positions and the
desire to know why this is sol and m a t cm be done to prevent it. Another more
persona1 reason for inquiry in this area is to leam more about prevention and
coping strategies to deal with stress in the educational setting. In order to better
manage stress. administrators would benefit f rom shared resources with their
colleagues.

Organization ot the Thesis

The next section

of this research paper. Chapter Two is a review of the

relevant literature of the subject of stress.Ways of conceptualising stress,
definition of terms, sources of stress, and methodology of stress studies are
examined. In addition. the concept of administrator stress, stress management,

cycles of stress in the school year, and future trends in this area are presented.
Chapter Three describes the meaiodology employed in this study. This
chapter includes a description of the sample, methods of data collection and
data analysis, issues of reliability and validity, as well as some limitations of the
study.
Chapter Four reports the data analysis and includes both results f rom the
analyses of the administrators' logbooks, and the responses to the interview
questions. A summary of the results can be found in this section.

Finally, Chapter Five presents a summary of the study, and its significant

findings. a discussion of the resultç, as well as some suggestions for future

research.

CHAPTER WU0

Review of the Llterature

Anhibiotics can't touch it The microscope can't even spot it.

.

it's rapidly spreading and almost everybody's feeling the effect

(Pritchett & Pound.1998. p.i).

Introduction
The subject of this leading quotation is stress. Stress has become a

catch-all descriptor for a variety of situations. Gmelch (19ûû) referred to the
numerous materials, produced annually, with stress as their subject matter. He
mentioned 100,000 books and articles, 1,000 research projects and 6,000
additional publications catalogued every year (p.222). According to Pritchett &
Pound (1998), stress and tension create numerous problems today. but what is

of more concern is to consider how stress will make its impact on individuals in

the future (p.i).
Like many other groups of professionals in taday's world of work,

educational administrators are experiencing stress. This fact has been
documented in the literature (Cooper, Sieverding & Muth, 1988, Hanson. 1991.
Lam & Cormier, 1998) and others. At some time al1 administrators will

.

experience situations of conflict and the resultant stress (Hanson. 1991 p.291).
Just how much stress are administrators experiencing, and this stress

widespread? Statements in the media indicate the prevalence of stress
amongst teachers and administrators both. However, a growing body of

literature proposes these reports to be exaggerated (Hanson. 1991). The
examination of this cornplex and multi-faceted term starts with a look at the
various meanings of the term stress.

Ways of Conceptualbing Stress

One of the difficulties in dealing with the topic of stress. is determining
what stress is. Many definitions of stress exist, but a consistent definition is
difficult to find. Hiebert (1985) remarks on the confusion that exists, as different
authors use the same terrn to mean diierent phenornena.
This problem is enhanced as most people hold a personal and
subjective definition for stress. The definition selected influences the
conclusions an individual makes regarding how people becorne stressed and
the way stress should be controlled (p. 11). As well, a dear conceptualisation of
the particular definition for stress employed in a study will aid with
understanding the study's methodology and the interpretation of its findings
(Travers & Cooper, 1996, p. 12).
A discussion of the numerous ways of defining stress is undertaken using

Hiebert's (1985) three models. He employs environmental, response, and
interactional models to describe the various aspects of looking at stress (p. 12).

The Environmental Model

The first way of viewing stress, according to Hiebert (1985) is an
environmental model. This madel consists of identifying stress-producing
situations, or conditions. and then altering the situations or conditions to make

them less stressful. The major problem with Mis type of model is that it does not
allow for any individual coping strategies. as individual ways of reacting in
similar situations are not included.
Of Hiebert's ttiree models of stress, the environmental madel is the one
least represented in the literature. Only two definitions of stress matching the

environmental mode1 were found. Kyriacou (1989) proposes a definition of
stress that utilizes "the experiences . . . of unpleasant emotions such as anger,
tension, frustration. anxiety. depression and nervousness. resufting from

aspects of their work" (p.27). He also defines stress as an unpleasant emotional

state (p.27).
Rahim (1996) also utilizes an environmental model in his work with
stress. He defines job stress as work characteristics which pose a threat to
employees. Threats occur where there is a poor fit between a person and his or
her environment (p.3).

This environmental model of stress sees situations as stress producing.
Making changes to the situations is the way to reduce stress. There is no

ailowance made for individual attempts to cope with the stressors.

The Response Model
A second way of exarnining stress, according to Hiebert (1985) is the

response model. It deals with stress on an individual basis. Treating stress
involves teaching individuals to react to demanding situations in a way that is
appropriate for them, and that will lower the level of stress. Problems with this
model are twofold. It tends to equate stress with arousal, and does not account

for the fact that other situations might produce a high arousal state that is not
stressful. Secondly, this model does not account for possible reaçons as to why

some situations are experienced as stressfuf. and others are nota
Many of the studies, and much of the work done utilize the response
model. A number of definitions. and ways of conceptualising stress present here

are of the environmental type. Selye's eariy work with stress is of this type.
Selye adapted the term-'stress" frorn physics in 1936 and since then.
stress has come to mean a vanety of things (Kendall & Hunt. 1982, p.15). Selye
(1974) described the body's response to any demand. as nonspecific. He

referred to this as psycho-physiological reactivity, or the bdy's rate of Wear
and tear (Everly & Sobelman. 1987. p.7). Selye's notion of stress as a reaction

has endured, and forms the basis for much of the conceptualisation of stress
today.
Selye (1980) emphasizes that stress should not be assumed to be
something negative, as it is also regarded as a stimulant and is a feature of
living. Selye identified four different types of stressors an individual can
experience: hyperstress, or overstress; hypostress. or understress; distress, or
bad stress; and eustress. or good stress (Travers 8 Cooper, 1996. p. 16)

In a similar way to Selye's studies, Ratsoy's (1986) work with stress also
describes a physiological response to stress. Ratsoy defines stress as "the
body's physical, mental, and chemical reactions to circumstances that that

frighten, excite. confuse. endanger or irritate the individual" (1986, p.5). He
stresses the importance of distinguishing between the negative effects of
"over-burdening stress. and the desirable necessary stress which contributes to
the efficient and effective functioning of individuals and of the schools and
systems within which they woik - Hans Selye's terms. eustress as contrasted
with distress" (p.?).
Ratsoy also utilizes a number of t e n s he equates with stress. Such

labels as anxiety. frustration, hassfes, conflict, pressure. tension, shell-shock,
battle fatigue and dissatisfaction are employed in his work (p.5).
Kendall and Hunt (1982) mention the physiological, psychological and
social manifestations of stress. and the importance of dealing with al1 three
areas. Over time stress leads to individual Wear and tear. Such symptoms as
poor work performance, ill-health. disease. and even death may result

according to Kendall and Hunt (1982. p. 15).
Another definition that can be categorùed under the Hiebert's
environmental model is Kyriacou's work. Kyriacou (1989) describes stress as
"the body's natufal emotional and physiological reaction to the perception of
danger in one's environment" (p.28). KyrÏacou (1989) is quick to mention that
although the body is prepared for Yight' or Ylight' the perception of danger is not
limited to a physical sense. Threat to one's self+steem and mental well-being

is also a trigger of this emotional state (p.28).
Another study that is environmental in nature is the work done by
Cooper, Sieverding and Muth (1988). They state how stress is the result of the
complex interaction between the environment, one's personality and the body.

Demands on the nervous systern are influenced by an individual's personality,

that is, a combination & the desires, drives, preferenœs, background and

upbringing. Complex biochemical reactions are the result of these interactions
(Cooper, Sieverding, 8 Muth, 1988, p. 198).
Hanson (1989) defines stress as the adaptation of our bodies and minds
to change. He comments on how stress has been btamed for costing the North
American economy approximately two hundred billion dollars per year, and
cites stress as being linked to eighty percent of al1 illnesses. At the same time as
stress is being irnplicated in millions of deaths around the world each day,

Hanson labels stress as the key to excellence (p.17). He sees the many forms
and intensities of stress, ranging from chronic to acute as k i n g surmountable

obstacles on the way to an individual's success ( p.19).
Another view encompassed in the environmental model is Giammatteo

and Giarnmatteo's (1980) work with stress. They see stress created when
several groups with different ideals are unable to negotiate a new nom. Stress
is the result when adaptation is required or when a more out of the ordinary

response is needed (Giarnmtteo & Giammatteo. 1980, p-vii). Likewise these

M o authors refer to stress as something that "makes some individuals tickn
while it causes other individuals to "stop tickingn (Giammatteo 8 Giammatteo,
1980, p.2). They mention two sources for stress as being the environment and

persona1 process. Their solution to rnanaging stress is for the individual to
manage himself or herself (p.57).
The last researcher whose work falls under the response model is Wieck
Wieck (1970) mentions two components of stress, stimulus intensity and
duration. He advocates using stimulus intensity and duration as a means to
compare stress reactions in various systems. Wieck cautions about the
tendency to oversirnplify the treatment of stimulus intensity by assuming that

stimuli are "very intense" in al1 cases (p.293). The idea that stress is a process
that increases and decreases is also put fomard (p.295). Building on this idea,
Wieck (1970) poses the question of how to know when the stress situation is
over and the stress response b no longer required. He also mentions how

failures to cope with stress may corne about because the person either stopped
the coping efforts prematurely, or maintained the efforts to cope too long, and

therefore created new stress (p. 298).
Hiebert's (1985) response modei describes many of the views of stress,

and much of the work done in this area. The response rnodel conceptualises

stress as an individual perception. it can be lowered through an individual's
reaction. to the particular stressor, in a way that is appropriate for him or her.
The response mode1 does not account for why some situations are perceived as

stressful, and others are not. Nor does the model account for States of high
arousal that are not stressful.

The Interactional Model
The third model, presented by Hiebert (1985)' is the interactional model.
Stress is viewed as an individual's psychological and physiological response
that involves his or her perceived ability of coping. Stressors are the name

given to situations where stress is experienced. Coping behaviours are what

individuals cal1 upon in order to ease various stressful situations. Homeostasis
is the preferred state with this model. Controlling stress involves a combination
of altering environmental demands (stressor management strategies) and

altering personal reactions (stress management strategies) (pp. 12-1 4).
The majority of the Iiterature reviewed employs the interactional model of

stress. Various definitions and ways of conceptualising stress under this model
will be examined in this section, startÏng with a look at HiebeKs definition.
Hiebert (1985) poses a definition of stress, in keeping with the

interactional rnodel. He defines stress as 'a complex psychological and
physiological reaction to a situation that approaches or exceeds a person's
self-perceived ability to cope with that situationn (p.14). He mentions three types
of reactions people experience when confronteci with stress: physiological.

cognitive, and behavioural.
Likewise, Monat and b r u s (197ï) fefer to stress in terms of the

interactional

rnodel. Stress is used generally to describe what occurs when

external or interna1demands exceed an individual's adaptive resources. The
physiological. psychological and social components of this definition of stress
are emphasized as well (Monat 8 Lazarus.1977, pp. 1-8 in Feitler & Tokar.
1981, p.1).
Kahn (1970) adwcates viewing stress from the dual perspective of
individuals and organizations, and States the need to include both of these as
responding to stress. and as the objects of stress (McGrath. 1970. p. 97). Kahn
echoes the stress definition of others, as he refers to stress as a demand of
some sort that the environment is placing upon some system (either an
individual or an organization) (p.98). The demand is followed by some sort of

recognition. a response by the individual, and finally a consequence results
(McGrath. pp. 98-99).
This way of viewing stress stated by Kahn, perceives stress as changs
"irnplying a previous state of equilibrium" (McGrath. p. 101). The individual's

response to the change is also an important facet of this model. What

performance repertoire does the individual possess. and how appropriate is the
choice of response made by the individual? (McGrath. p. 100). Kahn (1970)

perceives both overload and underload. that is too much and tao little demand,
to be the same sort of stresses damaging to the system (McGrath. p. 102).

Gmelch (1984) utilizes Khan's model to view stress (p.193). In a later
study. Gmelch (1988) elaborates on where the stress occurs in this process:

Whether a particular dernand produces stress depends on stage two the individual's perception of the demand. If the individual does not have
the physical andlor mental resources to meet the demand he or she
perceives that demand as a stressor. The stress created by this
discrepancy between demand and personal resources results in a stress
or coping respnse (stage three) taking the forrn of psychological.
physiological, or behavioural reactions. The fourth and final stage.
termed consequences. pertains to the intensity and long-range effects of
stress (Thorsen. C. & Engleston. J., 1983. in Gmelch, 1988, pp
225-226).

Keavney and Sinclair's (1978) work also falls under the interactional
model. They refer to stress as teacher anxiety (Feitler & Tokar, 1981. p. 2).
Other studies also included in this model have used conflict, frustration.
or threat to mean stress (Feitler & Tokar. 1981, pp. 2 & 4). Psychology would

see stress resulting when one of the lower needs of Maslow's hierarchy goes

unfulfilled. Burnout is another term that is often used to describe the end result
of too much or too prolonged stress (Feitler and Tokar. 1981, p.3).

Psychological terms are the basis for McGrath's (1976) work with stress, while
Eddington (1984) reminds of the need for some type of stress in our lives
(Ratçoy, 1986. p. 5).

Stress is referred to as "excessive distressnby Friesen and Williams
(1985). Their work examines organizational stress in an educational setting,

and falls under Hiebertasinteractional model (p.13).

Kelly. (1997) likens stress to a reaction, arising f rom our response to
various events, but not from the events themselves. He States how it is an

individual's choice of whether they will react in a stressfol way to a certain
event. One person may see a difficult project as an exciting challenge while

another may view the same project as an impossible event (Kelly. 1997. p.3).

This attitude toward stress can be seen as one of enabling individuals to take
control of their environment and thereby control the stress in their Iives.
Sells' (1970) definition of stress is interactional in nature. and contains
two elements. The first is Me

lmof an adequate response by an individual

when faœd with a situation. The second element is that the ainsequenœ of

failing to respond, for that individual, must be important to him or her (p. 138).
Sells (1970) advocates this model as it provides a general concept of stress. it

affows for an unrestricted range of coping measures, and that it requires no

special concepts of stress behaviour (pp. 13S139).
Capei (1989) describes stress as a process that involves the awareness

of a substantial imbalance between an individual's response capability and the
environmental demand. Failure to meet the demand is seen to be having
important consequences for the individual (p. 37).
Sarros and Friesen (1987) utilize a definition close to the one used in this
study, "stressis viewed as a distressful response to a demanding situation that

is perceived as exceeding the petson's resources and capabilities for meeting
the demand (p. 165). According to the creators of this definition, 1 extends

beyond Selye's physiological interpretation of stress, and "includes the
f undam ental, everyday, interactive relationships among individuais.

organizations, and environments as leading to stressn (p.165).
The stress definition used in this study is one that is interactional in
nature. Hiebert & Basserrnan (1986) refer to stress as the result when the

demands of a given situation exceed an individual's wping skills (p.1). This
definition was selected for this research paper as it encompasses two important
elements. Demands, and coping skilis are both notions critical to this work.
Administrator demands. and the way in which the administrators were able to

cope with these stressors foms the basis for this research paper.
Hiebert's third model for studyÏng stress. the interactional model, is
widely uülized in the literature. This mode1 includes an individual's perceived
ability of coping. Stress is seen to be controlled through a combination of
stressor management strategies, and stress management strategies.
Thus Hiebert (1985) offers three models for su
tdyn
ig

stress.

environmentai. response and interactional. These madels provide an excellent
way of categorizing the material presented, and aid in the understanding of the

concept of stress.

Definition of Related ferma
An better understanding of the concept of stress can be achieved. if some

related terms were looked at. Other terms are often used interchangeably with
the word stress, without understanding exactly what is meant. Several important

and related descriptors will be exarnined.

Burnout has been defined in many ways, but a widely-used definition is

provided by Sarros and Friesen (1987). They define burnout as 'psychological.
physiological, and behavioural responses to chronic work stress experienced
by helping senrice professionals* (p.164). Sarros and Friesen (1987) state the

assumption in their work, that burnout is a negative feeling experienced by the
respondent (p.167). Kyriaaxi (1989) Mers to burnout as "a state of mental,
emotional and attitudinal exhaustion . . . which results from a prolonged
experience of stress." Individuals are still able to function, but have lost their
enthusiasm and cornmitment to their work. as evident by aspects of job
performance (p.27).
Burnout is also described as a chronic response, that cornes about as a

result of k i n g exposed to cumulative long-terni stress. The time factor is
important here, as Capel (1989) comments that it is professionals who are
subject to "continued stress and strain due to unrelenting work demands" as

being particularly susceptible to bumout (p. 36).
Travers and Cooper (1996) define tole ambiguity as a situation where
an employee eïther does not have enough information to be able to carry out a
task, or he or she does not fully understand the requirements (p. 46). Situations
Mat might lead to role ambiguity are also rnentioned, and indude job relocation,
changes in the method of working, new organizational structure, and changes
in the actual requirements of the job (p. 46). A closely related term is role
contl ict w hich is described by Travers and Cooper (1996) as a situation that

exists when an individual is tom between conflicting demands placed upon
them by others in the organization. In this case stress may result from the
inability to meet these various expectations or dernands (p. 47).
Vetter (1976) uses role pressure to dexribe the situation where an
individual takes on the roles that accompany the office. Expectations from
others are that he will "behave and peiform in a manner that befits the role(s)"
(Vetter, 1976, p.12). If the individual experiences difficulty with these various

responsibilities, role overload rnay result. This condition occurs when an
individual "lacks the time and energy to do al1 that is expected of him" (Vetter,

1976,p. 12).
Sources of Stress
A number of sources of stress have b e n identified in the Iiterature, and

will be briefly dealt with here. Regardless of the extent to which administrators
are purported to be experiencing stress. it is important to look at the factors that

are causing this stress.
Al I cornpiex organizations, educational systerns included, create

situations that can cause the development of conflict and stress (Hanson. 1991.
p.272). The educational setting can be a pressuregacked environment.

Hanson (1991) describes the long hours of an administrator, approximately 53
hours per week for secondary principals. and 50 houn for elementary
principals. These times are characterized by a fast pace with lots of variety.
brevity and a great deal of ?ask fragmentation." He describes the range in work
experience from one of "traumatic adrenaline rushes to mindless rituals and
syncopated drudgew (p.272). Problems with stress are found both during the

slow times and those that are fast-paced.

Cedoline uses the term "paper mountaineering" to describe filling out a
tremendous number of forms and reports. Cedoline refers to dealing with vast
quantities of paperwork as an "encumbering" task (Hanson. 1991. p.273).
Hanson (1991) reviewed stress studies (Cedoline, 1982. Gmelch. 1982.
and Gordon. 1982) and reported the top ten stressors found in these works. A
lack of sufficient resources was reported as the most stressful challenge facing

administrators. This included such things as supplies, fiscal aid. assistance with
evaluation, personnel, and inservice funding. The second most stressful item

reported in these studies was a lack of support from superiors and the public,
followed by work overload, involving both the quantity of work, and paperwork.

Next came collective bargaining. followed by a lack of a clear direction from
school boards and superintendents. Federal and state laws were Iisted as a
source of stress, followed by a lack of control of students, teachers and schools.

Responsibility for children's total needs and taking on many new roles.
including that of the parental role were also stated. Lastly, pressures from

parent and community relationships were mentioned (p. 279). Hanson (1991)
sums up sources of stress:

The conditions creating a stressfui environment are present in most
school systems, certainly some more than othen. The long hours.
overcrowded space, upset parents, iimited resources. potential for
physical violence, and so forth go with the job for most educators. the
tragedy is that like most formal organizations. educational systems
typically ignore the impact that stress has on administrators and teachers
(p- 281).
Sparks and Hammond (1981) propose that no one in the field of
education c m cornpletely avoid the affects of stress. They mention the two most
stressful things for teachers as managing disruptive children and poor quality
relationships (p. 9). Perhaps administrators are also subjected to stress from
these two stressors as weH.
Lam (1996) cites dilemrnas faced by school administrators. in executing

their responsibilities. These dilemmas are created as administrators face more
complex and wide ranging responsibilities with decreased resources, and
higher public expectations of what the school should be. Striving for academic

excellence is in confiid with the practiœ of rnainstrearning and the philosophy
of educational equality for all. These concems are al1 stress producing

according to Lam (p. 127).
Another source of stress for administrators is the decentralkation that has
not led to "decisional autonornf on the part of the administrator (Lam, 1996,
p. 129). Feeling powerless is common for administrators as they shoulder more

responsibility, yet face more legal and professional constraints handed down to
them by their superintendents (p. 129). In a similar manner. principals, in k i n g

given more authority through a school-based management modal, are forced to

relinquish some of this authanty. as d e c i s i o ~ a k i n g
within the school takes on

more of a consultative approach (p. 131)
Lam (1996) mentions the increased role the school takes on of nurturing
and educating the Young. with a decreased involvement, and influence of such
institutions as church and family. Lam mentions the incompatible roles of
counselling and disciplinhg students, faced by the school (p. 130).
The experience of stress is a very personal phenornenon (Travers &

Cooper, 1996, p. 61). What is stressful for one person may not necessarily be
stressful for someone else. Under particular levels of pressure, and in certain
environments, some individuals survive the strain, while others do not. Some
individuals are more susceptible to stress than others, and more research is
needed into this area to determine why this is so. Likewise, features of the
environment and such personal characteristics, that lead to reduced resistance
and increased vulnerability by certain individuals, as age, experience, life

events, Iife stages and ability, personality, behavioural disposition, attitudes.
values and needs are contributing factors to the perception of stress (Travers &
Cooper. 1996, p.61).

Menzies (1996) documents the effects of schoof-based management
(SBM) on administrators as 29 studies were reviewed with a mixture of findings.
With SBM, principals took on additional roles of a managerial nature. From a

positive standpoint, administrators were relaying information and utilizing
increased flexibility and discretion with SBM. In terrns of negative items,
principals were faced with increased workloads, a greater need for
accountability for performance. Some loss of power was indicated (p. 2).
Woods (1989) cornments on the nature of the institution and how it can

be a stress producing force:

Such is the character of ,the greedy institution'. It eats you up, always
wants more, is never satisfied, the more it consumes the more it needs.
One does not have the personal resources for this. Nor are the traditional
compensations of bureaucracy in great abundance - the acquisition of
status. monetary rewards, career advancement (p. 91).
This quote sums up the ever demanding role of the administrator and the

perceived lack of compensations for administrators.
Sources of stress are many for administrators. Whether an event or a
situation will be perceived as stressful is a personal response. It is important to

look at where stress originates in order to obtain a better understanding of this
cornplex phenomenon. The look at stress in the literature continues with a
review of some methodologies for studying stress.

Methodology of Stress Studies

Kyriacou (1989) mentions the difficulty in estimating the extent of stress
due to the lack of a widely accepted. objective measure of stress. Various
methods have been used to measure stress, and each has its own limitations
and shortcomings (p.29).The variety of methodologies utilized in studying the

phenomenon of stress will be looked at in this section.
Questionnaires. inventories, and interviews are the most frequently
employed methods in stress studies. A less common methodology utilizes
physiological measures. such as heart rate, absenteeism, and ili-health to
examine this concept. Some studies utilize both questionnaire and
physiological methods to collect data. Another way posed by Lam utilizes a
typology to categorize stressful incidents. Stressful incidents in Lam and

Cormier's (1998) work were equated with phone calls/wntacts inliated by

administrators to their school division office.

Questionnairs/lnventory/înterview Method
A frequent method of stuâying stress utilizes a questionnaire or inventory

format. An individual's response to variow items is sought with this method.
Rahim (1996) employed an inventory called the Occupational Stress lnventory

developed by Osipow and Spokane in 1903. It wntains 54 items with a five
point scale, and has been widely used in Me field of psychology (Rahim, 1996,

P. 7).

Another study employed a 147 item questionnaire. Friesen and Williams
pilot-tested this questionnaire in a small study with twelve principals prior to its
use with a larger sample. The instrument contained items for individuals to rank,

according to how stressful they found these activities to be (Friesen & Williams,
1985, p.16).

Gmelch (1984) utilized a fifteen item questionnaire to rneasure stress.
This device referred to as an index of Job-Related Strain was modified from its
rather generic format to one more specific to administrators (Gmelch, 1984,
p.195). This Administrative Stress Index was again used in Gmelch's work in
1988 with continued success (Gmelch, 1988. p.226). Gmelch continues by

stating how most studies investigate the sources of stress and do not deal with
how educators' cope with jobrelated stress (Gmelch, 1988, p.222).

Lam (1988) studied 256 principals from Manitoba to look at the impact of
external environmental constraints on types and sources of jobrelated stress.
A three part questionnaire was utilized in this study to look at the relationship

between stressors, contextual and background factors. as well as the types and

sources of stress experienced by the administrators.

Findings from this survey technique indicate that significant relationships
existed among the types and sources of stress. Results are indicative that stress

on one aspect of the administrators' jobs increased stress on other areas of
their jobs. Older xhoof administrators experienced more difficulty adjusting to
changing roles. according to Lam. Older and more experienœd administrators
also adapta less easily ta changes in power distribution. Divorced and
widowed school administrators were more Iikely to experience stress
associated with the functions or roies of their job. and were l e s content with
their jobs (p. 255). Administrators working in larger schools reported higher
levels of stress from monitoring student behaviour. Urban administrators were
more likely to experience higher levels of conflict due to the supe~sion
of their

staff. Levels of stressors from extradrganizational and intra-organizational

sources of stress were the same in this study (p. 257). Complying with the
Department of Education policies was another source of stress for

administrators (p. 261). Lam felt that complying with educational policy led to
feelings that the administrators' perceived authority was being undermined (p.
262). Lam (1988) concluded from this study that administrator stress is a

complex subject that needs a consistent system for examination (p.263).
Everly and Sobelrnan (1987) caution the use of streçsor scales in

research as they state that these scales measure stressors and not stress. They
state how implications about stress can only be infened from such stressor
scales (p. 84). Likewise. stress assessments from self-reports represent only an

indirect assessrnent of the stress response. This method does not account for
individwl perception of the desirability of a certain l i e event (pp. 117-1 18).
Martin (1995) utilized interviews in her study of female educational
administrators. Interviews

are employed in this research paper as part of the

source of data.

Physiological Method
A number of studies have utilized physiological rnethods of measurïng

stress Physiological measures are easily affected by other factors Mat might

reflect stress in different ways. One study,Sutciiffa and Whitfield (1976). utilized
heart rates to monitor stress. They reported the difficulty Mat their data often

reflected the subjects' physical movement around the room, and did not only
measure stress.

Other studies have employed other factors. such as behavioural
measures. including absenteeism, ill-health. or leaving the profession. These
behaviourai indicators are subject to many other factors and are difficult to
attnbute solely to stress (Kyriacou, 1989, p. 29).

Combination of Methods

Other studies have used a combination of methods to study stress. One
such study by Cooper, Sieverding and Muth (1988) utilized both a

questionnaire format (Jenkins Activity Survey Form) and a series of
physiological parameters to measure stress. Heart rates were recorded using a
portable €CG (electrocardiogram). Subjects' heart rates were monitored for a

period of 24 hours. In addition, participants kept a diary, and were interviewed
as well (Cooper. Sieverding 8 Muth, 1988, p.204).
This study employs a combination of methods. Interviews and recorded

data from logbooks form the basis for inquiry in this research paper.

Lam's Typology

Lam's typology originates from his work in 1988 utilizing a questionnaire

format The typology evolved and was uülized in 1998 by Lam and Cormier. The
eight cell typology was used to categonze types of stress. Phone calls/contacts

initiated by school administrators were termed stressful incidents in this stuây.
The stressful incidents fonned the basis for studying stress.

Lam and Cormier (1998) examined the working conditions of principals

in a rural Saskatchewan school division. They reported sctml principals facing
added responsibilities at a time when both external, and interna1 environments
were undergoing change. These leaders are struggling to fulfil both their

traditional and emerging responsibiiities, brought about by change. Sitedased
management is affecting the way administrators execute their responsibilities.
lncreased work responsibilities are having to be faced without a corresponding
increase in power. Community support is important. but cornes at the cost of the
administrator having to take on increaseâ boundary-spanning activities. An
increased reliance on the xhml division office for support and guidance
indicates the principals' helplessness and anxiety. Lastly, Lam reports the
administrators' stress to be higher now than Ï t was tan years ago (p. 64).
A variety of methodologies exist for studying stress, including

questionnaire, invantory and interview

collection, physiological measures and

Lam's typology of stressors. These rnethodologies have their shortcomings.

Difficulties in studying stress abound. Feitler and Tokar (1981) report the
lack of consistency among methods, sampling techniques and results when
examining stress. Another problem lies with the nature of the rnajority of the
work done in this area. According to Hiebert and Farber (1984)' over 70 % of
the articles on stress they reviewed were based on opinion of the author. Only

27 % of the works looked at containeci an empirical data base (Macpherson,

1985, p.1). There seems to be a lack of strong research in this area and those
involved in the education field would benefit from further work in the area of

stress.
Administrator Stress: Reality or Myth
Recent literature suggests that administrators are coping quite well in
their jobs, and are not all subject ta major levels of stress as frequently reported.
Hanson (1991) reports the administrator role to be "robust. challenging.
meaningful and action packed' (p.289). He further states how much of the
negative anecdotal literature originated from dissatisfied educators attempting
to generalise their own bad experiences. Hanson (1991) states, "The image of
frustration, anxiety, and burnout is derived from the folklore of anecdotal
literature and wire service stories that spread around the country through an
efficient communication system" (p. 289).
Kmetz and Willower (1982) studied five elementary school administrators

while Martin & Willower (1981) looked at a group of five high school
administrators, in an effort to determine how administrators perceive their job.
Both studies report that administrators appear enthusiastic about their jobs,
rather than king burned out. The results from both studies are summarized as
follows:
At both levels, it was concluded that although the principalship was fast
paced and cornplex. involved periodic crises and conf licts. and featured
long hours, those holding the job could not be considered beleaguered.
They typically enjoyed their work. were able to cope with the turbulence,
and took obvious pride in their schwls (Hanson, 1991, p.289).

In a similar fashion, Farkas (1983) reports the 302 secondary and

elementary principals in his study, to âemonstrate low levels of stress. This

group possessed sufficient decision-making aothority to be able to carry out the
functions of their jobs. They also experienced a "high locus of aintrol and were
fundamentally in control of future events" (Hanson, 1991, p. 289). Milstein and
Farkas (1988) summed up the role of administrator as being a low level
occupational stress group (Hanson, 1991, p.290).
Sarros and Friesen (1987) looked at 128 administrators in a large
western Canadian school district- The sample consisted of 62 assistant
principals, and 66 principals. Sixty-hnro percent of the respondents described
thernselves as being very satisfieâ to extrernely satisfied

their work One

quarter of the participants referred to their work as "considerably stressful", 8 %
used the term "very stressful," while 2 % chose "extremely stressful." Other study
results led the researchers to conclude that "schooi-based administrators
tended to experience less burnout compared with other groups of helping

service professionals" (such as social workers, counsellors, teachers and police
officers) (Sarros 8 Friesen. 1987, p.169). Thus Sarros and Friesen (1987) report
the administrators in their study to be coping very adequately with the rigour of
their jobs, with moderate to low levels of Emotional Exhaustion and
Depersonalisation burnout in the majority of cases. Higher levels of Personal
Accornplishment burnout were evident. This latter type of burnout is associatecf
with a lack of positive feedback provided from the job,or a failure to adequately
supply status, recognition, and satisfyïnginterpersonal relationships (Sarros &

Friesen, 1987, p.176).
Results from a study involving 272 principals and assistant principals as
well as 2,478 other educational district based administrators, and supe~sory
personnel indicate that the principals and vice-principals are fa-

with having

to deal with inadequate physical resources. These researchers also report the

daim by others 'that principals am experiencing burnout in 'record numbers'

seems too strongn(Ratsoy, Sanos 8 Aidoo-Taylor, 1986, p. 275). Ratsoy,
Sarros and Aidoo-Tayior (1986) support aie finding of Gorton (1982) that "most
high school principals are coping rather well with the difficulties of their job and
are not experiencing a high level of stressn (p.199 in Ratsoy. Sarros &
Aidoo-Taylor, 1986. p.276).
Hanson (1991) offers the newly developing schod of thought. that Me
role of the administrator is strong, the occupants are keeping up with the work.
and are enjoying the work they do and the benefits that come with it. This area

is deserving of further study to support these ideas. according to Hanson.
(p.291).
Hiebert (1985) reviewed several studies rqarding administrator stress
with some interesting findings as well. McMurray (1984) surveyed elementary

school principals in five provinces with more than hatf of the respondents

reporting too many meetings, and a lack of sufficient time for planning as the top
two stressors. Other stressors reported by the principals in this study included
papenvork, students with special needs, staff conflicts, lack of administrative
support and unmotivated students (p.29).

Hiebert (1985) also reported on the relationship between leadership
style and stress as investigated by Yackel (1984). This study involved 122
Saskatchewan rural schaol principals. He reportad leadership style to not affect
either the levels of the principals' stress, or the types of stressors indicated.
Various coping procedures utilized by the administrators were not related to

specific stressful situations, but were targeted at stress in general (Hiebert.
1985, p.29). The last study reported by Hiebert (1985) was Syrotuik and

D'Arcy's 19û3 stuây with 122 school administrators from Saskatoon and the
surrounding area. This study indicates the most cornmon source of stress was
roie conflict, due to setting high expectations and accepting too many

responsibilities. while the second most frequent source of stress was staff
evaluations. Stressful situations were reported as not interfenng with the

principals' family lives. This study also reported that administrators experienced
less stress than their classroom wlleagues (pp. 29-30).
Hiebert (1985) cautions about interpretiog these reported results as all of
the studies utilized seif-report questionnaires as their source of data. As Hiebert

states, "the questionnaires contained pfimarily negative items and few attempts
were made to tap sources of satisfaction or procedures for coping" (p. 30). He
further comments on the types of questions asked, different ways of repom'ng

results. and the different questionnaires used in the studies as k i n g important
to note (p. 30).
A variety of stuâies have been laoked at in this section, none of which

reports any significant stress amongst the groups of administrators studied. It

would seem that administrators are coping well with, and in the rnajority of

cases. enjoying the challenges and demands of their particular ernployrnent.
Heibert (1985) summarizes the stress response and an individual's ability to

cope with these demands:
As long as individuals perceive thernselves to be dealing satisfactorily
with the demands of their jobs, lMe stress will be experiencad. If the
demands of a job increase, or if a person's abilities ta meet those

demands diminish, then the person will experience stress. The intensity
of the stressful experience will be related to the imbalance between the
dernands and the individual's abilities to deal with the demands
satisfactorily (p. 51).
In order to gain a more complete understanding of the topic of stress, 1 is

important to look at the various aspects of this concept including the techniques
individuals use to cope with the demands placed upon thern. The examination
of the Iiterature will continue with a look at some reporteci stress management

techniques.

Stress Management

Sparks and Hammond (1981) state that one individual's positive stress,
or eustress rnay be another person's distress, and that physical factors, tearned

responses and conditioning determine the perception of life's events (p.11).
Likewise, at a certain point in an individual's life, they may perceive an event to

be stressful, that they would not at another time. Controlling stress, on an
individual basis, through a variety of methoâs is advocated. in order to prevent.
or retard serious illnesses. Such factors as diet, sleep, exercise and relaxation
need to be looked at only after a certain degree of self-understanding has
taken place. Self acceptance is required, as well as an appreciation of people's

unique styles and the way in which individuals interact with their environment,
producing stress in order to better manage stress (Sparks 8 Hammond. 1981,
pp. 11-1 2).

Ratsoy, Sarros and Aidoo-Taylor (1986) report collegial support.
assistance from members of the immediate family, and recreational activities as
ways of managing stress reported by administrators in their work (p.281).
Kyriacou (1989) report stress to be dependent on the skills and strategies
possessed by the individual and the degree of control they have in dealing with
their particular cirwmstances. The control people feel they have over the
frequency and nature of the demands plaœd upon them is a critical factor in the
ability to deal with the demands, and experienœ stress, according to Kyriacou

(1989, p.28).

For Hanson (1991). there is sadness in the way individuals who are
experiencing stress are treated by the 'system." He comments on the way
dysfunctional stress is considered to be a personal problem. Those who are
experiencing distress must find their own solution as few provisions are offered
for assistance. An allotment of sick days might be taken, transfers made, or
discussions with untrained colleagues or supeMsors take place, but often there
are few options for the educator experiencing stress (p. 281)-

Hanson (1991) Mers ta an optimum stimulation zone. He likens this state
to an optimally tuned violin string to produœ the best music. Stress is necessary
in a sufficient amount ta clear the senses, heighten awareness, focus the mind
and make the adrenalin flow. Work is seen to be a challenging and satisfying
endeavour as problerns are viewed as obstacles that can be overcorne while at
the same time. strengthening or improving the educational system. Hanson
(1991) advocates a self-awareness of optimal stress to maintain peak

functioning (p.282). The first step in achieving a personal level of stress iies in
diagnosing the situation. Understanding the conditions generating the stress is
essential as well as making required adjustments to plans and organizing in
order to take a proactive approach to stress (p. 287).
Hiebert (1985) comments on the suitability of the interactional model

perspective when dealing with stress control. One area of concern would focus
on the environmental demands. that is attempting to reduce the pressure in the
situation. Another way wouM concentrate on an individual's caping skills (p.
13). As an individual's repertoire of coping skilfs becomes more extensive. it is

less likely he will perceive a given situation as stressful (p.18).

Cycles of Stress In the School Year:
The times of the year that are more stress producing for administrators is

an area that has not experienced a great deal of study. Two studies are

reported in this section with similar findings.
With respect to cycles of stress in the school year. Hembling and Gilliland
(1981) report administrators as having three peaks in stress during the school

year, with September, Deœmber, and June as being the more stress producing
times (pp 327-328). A recommendation from the authors of this study would be
for elective or special events to be time tabled to low points in the cycle of stress

in the school year in an effort to reduce stress overload (Hembling 8 Gilliland,
1981, p.330).

Lam & Cormier (1998) found similar results to that of the previous study.
They offer the stress levels of administrators in January as sliding until reaching

a low point in April. From here. stressful events climbed during May to reach a
peak in June (p.61). These fluctuations in reported incidents of stress are
expected with the usuai cycles of report preparation, dealing with parents, and
end of year activities.

Further work in this area is definitely warranted to supplement this small
but revealing body of work. The look at stress continues with a look to future

trends.

Future Trends
Like anything else, the object of optimal performance is achieving a

balance in life, between tao much stress leading to organizational turbulence,

personal anxieties, and dysfunctional coping mechanisms, on one hand and
too little stress with its associated boredom. apathy and dissatisfaction, on the

other (Hanson. 1991, p. 291). As Hanson States. 7he right amount of conflict
and stress can be the seeds of innovation, creaavity, improved interpersonal

relations. and higher levels of productivity" (p. 291)Sanos and Friesen (1987) look to future research to provide a look at
"the extent to which the motivational needs of administrators are critical
determinants of burnout and concentrate less on the impact of jobspeclic
factors as contributhg to administrator burnour (p.176). For these researchers,
motivational needs of administrators play a larger rob in administrator burnout
than jobspecific factors. They would also like to see more work done in the
area of positive feedback and training in human relations skills as lessening the
amount of burnout experienced by administrators (p. 177).
Ratsoy, Sarros and Aidoo-Taylor (1986) believe administrators are not
suffering unduly from work stress when cornpared with members of certain high
stress occupations. They state that "any form of distress in education is a matter
of concernn (p.282). These three advocate fumer examination of the time at

which coping strategies are most effective, whether they are undertaken prior to
the immediate stress response. or as intervening variables after the immediate
effects (p. 282)Hiebert (1985) looks to f urther areas of inquiry for providing solutions to
issues such as the way individuals cope with the demands of their job. what sort
of stress management skills people are receptive to learning. what stressor
management strategies are teachers. administrators. and school boards willing
to adopt, and what effect does using coping skills have on ind~dual'sstress,
and work performance (p.52).
Lam (1996b) mentions some conventional approaches to dealing with

some of the dilemmas faced by administrators. Training school administrators in

time management would allow for streamlineâ sdiedules, a better strategy for
coping with multiple demands, and minimising the downtime on routine tasks, in
order that a more efficient operation will result. Principals need to prioritise the
tasks they have to complete (p.132). Lam (1996b) States his belief that these
approaches are simply dealing with syrnptoms and not the underlying causes of
administrative problems. In order to adequately deal with administrator
dilemmas. it is neœssary to tackle the deeprooted problems themselves (p.
133). Many principals experience stress on the job as a result of having to find

ways to deal with crises and find fresh solutions when problems arise. Lam

believes that routinization of the process of problem-solving would aid in
decreasing time spent on dealing wiai the same problerns, and "assist
principals in reducing the stress of dealing with dilemmas (p. 135).
In a later work, Lam and Cormier (1998) advocate intervention strategies

to reduce leadership stress. School divisions need to revisit their
decentrakation policies and procedures to ensure that administrators are
empowered to be able to carry out ail the functions of their role. When principals
are confronted with new and unfarniliar extemal demands, support from school

divisions and the faculties of education wuld be offered. Universities need to
offer "meaningful managerial and political skills" to prepare administrators to be

able to interact with their environment (p. 64).
Esteve (1989) poses at least three reasons for lwking at burnout among
educators. Firstly, the need to assist with feelings of bewildement and isolation
is stated in order to provide support for those who are experiencing stress.
Secondly, Esteve advocates calling society's attention to this problem. Parents,
the media, local and national education authorities can be made aware of the

new probiem's facing those in the field of education. Lastly. action is needed in

terms of training, in-seMces, resources and a rethinking of the relationship
between responsibility, salary, and working hours. The problems of education

require societal solutions (p. 5).
McGrath (1970) comments on the need to be systematic when
approaching the problem of stress. Also, studies with multiple stress conditions
and multiple measures of stress effects would allow for a better understanding
of the complexities of coping responses (pp. 3-49).

Mffirath (1970)

advocates stress research that W externally valid. and that encompasses longer
time periods of a person's IÏfe (p.349).
There is a great deal of potential in terms of topics to examine in future
studies regarding stress. The study of stress is one that would benefit from more

work in particular areas in order to better understand this concept.

Summary

There are many ways of defining and studying stress. Hiebert's (1985)
work provides three moâels of stress. Environmental, response and
interactional models assist with conœptualising stress. Little work has been
done in the environmental area, but there are many studies that fall under both

the response and interactional models. Related terms to stress, and sources of
stress were also looked at. Methodologies of stress studies take on several
forms. Questionnaire, inventor-,and inteMew techniques as well as
physiological measwes and Lam's typology are al1 important to look at in order
to better understand the concept of stress.
Administrator stress is documented in the literature but a more recent
trend is emerging. This trend in the Iiterature reports administrators to be coping

well in their roles, and not suffering from extrerne effects from stress. Stress

management, cydes of stress in the school year and future trends to examine
were also looked at in this
The study of stress is a complex process. involvnig an extensive range of

contributing factors. A very b M ovewiew of the topic of stress has k e n
undertaken here to provide the reader with some background to this study. It is
by no means complete. The reader is dire-

to the many current resources

concerning stress.
On the basis of this Review of the Merature, I setected Lam's

methodology to replicate as I wanted to determine its value; to see if it was an
authentic measure of stress. The concept of being abie to monitor stress based
on such signals as initiating contact with the school division office interested

me. Lam's instrument for measuring stress was preferred over questionnaire
and other methods for the study of stress as I felt that it offered the best yield of

information about the nature of stress arnongst administrators. Interview
technique was chosen to compliment the instrument of choice and in order to
expand the parameters of the study (Lam, 1998. personal interview).

A different

way of capturing the level of administrator stress has been undertaken in this

study. Chapter Three looks at the methodology for this research paper.

CHAPTER THREE

Methodology

Because the comrnunity these days is very demanding of education. You
know, its not just the schooling piece. The hockey team becomes an
important issue for hockey parents, this other . . . the musical becomes an
important issue for the music parents. And ail those issues are quite
important.
(Ed. Administrator, on the demands on the school).

Introduction
This study examined the nature of stress amongst a group of

administrators in Manitoba. School principals working in an urban setting were
chosen for this study, in an effort to replicate Lam's work with rural school

administrators in Saskatchewan. Administrator stress was the focus of this
qualitative and quantitative study. Job-related stress is a key factor in the lives
of administrators. It is necessary to examine its nature and make up in order to

control and limit its effects.
This work examined logbooks and used an interview method in order

obtain information about the topic. Logbooks were employed to replicate Lam's
work. Replication of another researcher's work allows for unique observations.
according to Kirby 8 McKenna (1989). The process of replication allows the
researcher to follow the maps created by the previow researcher. uyouwould
take maps already created by some other researcher and travel the same

routes making your own observations" (p.43). Following Lam's maps, was the
method of the quantitative portion of this study.
It was felt that addtional valuable information could be ascertained by

interviewing the participants. It was necessary to speak directly with each
administrator. rather than utilize a questionnaire format, so that individual
perceptions could be included. Gare was taken in reporting administrator
responses to questions during the interview so that no data would be excluded.
The interviewer did not want to make value judgments about the worth of the

comments, and therefore bias the results by omitting comments she felt did not
belong.

The ten administrators in the study kept a phone callEcontact log of
contacts they initiated with their schaol division office. It is Lam's belief that a
better understanding of the jobrelated stress an administrator is experiencing
could be obtained by examining incidents where the administrators contacted

their school division office. In this study, some administrators were frequent

callers while others seldom made any contact with their school division office.
The phone cal1 togs were kept by the administrators for the months of January
through March. At the end of March, the logbooks were returned for coding, and
classifying of the administrator initiated contact with the school division office.
Calls/contacts were classified into one of the eight cells of Lam's typology of
sources and types of stress. Findings from this data analysis can be found in

Chapter Four.
Following the three month data collection period, the administrators were
asked a series of follow up questions to obtain their feelings regarding such
things as stress. the supports in their job, their relationships with the individuals
at the school division office, and their preparation for taking on the role of

administrator. Their responses were grouped by theme and are also found in
Chapter Four.

Sample

Permission was obtained from the University of Manitoba Ethics Review
Committee and the particular school division, prior to any research Ming
initiated. Once approval had been obtained from both areas, a number of
administrators €romthe schaol division were approached. Participation in the
study was sought from administrators who the researcher felt would be willing to
participate in the study. Representatives were sought from both genders. with
different amounts of experience as administrators, from dilerent types of
schools. Potential administrators were sent letters explaining the study, and
asking for their participation.
Ten adrninistrators working in an urban school division in Manitoba were
selected for the study. Al! of the administrators that were askeâ to participate in
the study did choose to become involved. They are not a tnie random sample

as willingness to partÏcipate in the study was a factor wnsidered. The

adrninistrators were informed upon agreeing to participate in the study that their
schools and identities would remain confidential. Pseudonyms were chosen for
each administrator and school populations were indicated by categories. as
opposed to exact population figures in an effort to keep the administrators and
schools involved confidential. In a similar fashion. years of experience indicated
in Table 3.1 were a combination of time spent both as a vice-principal and a
principal. A sumrnary of the information about each administrator. including the

number of teaching and administration years, as well as the school population
is found in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1

Descriptives for Admlnistrators in the Study
Administratot

School
Population

Years of Experience

Teac hing

Administration

Ann

l e s than 300

8

Barb

more than 650

14

16

25

3

Cathy

3-50

6

Don

less than 300

11

5

Ed

more thân 650

12

15

Faye

less than 300

13

6

Gai1

3W-650

1O

12

Hank

300-650

10

22

lan

more than 650

28

12

John

less than 300

18

7

Of these school administrators, five were female and five were male.

Although al1 ten administrators were employed by the same school division.
they reported to difierent individuals, as they were within dïerent areas of the

school division. The administrators in the study represented aime of the four
separate areas in this particular school division. The three districts are each
administered by an area superhtendent. Three different area superintendents
are responsible for all the schools in the study.
The administrators' schools were situated in a variety of locations,
including some in areas with families of low socioeconomic status and others in
48

areas with families of higher socioeconornic status. Three of the administrators
in the study worked at elementary schools. while three worked in schools Mat
were middle years. Four administrators worked in senior high sem'ngs.
Participants rangeâ in experienœ from several administrators at the
beginning stages of their careers to those in the middle of their careers. to
others who were towards the end of their careers. All of the administrators had

taught prior to entering administration. The average number of years taught by
the administrators, prior to entering the administrative Stream was 14.9 years.
The range in number of p a r s taught was a low of 8 years to a high of 28 years.

(Mode = 10 years, Median =12.5 years).

The administrators in the study were a diverse group with lots of teaching
experience and other management experience, prior to becoming
administrators. The study participants had al1 spent çome time as
vice-principals before being appointed as principals. The average length of
tirne as a viceprincipal was 4.7 years. The administrators in the study ranged
in their viceprincipal experience from one half of a year to 12 years. (Mode = 3

years. Median = 3.8 years). In t e n s of their experience as principals. study
participants ranged from 1 to 10 years in the role of principal. The average
number of years spent as a principal was 6.3 years. (Mode = 9 years,
Median = 6.5 years).
Administrators worked in schools that ranged in size frorn less than 200
students to in excess of 1Wû students. The average school population in the
administrators' work settings was 560 students. (Mode = 300 students. Median

= 476 students).
The main reasons for an administrator being included in the study were a

willingness to participate, and motivation to cooperate by cornpleting the tasks

asked of them. Selection ofthis d i r s e group involved contacting potential

participants from a list of al1 the adminisbators in the school division until al1 the
categories were filled. All tan of the administrators chose to beame involved in
the study after they were approached. I tri& to select individuals who would find

participating in the study to not be a great burden. Equal representation was

sought by type of school, gender. and fevel of experience.
It was the hop0 that some of the administrators in the study would be

generaily interest& in the research questions. and would anticipate any
findings or recomrnendations that might be of benefR to aiem in their own

management of stress.

Methods of Data Collection
The principals in the study were given a logbook to record their phone
calls to the Division office administration (i-e.. the area superintendent, the

secretary-treasurer. and program consultants. etc.). Principals kept track of
these calls for a period of three months, beginning in January and ending in
March. Relevant details of the contacts were noted, including the date, tirne,

individual called, and the nature of the call.
A code was uülized to place each of the contactskalls into one of the

eight source-type of administrative stresses as describeci by Lam and Connier
(1998). and outlined in Chapter Two. Calls were recorded in chronological

order in each of the principals' notebooks for ease in organizing later on.
Principals were encouraged to record their callslcontacts in their logs at the time

of the contact or when pracücal, immediately following the call/contact. The

difficulty in remembering what had taken place at the end of the day was

mentioned in the initial discussion with each administrator. Al1 of the
administrators prefened to keep track of their calls themselves. No one chose to
have the calls recorded by office staff- All of the calls/contacts recorded by the
administrators were able to be classified into one of the eigM categories. No
calls were excluded from the dataData collected in this manner was in keeping with the definition of stress
utilized in this study. that an individual is unable to cope with the demands of a
given situation. Calklcontacts were made by aie administrators. presumably

because the "situational demands could so outweigh individual resources that
seeking assistance and guidance from central office became a logical response
to cope with otherwise 'insunountable' challengesn(Lam 8 Cormier, 1998,
p.57).

Upon completion of the three month record keeping period, principals
were interviewed by the researcher. An i n t e ~ e w
technique was chosen so as
to obtain a different perspective from that provided by the quantitative data.

Interviews allowed the participants to tell what was important and meaningful to
them. It allowed emotions to be expressed, as some of the administrators were

very passionate as they described some aspects of their job, and their concern

for students in their care.

Kirby & McKenna (1989) define interviews as "a special form of
interaction between people, the purpose of which is to elicit information by
asking questionsn(p.66). They state that the basis of all interviews is the
question. Kirby and McKenna (1989) also mention the sources of intervÏew
questions as from personal refiections, interactions with other people. and from
readings while researching (p. 66). Woods (1986) States that interviews are
often the only way of finding out people's perspectives, "but it is also a means of

'making things happent and stimulating the flow of data" (p. 62).
Interviews were wnducted with each of the ten administrators in the
study at a time and location convenient ta them. All of them chose to be
inteMewed at their workplace. The advantage of inte~ewingparticipants on
their own territory is emphasized by Hamrnenly 8 Atkinson (1993). "It allows
them to relax much more than they would in less familiar surroundingsn(p.150).
The inteMews took place at a variety of times throughout the day.
InteMew lengths varied from twenty minutes tu just over an hour. Administrators
were given copies of the i n t e ~ e w
questions prior to the interview. Some chose
to make notes prior to ouf meeting, and referred to them throughout the
i n t e ~ e wSome
.
of the administrators preferred to speak without any notes.

Prior to the interview

starting, participants were reminded that they were free to

decline to answer any or al1 of the interview questions. One administrator

declined to answer one question.
Input was sought, from the administrators, concerning their perspective of
stress in their workplace. Interviews were taped and later transcribed with al1
identifying characteristics removed. The tapes will be destroyed following the

approvai of this thesis. Administrators were informed that their telephone logs.
interview tapes and transcripts of their responses would be kept in the strictest

confidence. It was made clear to the participants in this study that they had the
right to withdraw at any time, from the study should they so choose. A summary
of the thesis will be provided to the individual participants upon completion of

the report.
It is the intent that this i n t e ~ b win
, addition to providing information for

the researcher. might prove useful for the administrators themselves in terms of
an overall look at the stressful events and timing in the school year.

Methods of Data Analysis

Data analysis took on several forms. The initial set of data analyses
examined the nature and the sources of job+elated stress experienced by
administrators in the study. A Chi-square analysis was performed on the
nurnber of callskontacts reported by the administrators throughout the three
months of the study to determine if there were any signifiant differences in the
distribution of the type of stressful incidents obseffed, from that which was
expected.
A second set of analyses looked at the time of year, and cycle of school

events to detenine if certain times of the year were more stressful than others.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to detect if there was any

statistically significant diierence in the numbers of stressful incidents recorded
from month to month.
Thirdly, the qualitative data from the interviews with each of the
administrators were examined for wmmon themes. iastly the data were
examined to determine if there was any difference between the results obtained

in this study with the urban administrators. and those results obtained by Lam
and Cormier in their work with rural administrators.

These data analyses were helpful in answering the research questions
and in learning more about the nature of stress amongst urban school

administrators.

Reliability

This study utilized logbooks over a three month span during the school
year. Data were collected by the administrators as they recorded their own

calls/contacts with their school division office, Administrators recorded
callslcontacts over the same tirne period throughout the study. lnteMews were
conducteci with the participants as well. Both foms of data were analyzed for
this research paper. Another researcher examining this data should obtain the
same results. ShouM another study be carried out with a similar group of
administrators, similar results should be obtained.
Kirby and McKenna (1989) refer to reliability as 'Me trust or confidenœ

we have when speaking about the description and analysis of ouf data. Ooes
the description truly represent what we found?" (p. 35). In this research paper.

administrator recorded data represents what was taking place in his or her
school during the three months of the s W y . Some callslcontacts were not

recorded in the administrator logbooks. At least two administraton admitted that
they "forgot"to include a few calls, particulariy at the beginning of the study. It is

likely that these unrecordeci calls are few in number and would not represent a
significant difference in the results.

Validity
This study examined the nature of stress by looking at the events taking

place within individual schools that warrant phone calls or contacts with the

school division office. Lam has equated calls/contacts with stressful events
taking place within the schoal setüng. One administrator stated during the
inteMew, that she did not feel any stress when she contacted her school
division office, while another administrator mentioned how relieved he felt when

dealing with a difficult situation and getting to speak with his superintendent.
Are al1 of the administrators contacting

Meir division office when they

experience stress? Perhaps other coping techniques and support networks

were utilized by the administrators in the study.

Woods (19s) comments on the possible inAuences affecting the results
obtained:

In addition, the researcher will be alertecl to possible influences
operating on infamants ulterior motives. the desire to please.
situational factors like a reœnt traumatic incident (for example, a
disruptive incident), values, etc. al1 of which may colour their
judgments. .. (p.83).

-

-

Additional areas of concern will be dealt with in aie Limitations of the Study
section.

Limitations of the Study
This study represented a look at the issue of stress from the point of view

of ten individuals in one particular school division during a three month period

of time. The results are really a snapshot of the administrators' perceptions

regarding jobrelated stress, and are not necessanly representative of the
whole school year. Had the study occurred at a different point in the school

year, perhaps the administrators would have been dealing with different issues
in their schools and may have experienced different frequencies of

calls/contacts with their school division office.
Sample seleaion is another factor to consider when looking at potential

limitations to the study. Administrators were selected by approaching potential
participants to seek their participation until ten were found. They are not a
random ample of the administrators in the school division. Bias might have
played a role in their selection.
Logbooks were used to collect data. and participants may not have

recorded al1 callslcontacts for a variety of reasons. The paœ at which things

were happening in the school often precluded tecording the cal! or contact at
the time it was made. Later in the day, or several days later, details were often
not accurately recalled according to one administrator.
This study only dealt with administrator initiated callslcontacts. One
administrator informed me that he felt it caused him more concern when his
school division called him, as he knew that meant he would have some task to

perform, or some piece of work that would need to be generated as a result By
not including these calls in the study, pefbps some stressful incidents were not
being included. Likewise, it was pointed out that calls to parents were not

included in the data collection, and often she found these to be the worst sorts
of calls to make, and actually found them to be quite stressful.

Potential limitations to the study include the snapshot, three month time
span of the study. sample selection, logbook format and the fact that only

administrator-initiated calls were included in the data collection.

Summary

This qualitative and quantitative study examined the nature of stress
amongst a group of urban administrators in Manitoba. A replication of Lam's
work was undertaken as well as interviews with each of the participants in the
study. Both methods of data collection and analyses yield important results that

contribute to a better understanding of this issue. There are limitations to the
study that have been looked a t The next section will continue the examination

of the data collected as the results are presented.

CHAPTER FOUR

Data Analysis

You're kind of in the middb ...yourrekind of in the center. So the kids.
the problems with the kids corne at you, problerns with teachers corne at
you, problems with parents come at you. They corne down on you frorn
the administration, and the govemment, and you're just in the middle.
(Cathy, Administrator).

Section A: Logbook Analysis

Administrators' logbooks were examined following the three month data
collection period. Callslcontacts with the xhool division office were categorized
into the eight cells of Lam's typology. Each calVcontact was assigned one

category. Callslcontacts with a multi-purpose. as idenüfied by the
administrators. were allocated by the first. or primary purpose indicated. The
total nurnber of callslcontacts initiated by the ten administrators over the 3

rnonth time span was 364. Some administrators contacted the division office on
a frequent basis while others experienced long periads of time between

caiis/contacts. See Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 for a breakdown of the
calls/contacts by month. foc each administrator in the study.

Table 4.1

Administrators' CallsiContacts by Month

Month

January

February

March

Administrator
Ann
Barb
Cathy

Don
Ed

Faye

Gail
Hank
Ian

John
Monthly
Totals

137

113

114

Total

Monthly
Average

Quantitative analysis of the data collected f rom the ten administrators
over the three months of the study took two forms. FÏrsüy, the data were
examined as to the diierent sources and types of 'stress" as postulated by Lam

(Lam. 1984, p.48). Secondly. the data were analyzed for the variation in the
number of calls/contacts on a month to month basis.
Each of these analyses will be dealt with separately. The examination of

the data will begin with a look at the sources and types of aie reported incidents
of stress.

Analysis of Sources and Types of Reportcd Incidents
The data were analyzed to determine if there were any significant
difference in the sources and types of the reported callslcontacts the

administrators initiated with their school division office. A Chi-square test was
chosen for this analysis. Such a non parametric test of significance was
selected, as the data were in the f o n of frequencies. in more than two mutually
exclusive categories (Gay, p.483). This test was also selected in order to
replicate Lam and Cormier's analysis of their data (Lam 8 Cormier. 1998, p. 57).
The Chi-square test compares the actual proportions obtained in the vanous
categories with the proportions one would have expected for each category.
The assumption is made that given a normal distribution. the proportions in
each of the eight categories, or sources and types of stress should be equal.

The results indicate that there was a significant difference between the
numbers of reported contacts/caIls by the administrators. in the eight cells. than
that expected due to chance alone. ( ~ =2496.44.e = 3.& = -0001) The nuIl

hypothesis would be rejected. There was a significant difference between
observed and expected proportions amongst the sources and types of stress in
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Lam's eight cell typdogy. In addition to examining the staasüca1 significance of
these results. it is important to look at the meaningfulness of these results.
Findings from this anelysis of the sources and typas of the reporteci incidents

are summarized in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2

Sources and Types ot Administrator CaII.IContact8
Sources of Stress
TY~e
of

Extra-organizational Intra-organizational

Stress

Total

%

NO.

NO.

?A0

Role-based

3

0.82

Task-based

45

12-36

BoundarySpanning

79

21-70

25

Conf lict
Mediating

17

4.67

19

4
172

1otals
~2 = 496.44

df = 3

significant at -0001 level

From Table 4.2, it is evident that the incidents from the

intra-arganizational source (220) were more numerous than those from the
extra-organizationalsource (1 44). The percentages of tha total calls/contacts
61

were 60.44 % and 39.55 O
h respecüvely. This dïffers from Lam and Cormier's
work as they found the number of incidents to be equally represented between
the extra-organizational and intra-organizational sources (Lam 8 Cormier,
1998, p. 58). These two sources, extra+rganizational and intra-organizational

will be examined in greater detail to provide information about the distribution of
reported incidents of stress by the ten administrators in the study.

Extra-organizational Sources
Extra-organizational sources of reported incidents are those that arise
from the administrators' interaction

with their organizational external

environment (Lam, 1988, p. 251). The extra-organizational sources accounted
for 39.55 % of the total callslcontacts reported by the administrators in the study,
and are 144 in number. The four types of stress will be looked at first starüng

with the most numerous one, the boundary-spanning category.
As with Lam and Cormier's study, the boundary-spanning category

contained the most number of callslcontacts in the extra-organizational source.
This study found 79 incidents in this category. representing nearly 22 % of al1

reported incidents, and over half of those in the extra-organizational category.

This compares with Lam and Cormier's study where they reported 17 incidents
for 19 % of the total calls and 39 % of the extra-organizational source (Lam 8
Cormier, 1998, p. 58). It should be noted at this time, Mat like Lam and
Cormier's work, this category represented the second largest overall, second
only to the intra-organizational task-based category.

Boundary-spanning activities indude the pressures of dealing with
external stake holders, and external agencies. Such groups as law
enforcement, health and social agencies would fall under this category, as

would liaison with interest groups. This category also contains stressors
resuting from the pressures of maintaining harmony amongst the various ethnic
groups in the community. The responsibility for heritage programs andfor
secondary language programs also falls in aie boundaryspanning type (Lam. 1984, pp. 48-9).
The second most frequent type of the extra-organizational source was

task-based, with 45 calVcontacts for just over 12 1of the total incidents, and 31
O/,

of the extra+rgankational categoryryThis type represents financial matters

and concerns, and resource adequacy. Lam (19û4) summarized the

relationship of the economic conditions to this type of stressor:
Frorn the school's economic envirmment, the amount of financial support
and resources available to the schoal operation will determine the
degree of fiscal difficulties and the adequacy of technical, curriculum and
personnel resources that are at the disposal of the school principals.
Conceivably, understanding of the perceived economic conditions
governs the degree of externally induced task-based stress to which
schoot administrators are subject (p.48).
Lam and Cormier (1998) reported the number of callslcontacts in this category

as being third in frequency, with twenty percent of the total incidents, or 10 % of
the total reported incidents of stress (p. 58).

Next in importance in terms of frequency with just over 4 % of the total

contacts/calls (17 in total) was the conflict-mediating type. This category
representing 12 % of the extra-arganizational source summarizes value
compatibility and looks at the compatibility of school and student social values.
Or, to state this another way, the compatibility of schwl and student subculture
values (Lam. 1984, p. 49). Lam and Cormier reported this category to be his
least frequent under the extraorganizational source. with 16 % of the
extra-organizational, or 8 % of the total incidents (Lam 8 Cormier, 1998, p. 58).

The category with the least number of incidents reported was the
role-based, with only 3 incidents for just less than one percent of the total
callslcontacts, or 2 % of the incidents in the extra-organizational category. It is
interesting ta note that Lam and Cormier's study reported this to be the second
highest category under the extra+rganizational source. They reported one
quarter of the extra+rganizational incidents and 12 9/0 of the total reported
incidents in the study to be in the role-ôased type of stress (Lam, 1998. p.58).
This category includes the implementation of site-based management. and
deals with pressure resulting from a change in the power distribution. It really
examines control and direction, particularly with the clarity of direction from
above and the degree of local autonomy ( h m , 1984. p.48).

The small representation of reported incidents in the rolebased
category in this study, as compared to Lam and Cormier's work, might be due to
a variety of reasans. The school division studied in this work might provide clear

direction from above, allowing administrators to function well, and more
independently in this system. Perhaps this urban school division utilized in this
study is farther along in their adjustment process with sit-ased

management-

Perhaps this school division has managed to move beyond any earlier
difficulties they may have encountered previously. Yet another possible
explanation for the few score in this category wuld lie with the school division
office having given more power to the administrators in this particular division
than the administrators received in Lam and Cornier's study.

Intra-organizational Sources
The intra-organizational source represented 60.44 % of the total
calis/contacts reported in the study. This is a larger amount of reported incidents

than that found for the extra-organizational category, by over hatf as much.
The largest number of reported contacts/calls falls under the

intra-organizational. task-based category. representing 47 % of the 364
reported calls/contacts in the study, and 78 % of the incidents in the
intra-organizational source type. It was a surprise that this single category
contained so many callslcontacts, and was so much higher than the other
categories. The task-based type deals with such functions as human resources,
personnel. staffing, supe~bionof instruction.

identification of pfogram needs

and logistics of implementing special needs and curriwla (Lam, 1984. p.49). In
short, this category deals with an administrator's attempt ta maintain affective

school operation while coping with various organizational needs and demands.
Lam (1984). reported this category as having a maintenance function, and

keeping up with the various routine demands on the job (Lam. 1984, p. 49).
Lam and Cormier (1998) also reported this category as being the one
with the highest number of incidents at one quarter of the total incidents, or one
half of those in the intra-rganizational

source (Lam & Cormier, 1998. p.58).

They stated how this maintenance function category could easily be subdivided

into two separate entities. The first, Lam and Cormier comment& on as being
'the logistical problems of mainstreaming special needs children while support

staff (ie., teaching assistants, resource teachers and resource personnel from
the school division) were being reduced" (Lam 8 Cormier, 1998. p.59). The
second heading under which Lam and Cormier subdivided this
Intra-organizational task-based category was that of rot affecting the existing
programs, while caping with the pressures of taking on new curricula (Lam &
Cormier, 1998, p.59). They commented on the concern over this latter task.
"Serious doubts were raised conceming the schools' ability to fulfil new

instructional goals while the human, technical and curriculum resources were
not available to teachersn (Lam & Cormier, 1998, p.59). Truly this seems to be
an onerous task to accomplish without the necessary supports in place.
The second most numerous category under the Intra-organizational

source was the boundary-spanning function with 25 incidents reported, or 6.87
% of the total callskontacts, and 11 % of the incidents in the

intra-organizational source. This category dealt with supeMsion. both of staff
and teachers in matters of instruction

and leaming (Lam & Cormier. 1998, p.

60).It also contained items pertaining to communication and intrapersonal
contacts within the schaal. Communication between Parent Advisory Councils,
staff, or students would be found in this category (Lam, 1984, pp. 49-50). Lam
and Cormier reported this category ta be less numerous, with only three
incidents. They stated that a few less experienced administrators searching for
more effective ways of assisting a few unmotivated staff and also soma at-risk
students were causes in this category (Lam & Cormier, 1998, p. 60).
Next in frequency in the intra-organizational source, was the

conflict-mediating type. This category represented 5.22 % of the total reported
callsfcontacts with a raw score of 19 incidents. This was indicative of nearly 9 %
of the callslcontacts in the intra-rganizational

source. One would expect that

dealing with conflict between staff members, or between students is a large
component of an administrator's job, and it was surprising to see this category
ranked third most numerous of the four, under the intra-organizational source.
Lam and Cormier's work found this to be the second most prolific category with

over 12 % of the contactslcalls for the intra-organizational source, and 12.5 %
of the total incidents in the study (Lam 8 Cormier. 1998, p.58). They fumer
subdivided this type into two sub types of conflict. Firstly, they mentioned the

inter-personal conflict among school W .The second type indicated, and
described as the more serious of the two, was the staff interqroup wnflia. This
latter type is 'often as an outcorne of the competition for limited resources or
situations of jurisdictional ambiguity,"according to Lam and Cormier (p. 59).
The category with the lowest frequency in the intradrganizational source

was the role-based type. Lam and Cormier (1998) report this category to be
more numerous with 18 % of the incidents of the intra+rganizational type, or 9
% of the total incidents @. 58). This study indicates only 4 incidents.

or just over

1 % of the total number of reported callslcontacts and nearly 2 K of those in the

intra-organizational source. The rol4based type deals with the pressure of
reconciling authority from Mareas. The authonty from bureaucratic or fonnal
sources, is in competition with professional authority. This category also deals
with decision-making dilammas, that is, group decision-making versus

principal initiated decisions (Lam & Cornier, 1998, p.60). Lam also described
the principal's "formal authority in structuring, managing and giving direction to

a complex mix of human and material resourcesnconflicting with *staff's need

for greater autonomy in the process of professionalization" (Lam, 1984, p.49).
The low number of reported incidents in this category, as reported in this
study. might result from a variety of reasons. Perhaps the authonty structure is

more clear in schools in certain divisions, or maybe a balance has been struck
in this area, and there is not as much pressure to reconcile bureaucratic and

professional authority.
Analysls on a Month by Month Basls

The month with the greatest number of reported callslcontacts was
January, with 137 incidents (see Tabla 4.1 and Figure 4.1). Febniary and March

each saw an similar number of phone callslcontacts made by the administrators
of 113 and 114 respmvely.

The February and March totals show a decrease

from that reported in January. (SeeFigure 4.2) It should be noted that one

administrator did not report any calls for March, and this may have affected the
results to some degree.
To examine the difference in means between the three monais, a

one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was chosen. This test is appropriate as
it looks at *the amount of variability (the diïerences) between the means of the

groups, compared with the amount of variability among the individual scores
within each groupn(Kranzler & Mounund, 1995. p. 89). A One-way ANOVA
was perforrned to see if there were any differences between the three rnonths.
The difference between the means of the three months was found to be not

statistically significant F (7, 356) = 1.22 ,e= 2 9 (see Table 4.3). Follow up
analysis was unnecessary with this non significant finding.

Table 4.3
Analysis of Variance for Administrators' Remrted CalldContacts

Source

-df

SS

MS
-

F

0

Between group

Within group

Total
*

Not significant

Lam and Cormier (1998) indicate a signlicant difference between the
months in their study, with June showing significantly more stressful incidents
than any of the other months (January to June) (Lam & Cormier, 1998, p.61). In

addition. stressful incidents in February were found to be significantly more
frequent in number than those in March (Lam 8 Cormier, 1998. p.61).
Further examination of the relationship between the different months is
warranted.

Section B: lnteniew Analysis

Careful examination of the transcripts of the inteMews with the
administrators yielded a number of themes. For the most part. this section is
organized by question, with one theme emerging from each of the questions.
Some of the adrninistrator responses have been interspersed where they fit
best.

Stress is a part of life and how we choose ta deal with stress is the key.

(John. Administrator).

Themes In the Data: Participants' Definitions of Stress

The first interview question dealt with the meaning of stress. The
definition of stress has been dealt with in an earlier section of this work. (see
Chapter 2) Hiebert & Basserman (1986) refer to stress as the result when Me
demands of a given situation exceed an individual's coping skills (p.1). A time
factor could be present in this particular definition. Perhaps an individual is
unable to cope as he does not have enough time to seek out resources, or is
unable to find the time to take care of al1 the demands placed upon him.
When asked what stress meant to each of them, the administrators

included time, or items relating to time, emotioml or physical factors, or control.

Some administrators cited more than one item in their personal definition of
stress. The most frequently stated terms in the participants' definitions of stress

were items that involved time.
The majority of the administrators mentioned time. or items related to time
management as personal stressors. Participants used such expressions as
Yitting everything inn,%me limitsn, I m e management", and "deadlines" in their

definitions. Ed summed up his feelings on stress,as he stated " Ithink the stress
for me cornes more when you can't get to things that you know you need to deal
with as soon as you can but there are just not emugh hours in the day." Ed
continued with his thoughts on stress as being time dependent and the refultant
loss of control this sense of incompletion brings:
I think that the only time I think that I f d a sense of stress.is over things
when you just can't fit them in time wïse.It's more of a time management
kind of stress.. Where you're hit with so many of things al1 at once. that
you can't get to them as îoon as you want to get to them. And that creates
a stress, because you canY complete things. So you're doing a partial
job, sometimes of going through that piece.

Barb echoed Ed's comments with respect to time, as she gave her opinion
regarding stress, 'You get a feeling that its coming from al1 directions and a high
frequency of requests, decisions, challenges al1 at once." lan again used the
issue of time, as he mentioned deadlines, and lots of things to do as being
stressful for him. He also stated that stress is different for everyone.
John referred to emotional or physical factors causing some kind of body
response as his definition of stress. Anything that makes him react, he views as
a stressor. Ann also comrnented on the emotional and physical wmponent.

stating, "1 feel stress... when I'rn emotionally, physically, and mentally drained."
Ann went on to clarify her response by adding, "And its when l'm feeling like that

and everybody else has needs that they are more needier than I am, and so my

needs get shelved." Her answer indicates a feeling of a loss of control. This
theme is evident in the responses of other administrators as well. Cathy also
referred to emotional factors in her description of what stress means to her.
"And, sometimes my emotions are close to the surface, so I feel like getting

angry or I feel like getting upset much faster than I normally do. And I have a

desire to go and do something physical." Cathy stated her belief that when she

is stressecl. she is unable b shift gears as quickfyas she wwld like. If there is a
crisis and something else happens that demands her atention.

she feels that

she is not abie to transfer her thoughts and energy to the new situation fast

enough. Several of the administrators qualifiecl their definition of stress with a
description of how stress affecteci them. For example one individual stated how

she tended to eat when she felt stressed.

Gail stated she is aware of her own high stress level, if sh9 is waking up
at night and thinking about watk, or if she is Ming sleep owr a work issue. Gail

postufated that her procrastination might be a contributing factor to her stress at
times. She mentioned that she could probably complet8 tasks as soon as she
received them. but that she liked to think about things and mull them over for
awhiie f irst,

Several of the adrninistrators in the study stated that stress to them meant

more than one thing. At least one administrator mentioned the factor of time as
well as other items. One of the common elements cited by several

administrators throughout the interviews was the issue of staffing. They found
having to make staff cuts to be a very stressful tirne.
In summary, the administrators cited time, ernotional and physical factors,

a l o s of control and multiple factors in their personal definitions of the meaning
of stress.This initial i n t e ~ e w
question served to open the conversation and put

the participants at ease as we spoke about their personal definition of stress. A

natural progression from this theme of personal stress definition was to move to
the adrninistrators' personal perceptions of thair own stress levels.

I think a lot of people in Our position anyway, in ternis of administration,

have to be really good at dealing with stress. Otherwîse it'll eat you up.
It'll eat you health wise, emotionally. physically and the whole bit.

(Ann, Administrator. in response to stress).

Themes in the Data: Personal Perception ot Current Stress

Level

Participants in the study were asked to rate their current stress level at
the tirne of the inteMew. The responses to this question ranged from low, okay,

average and moderate. None of the participants described their stress level as
high or extreme. As the interviews took place at various times throughout the
day, and on different days, answers to this question becorne very much

personal ratings. Cornparison of stress levels between administrators would
have to take into account what was happening in each school at the time of the

interview. Also, the various personal situations of each administrator would

need to be considered. As this study is not examining personal factors, work
environment will be looked at.
Adrninistrator self-reported stress level here may have been linked to the
time of day the interview took place. For instance. interviews first thing in the
day, or during the morning would likely see an administrator rate their stress

level as low, if no stress producing situations had occurred yet Had the
inte~~ew
s these administrators occurred later in the day. perhaps their
with
answers to this question would have been different.
The majority of the administrators (six) rated their current stress level as

"Iow". Of these six. four of the interviews

took place in the morning, prior to 9:30

a. m. The six administrators who chose a low rating for their stress level. in most

cases, qualified that ranking with an adjective. Some of the phrases they used
include, "fairly low". 'probably low", Very low", and "excellent - low".
Hank rated his current stress level as uokay". His inteMew took place
mid-morning on a Monday and the phone rang several times in the first few
minutes of the interview. Hank spoke to one of his secretaries and asked her to
hold his phone calls. For the rest of the interview, the calls were transferred to
voice mail- By the conclusion of the intewÎew,Hand had several messages to
check. Hank qualified his initial description of his present stress level to '"petty

good." He then went on to elaborate that for him, Monday meant "fall out from
weekend stuff." He explained how he had been very physically active at his
home on the weekend working on projects. Hank commented on his physical
fatigue. and how that was good to do. "It takes away, it adds another level of
stress but its gooâ physical stress." In stressing his body physically, Hank is
better able to deal with other foms of stress.
The interview with Faye t w k place after school, around 4:00 p.m. Faye

referred to her stress level as average, but commented on how the day before
had been fairly stressful. She went on to describe a situation that had caused

her stress and how she handled it. Perhaps she was still experiencing lingering
effects from the hectic events of the previous day. Faye mentioned her use of
"high drarna in appropriate places" when dealing with certain students, in order
to get her point across. It may appear that she is stressed. as her voice is raised
above its normal level. Faye stated how she is just playing a role, and how
effective it can be. Faye continued her response by indicating her stress level
"would have been higher yesterday than it is today." She was quick to state that
although she experiences stress in her role as an administrator. she does not
attribute it to interacting

with her superintendent. "But I have to tell you that there

is lime that is ever related to dsaling with my superintendent."
Although reporting her stress level as low at the time of the inteMew.
Barb also described an occasion reœntly where her stress level had been
higher. She was rtyn
ig

to meet a deadline, and given very little time frame to

work with. The deadline was met, with time to spare. due to the cooperation uf
several individuats. Barb gave no indication she was experiencing any
lingering stress as a result.
Two individuab, Caaiy and Ann reported 'moderaten stress levels.

Cathy's interview took place at the end of a rather busy school day. She
referred to her own stress level, "1 guess today's moderate. Today is interesting.
We've had a lot of action today." Ann also rated her present stress level as
moderate, "Its neither high nor low. So its pretty moderate. Pretfy normal." Here
Ann's rating of moderate as being normal might indicate her usual state. To

different people relative ternis like low, moderate and high may mean different
things.
Other administrators also elaborated on their answers- John commented
on his low stress level, and clarified that by stating that he didn't often drink

beverages containing caffeine. He describes coffee and its effects, "1 dont drink
coffee. Once in a while. Not often. That's a stressor. It increases your heart rate

artificially. Anything that does that artificWly. I don1think it can be that good for
you." John prefers to select decaffeinated coffee. Don stated how he finds

himseif to be more "tir& than stressed at the end of the day. One would expect
the hectic times to be more stress producing ?hanthe quiet tirnes. The reverse

seems to be tme in Don's case. He mentioned how he finds the quiet days to be
as fatigue producing, as the really busy. hectic days:

Its kind of funny. days that you have too little to do, l m just as tired as
days when I have too much to do. I'd much rather be doing too much- . . .
The more I have to do that keeps me busy during the day, I kind of enjoy
those days. I feel productive, useful, time goes very fast- That's less
stressfut for me.

Gail also elaborated on her response. Although reporting a low stress level as
she does not have many deadlines in the near future. Gail is looking ahead to a

more stressful time approaching:
been in the back of my
Staffing's coming up so I know that's stressful. Itms
mind for about two weeks now. . . . So you know its going to be some
changes for some people. thats always stressful. You anücipate that
you're going to have staff in your office angry, or tearhil or whatever.
Because I tend to be a bit emotional, 1 kmw that IlIIbe in tears just as
much as the teachers will be.
The issue of staffing is of concern for many administrators in the study.

In short, the ten administrators reported that they were generally not very

stressed at the time of the i n t e ~ e wSeveral
.
administrators mentioned times
when they did feel stressed. The issue of what each of the administrators finds

stressful for thern will be dealt with next.

That stresses me out. Just the effort of staying cool stresses me out more
than anything.
(Cathy, Administrator, on dealing with a staff mernber.)

Themes In the Data: Stressful Events in a Dey of an
Administrator
When asked to name the more stressful events they face in a day, the

administrators came up with stressors such as students, staff and parents. As

well. the study participants had a number of other concems induding
relationships, perceptions. problem solving. meeting deadlines. dealing with
rnisrepresentation by the media. creating agendas, and coping wiai the rapid
pace of a multitude of events-

Seven of the administrators cita students, and issues around students
as being some of the more stressful events in their day. Ann mentioned dealing
with "students in crisis" as one of the more stressfui things she encounters. She
commented on her Trustrations with the social system and not being able to
meet their neeâs* as also being a source of stress for her. Hank echoed Ann's
comments when he referred to ustudentswho are really out of cantrol, where
we're just not able to make the proper connections we want to make. . . . And
they not only hurt themselves. but they take other kids with them, and they

cause that level of chaos," He went on to mention how it was stressful to be

dealing with this, and being "the boîtom line". wupled with al1 of the other
responsibilities he faces.
!an identified a stressor for him as being a situation 'when something bad
happens for a kid", like an incident at home where Child and Family Services is

involved. He went on to state how he did not know wfiether he would cal1 such
an event stressful. Rather. he described an ernotional stress and a life stress, as
different stresses:

One is like the ernotional one. When something like that happens . . . to
me it is not a work stress. Thatrsa life stress . . . Iget more emotional in
my heart and in my feelings when those happen than I do over
deadlines. and papemork and that kind of nonsense. But it still causes
stress, or you react, chemically or whatever.
Ed too mentioned situations where students are in danger. as being stressful for

him. Faye also cornmented on her feelings of helplessness at being unable to

help students who are in trouble. She referred to students who are emotionally
ill. Although al! the available resources have been accessed for that child, it is

going to take a long time for the child to show any improvement For Faye, this is
the most stressful thing. dealing with the students who are emotionally ill.
Gai1 spoke about her cuncem over interacting with certain types of
students, and the resultant stress:
Dealing with angry kids, or noncornpliant, or defiant kids is always
stressful too because its exasperating. And in same cases it doesnt
matter what you say tu them. they're so resistantthat you cmrget
through to them. And when you can't reason with kids, they effectively
shut you down. They control what you do.
In addition to dealing with certain situations with students, the

administrators mentioned interactions with staff. second most frequently, when
asked to relate stressfur events in their day. Faye commented on her frustration

when she has to deal with people Who don't want to do their job, hate their job,
or bulfy other people." She also remarked on situations where 'Yeachers do

impossible things", that is when they make decisions based on "anything but
common sense." The result in such a situation is intervention by the
administrator, according to Faye.
Barb also stated how dealing with staff members in various situations
would be stress producing. She said that it was easier to deal with students as
expectations were usually pretty clear. The difference in dealing with staff who
are colleagues is mentioned by Barb. as she comments on what she fin&
challenging in her day, "Its colleague to colleague situations, unprofessional
conduct, those kind of things. Inappropriate comments. morale kind of issues. . .

. Those would be the ones that are more challenging, dealing with pers." It is
interesting to note Barb's laquage in that she chooses to say 'more

challengingnas opposed to stressful to describe these interactions.
Another administrator who mentioned dealing with staff is Cathy. S h e
stated her frustration in trying to stay calm m i l e dealing with wireasonable staff
members, Wat stresses me out- Just Vie effort of staying cool stresses me out
more than anything." Don mentioned dealing with staff members who are
negative as being a stressor for him. He commented on the staff member who
works very hard at being negative and endeavouring to have othen on staff see
their way. Don shared a paacufar incident of dealing with a staff member who
was quite negative. After spending time with him, and dealing with his issues,
the staff member has changed his attitude somewhat for the better. The result
has been that this issue has gone away. and with it, the stress it caused.

In addition to students, and staff, some of the administrators mentioned
dealing with parents as being a stressful event in their day. Gail commented on
"hostile parentsnwhile Don brought up "unreasonable parents and kids" who
create stress. He described a situation of dealing with an unreasonable parent
who went out of his way to make an administrator's life miserable:
1 think perhaps the most stressful times are when you're trying to deal
with parents and kids who you know they need to take a certain
perspective, but they are very unreasonable. They are protecting their
children. They are anaMing their children to behave in this negative way.
And not only are they not seeing your perspective. they are willing to
make your life even more miserable. They are beginning to phone
superintendents, they are beginning to phone politicians. They actually
corne to into the sdiool in a violent manner, confrontational. and they
are unable to see what their child, or what they have contributd to the
situation. l think those are my most stressful situations.

Ed rnentioned issues around relationships as the most stressful things to

deal with. The many interactions between staff, students. and other workers in
the building was stated. Ed commented on personal issues, as well as health

and famiIy issues affecting aie interaction:
You have a myriad of relationships and personal issues outside. and
health issues and family issues- And so you're dealing with a myriad of
personal situations and relationships. You're blending work and health
and al1 those kinds of things. So some of those can be kind of stressful
when you're aware of staff being under stress and trying to wpe, and
then their relationships with other people, and the impact of al1 those
things.

lan remarked on another issue that causes him stress. He refend to
"ugly personal thingsnas a stressor. lan was quick to point out that he did not
mean problems with staffI but the unexpected things that corne up and just how

awful they can be. He stated how in dealing with these incidents, it is part of his
job, and it is managing people:
And in this business, you get the worst things you could imagine. And
then at that point it becornes part of your job. It is just a job in the
managing people. It has nothing to do with . . . what we consider, or a lot

of people would consider stress. Work. Job. Principal. That kind of thing.
That's human management. Totally unexpected. That's the worst one I
think.

lan was referring to the difficulty of having to inform a staff member of some
terrible news. He then went on to describe another situation where a student at

the school becarne il!,and how that impacted on him and the rest of the staff

and students in the schwl.

John felt that problem solving was the most stressful aspect of his job. It
might be straightening out wnflicts between staff members, students, or staff
and students, or even the school board dealing wïth an issue. To John, his job

is problem solving. but that too takes its toll:
You've got to make it flow. You've got to make something work. That's a
neat thing. and its useful and I think that's what my job is. 8ut if.when you
do it al1 day long every day, that's a stress. Like who's solving my
problems for me. And those kinds of things.

John continueci describing his stressors by mentioning another stressor, that is
dsaling with perceptions. In every situation each of the partîcipants perceive the
events differentiy. He used the example of a child who goes home and tells his
parent a version of what went on at school. John stated the need to make the
parent understand the other side to his child's story and the role John would
play in helping the parent ta understand.
In addition to the stressors previously mentioned, the administrators
mentioned a number of oMer Mings that also cause them stress. Meeting
deadlines. dealing with rnisrepresentation by the media. getting agendas ready
for meetings, health of people, and coping with the number of things happening
simuitaneousiy at a rapid pace.
Thus the administrators expressed agreement concerning what events
they find stressful. The majority of them mentioned events surrounding students
as the most frequent cause of stress. This is not unexpected as administrators
deal with students on a frequent basis. Students are the clients in their world of
education. It is interesting to note that staff should be reported as the neKt most
frequent stressor. The administrators mentioned parents and a variety of other
stressors. Of the list of stressors generated by the administrators, the majority
are things an administrator has little or no control over. Getting agendas ready,
and perhaps to soma extent. meeting deadlines and coping with the rapid pace

of multiple events are the only items an administrator would have much
influence over.

My relationship with my superintendent is really good. I have a diicuity,
and I think a lot of administrators do, and you know, that we get really
impatient with bureeucracy. We've been, over the years . . . allowed to
believe Mat we have some control over with our staff, and our parents
about where the school should go, but there's lim% to that. And so I have
the odd testy moment with my superintendent and the
secretary-treasurer, but I would say that 99 X of the tirne, it's really
positive.

(Hank. Administrator, on relationships).
Themes In the Data: Relationships with Individuals at the

School Division Office
This question examined the nature of relationships between the
administrators in the study and certain individuals at the school division office.
Relationships with superintendents, the secretary-treasurer, and program
consultants were looked at. As well, the different ways the administrators
reported they interacted with the school division office were examined. The
discussion will begin with a look at administrator reported relationships with
superintendents.

Relationships with Superlntendents
The school division under study consists of different areas, each with a

separate area administrator. Three of the areas in this school division are
represented by administrators in mis study. Consequently, three separate area
superintendents and one Chief Superintendent make up the administrative
structure referred to in this work. It is mainly to the individual area
superintendents that the administrators are diredng their comments.
The fact that the administrators readily talked about their relationship with

their area superintendent is indicative of the working rapport they share. I was

anticipating that sorne of the study participants migM be hesiint to speak about
how they interact with their superiors. The positive aimments directed to the

area superintendents and the descriptions the administrators provided
concerning the extensive responsibilities the area superintendents are charged
with. was quite extraordinary. One administrator declined to answer mis
particular question. I did not question him further in this regard, nor did I
endeavour to speculate about the reason why he chose to pass, on this
question.
The administrators in the study,for themost part, described their

relationship with their area superintendent in positive terms. Some cornmon
terms used to describe this relationship included 'really goodn."very positiven.
"great", "excellent", 'csuperior","really decent" and "an excellent rapport and trust
ievei". Other qualities appreciated ni a superintendent were brought out by the

administrators. Gail's comment is indicative of the positive feelings expressed
by the other administrators too, as she describes her relationship with her area

superintendent. "1 think pretty good. I feel that I can talk to my superintendent
and share concerns. When I have made a request, she's really reasonable."

Ann shared the sentiments expressed by Gail, 'With my superintendent, I
have, 1 think, an excellent rapport, and a trust level and a confidentiality, like a
good feeling that what I say to her will remain in confidence." Don, too,

expressed his appreciation for the relationship he shares with his area
superintendent and commented on the way he interacts with her:
I have maintained fairly gmd contact with her over the phone, meeting,
keeping her infonned. checking her perspective, seeking her advice in
different situations, running through scenarios with her. She has come to
trust my judgment, I believe, and what I'm doing and lets me know that.

Don welcomes this positive feedback from his superintendent. Together they

have developed an excellent working relationship that Don is thankful for.
Barb appreciates the way her area superintendent returns phone calls.

and how she is able to be reached on very short notice:

She always responds to requests. If you put a phone cal1 in. and Say its
not . . .just a regular cal1 about general questions, she'll always return it.
It might be at 4:30 or 5:W that day, or first thing the next day. So given
her schedule, the fact that she returns calls is a bonus, in a prompt
manner.
Barb comrnented on her interaction with her area superintendent Barb is aware
of the tremendous workload Mese individuals are faced with every day, 1' try not

to pester her knowing that she's got a big workload. And 1 jot down questions

that corne up of a general nature that are nowemergency. So when I do speak
to her. 1 just fire them off." Barb endeavwrr to make best use of her superior's

time when she does get hold of her. rather than bothering her with several items
of a non-emergency nature on numerous occasions throughout the day.

Some of the administrators remgnize the need for give and take in this
relationship. Ed is aware of and respecthl of the deadlines placed upon him by
his area superintendent's office. At the same time, he expects them to respond

to his requests when the situation warrants it. He cornments on his relationship
with the individuals in his area superintendent's office:

I've always felt they're very approachable and I mean there's things that
are demanded, certain time lines. I have the same scenario. a parent
calls me with a really severe need for information. I put pressure on
people to provide that information. get it to me quickly, and the same
thing happens to me. Its al1 part of the job. Relationships are very
positive.
lan too is not hesitant to request things from the school division office
when he needs t a His self-describeci ' d i r e style is part of hïs good

relationship with the individwls in his area superintendents office:

I have a really decent relationship. . . . I'rn kind of blunt I'm direct. Isay
what I think. .. . I don? mean that in a negative way. But they know I
give them an honest answer and that l'IIbe honest with them. So I mean
they can't do any more than ttiat.

lan also clarified his 'really good relationship with evecybody over theren by
adding the phrase, "to this point in time." I did not ask him to expand further on
his statement
Hank chose to speak for some of his dleagues when he stated his

feelings regarding school division bureaucracy. Hank feels that it impacts on his
relationship with his superintendent. Hank's comments speak about a Iack of
control felt by some administrators at times:
I have a difficulty, and I think a lot of administrators do, and you know, that
we get really impatient with bureaucracy. We've been, over the years.
we've been allowed to believe that we have some control with our staff,
and our parents about where the school should go. but there's limits to
that. And so I . . . have the odâ testy moment with my superintendent, and
the secretary-treasurer. but I would say 99 % of the time its really
positiveHank's statement indicates a positive healthy relationship where trust and

respect allow for necessary questioning and seeking answers on the part of the
administrators. Requesting clarification is usually based on a desire to access
resources in order to be able to do more for students. Hank also mentions the
issue of control-

Cathy had little to Say regarding her relationship with her area
superintendent. She described it as 'Kne" and went on to descrÏbe her area
superintendent's style as "distant-"Cathy did not have anything negative to say
about her relationship with her area superintendent.
Top praise came from Faye who described her interaction with her area

superintendent as being positive. These feelings are shared by other

administrators in this area according to Faye. '1 have a great relationship with
her- I would tell you that most people really appreciate working for her. . . . I
particularly like [name of superintendent] because she's a süaight shooter."
Faye appreciates her area superintendent's ability to speak the truth, and her

directness. She again desaibed their working relationship:
She is . . .first of al1 you enjoy working with her, but most of al1 if there's
something that's unpleasant that's going to happen, she tells you straight
to your face. I've had her tell me what to do and I know that that's the way
things are. because she's got the bigger pichire than 1 have.

In addition to a positive working environment with her area superintendent.
Faye remarked on the assistance she has received from al1 of the

superintendents' staff. Faye described the response she's received from the
staff at her school division office, when faced with an urgent situation:
I don't rnind going and asking her for advice, or for questions, I always
get an answer. And that's Vue actually of al1 of the superintendents. I
have called when she has been involved with something else, and to me
it has been really important. so llve asked her secretary and. or
somebody in that area and I've had [name of Chief Superintendent] cal1
me back. I will tell you as a principal, that's the kind of support you get
from the superintendents. You may not always be in agreement with
style. or always in agreement with what you get. but you will get answers.

This administrator's experience with her supeMsor has been positive and tells

a story of trust. and support. To some extent, it can be seen as a somewhat ideal

one. Perhaps the other administrators have not experienced the same level of

support. or perhaps they have just not articulated it in such favourable terms. as
Faye has done.
Two of the administrators chose to describe an area superintendent's

workload and just how numerous their responsibilities are. Both Barb and Hank
shed some light on the tremendous workload faced by the superintendents in
this particular school division. Barb outlined her procedure for saving up

questions or a non-urgent nature and then asking them ail at once when she

does catch up with her area superintendent. m e n times, accarding to Barb. her
queries take the fom of personnel issues, or clarification of procedures. She
described her area superintendent's reacüon to her list of questions to be
asked, "So when I do speak to her, Ijust fire them off. She says I'm ready. sit

down, let er rip." 6arb also comments on the workload faced by her area
superintendent, in addition to responsibility for approximately twenty individual
schools:
Its unbelievable. In addition to mat, [responsibility for twenty schools], she
has other responsibilities for al1 of the [name of subject area] and [name
of subject area] teachers and al1 of the ordering for mat. Mini council,
advisory council with the parents. and deal with the extreme cases of
personnel in terms of disciplinary kinâs of issues. And the trustees. In
addition to al1 of the other responsibilities, staffing and everything else.
Hank also referred to the large workload of the superintendents, the
amount of pressure they receive from every angle, and the lack of support
available to thern:

The superintendent's department have very little support. They work
much harder than they should have to work, given that they're dealing
with crap coming from every angle, parents, teachers, principals, school
board, and they dont have a lot of back up support. They don't have a lot
of clerical support They don't have a lot of research support. . . . I think I
get more sewiœ than i desewe from my superintendent. She bends over
backwards to help me in this school.
When one looks at the number of contacts and phone calls made to the area
superintendents by the ten administrators during the three months of this study
alone, it is little wonder that they are overloaded. Such a large number of
contacts and phone calls seems ovemhelrning when an equal amount from the

other schools, also in their charge, is considered.

Relationshipr with the Secretary-Treasurer
In this particular school division, the structure is such that interaction with
the secretary-treasurer would take place on an as needed basis. The likely
hierarchy would be for requests for f unding to pass through the Chief
Superintendent and the school board before going to the secretary-treasurer.
Area superintendents wouM be the Iink to the secretary-treasurer. Another way
of accessing this department, or information relating to financial items, would be

through the district business administrators. Consequentfy it is to be expected
that t here would be infrequent communication between the secretarptreasurer

and the individual school administrators.
Most of the administrators stated that they do not have much contact with
the secretary-treasurer. One administrator stated that she did not know the
secretary-treasurer at al1 while several others commented on their lack of
contact Don was quick to point out that what contact he has had with this
department has been to his satisfaction.
Gail mentioned that the only time she would deal with the
secretary-treasurer is if she had a question about procedure, or budget. She
stated that she does know him and feels cornfortable with him. If something has
happened and she doesn't know why, Gail said that she would cal1 the
secretary-treasurer to seek information.
As weil, Bsrb would cal1 the secretary-treasurer as required, although
rarely. She describes when this would occur, There may be an item with regard
to some purchase, or procedure that we have or have not followed,
occasionally, but very rarely. That usually would be through the
superintendent.. would be the Iines of communication, generally."
Faye also comrnented on the channels of communication being

responsible for her lack of contact with the secretarydeasurer:
I have very lïttle to do with the secretaqf-treasurer. Its one of those once
removeci. . . . My relationship to aiat is that he works with the board and
with the Chief Superintendent We only get the directives. and we foflow
those direcüves, because that's the way its set up. Sol its not a
relationship wiM indid-dai schools. My relationship with finance is either

through my superintendent, or through the district business administrator.
Faye did not comment on any contact either poslive or negative with the

One administrator mentioned a negative experience with mis

department. Ann referred to an experience with soma special funding and a
lack of communication. Due to some procedure not k i n g passed along to her,

her school was almost denied some funding. She feels that better
communication with this department would be invaluable in aiding
administrators with their job. Ann also referred to enrolment adjustments and
the resulting reduced funding that could be better passed along to the

administrators. Ann commented on this communication, "sa in terms of that
area, the whole budget area, I think there could be a better dialogue- Some sort
of a system. I dont know what. but some sort of

. . . whether its m a i l or

anything. Some kind of documentation." Her experiences with the
secretary-treasurer's department have influenceci her thinking dong these
lines. Ann believes that increased communication with this department could
only benefit administrators.
Another administrator who is thankful of the support of the
secretary-treasurer's department is Hank. He cornments on his relationship
with them, "Secretary-treasurer same thing [very helpful]. I think my relationship

there is a prew good one. They know what I'm trying to do. and if I get out of
line, and spend . . . cal1 them too many times. they tell me." Hank seems to be

aware of his budgetary limitations but at the same t h e tries to access the
maximum resources for the students in his school.
In sumrnary. the majonty of the administrators have linle interaction with
the secretaptreasurer. Those that do report positive things and appreciate the
support they receive. whether it be a clarification of a procedural or a budget

item. The suggestion was made by one administrator for a method to improve
communication with this department In this way. administrators would be

informed in a more timely manner of any changes to their budget allocation, or
any other items that wouM be important for them to be aware of.

Relatlon8hipa with the Program Consultants

Relationships with the program consultants in this paacular schooi
division, were described by the administrators as positive. lan described his as
a really decent relationship, while Ed referred to his relationship as positive.
Cathy cited a good relationship with program consultants as well. although she
clarified her answer by staüng that she doesn't deal with them very much.
Don described his relationship with the individuals who are program

consultants as generally positive. He is pleased with his interactions to date.
"Gsnerally positive, if I ask them to come in and do things. If I ask them for
advice, perspectives. then I usually get it. They are busy peopb."
Likewise Gail interacts well with program consultants but comments on
her limited interaction with them, "l'm cornfortable with thern, al1 of them. But, 1
think that they're probably more critical to teachers. They certainly are very
obliging, al1 of them, when you need assistance." Ann echoes Gail's comments

in that she has expefienœd positive dealings with the program consultants from

both her own school division and those from the Department of Education. She

describes her relationship with them as aprettyopen" and 'nice". Ann remarks
on how often she deals with them. UThey'remore of an 'on call.' They're not in

Our buildings on a regular basis. But they've been hem when we've called."
Faye too reports a problem free relationship with program consultants. "I

dont have a problem. I've worked with [name of program consultant] for a
number of yean. so program issues are rot. or curriculum issues are not a
problern for me. If I have difficuities or questions. I simply phone and ask." Faye
continued her desaimon with her thoughts on the special education issues and
the changes to the procedures to be employed. She used the temi ustressfulnto
describe this issue.
In general, relatiomhips with program consultants and the administrators

in the study tend to be fairly positive. Several administrators reported limited
interaction with the program consultants.

Ways of Interacting wlth the Schoot Division Office

Through discussions with the ten administrators, it became evident that
there are a number of different ways of interacting with the individuals at the
school division office. Whether it be the area superintendents, the
secretary-treasurer, or the program consultants, the adrninistrators often have a
system for getting in touch with individuals. and seeking out information as
required.
For the most part, the administraton seem to be very mindful of time and
time constraints faœd by the area superintendents. Administrators in the study
were respectful of their supeMsars and some had even developed ways of
trying to save time for the area superintendents. For instance, Barb shared how
she saves up calls of a nowrnergency nature and makes one call. covering

several items at one time, in order to not 'bothef her area superintendent with
minor queries. Barb a h mentioned that for emergency situations, the
procedure would be quite different for gening in touch with her area
superintendent:

And, if there's an emergency situation, I go through her secretary and get

the word to her, and she'll call, you know between meetings. Or if its just
a one liner that I need a yeslho to. the secretary will catch her as she flies
by. So we've got that relationship, and as I mentioned to you before. I try
not to pester her knowing that she's got a big workload.

Other administrators mentiormû using the fax and the m a i l in order to
interact with their area superintendents as well as other individuals at the
school division office. Faye described how she &en phones her area
superintendent's secretafy first as a initial contact, infonning her mat she will be
sending a fax. The fax might be dealt with by the area superintendent. and then

the secretary would fax back a reply to Faye, Another scenario sees the
superintendent herself calling Faye with the information. A third option would
see the secretary get in touch with the needeâ information. Faye commented on
her relationship with her area superintendent's secretary:

You dont just simply cal1 up your superintendent, you actwlly talk most
of the time to the superintendent's secretary. And when I first started, as a
vicwrincipal. you don't do that you see, because you go to the principal
first. And so, what you don't know is that you need to pass everything
through the secretary, and that you leam to do that in the most succinct
way possible. And you either give details in writing and fax it over, or you
tell her very quickly what it is, and she is exceptional at sorting out what
should be coming back to you immediately, and she always gets back to
you. or somebody gets back to you.
Faye, like the majority of her colleagues had to leam this way of interacting with

her area superintendent and the superintendent's secretary when she became
a principal. It is interesting as well that Faye stated she would never cal1 either
of these two individuals on the day before, or the day after a school board

meeting. She reported that she was aware of the extra pressures they were
both under on these days and tried to avoid wherever possible having to
contact them at this very busy time.
My partner. I rely big time on my vice-principal partnen. I aiways have.

(lan, Administrator, on sources of support).
Thernes ln the Data: SupportdSources of Direction for

Administratore
This question looked at each administrator's existing support network. It
was a question that generated some fairly lengthy responses from some of the
participants in the study. Some seem quite cornfortable with the support network
they have developed, while others still seem to be searching. The majority of
the administrators in the study seemed content discussing who it is that gives
them direction and support No one declined to answer this question. Names of
individuals were seldom mentioned. They were referred to as "former principals
and colleagues" by most of the administrators. A couple of the administrators

had good suggestions of ways to support administrators, and at least one
adrninistrator felt that there are not a great many supports for administrators.
When asked to speak about their supports and sources of direction in
their job. the administrators responded in similar ways. Superintendents,

colleagues. staff, family, department heads, and friends were some of the
sources mentioned by more than one administrator in the study. Other supports
suggested were policy manuals and documents, Senior High Principal's

Council, Child Guidance Clinic staff, guidance counsellors. the Manitoba
Teachers Society and [name of school division teachers' association], exercise,

custodians, students, and the teacher in charge. These vanous sources will be
dealt with in this sectionThe two most frequentiy cited supports/sourœs of direction. each

mentioned by seven of aie administrators, were other colleagues, the
superintendents. The category of superintendent here includes the
superintendent's secretary while other colleagues includes both vice-principal
and principal cc~orken
not in the same school. Each of these two sources will

be looked at in more detail beginning wioi the category of other colleagues.
Other Colleagues

ln t e n s of o t h r colleagues, seven of the administrators reported
receiving support from other administrators. This seems to be a very logical and
appropriate place to seek assistance, from ones' peer group. It iS only natual to
ask for clarification, or exchange ideas from people who are in the same

situation and are facing sirnilar decisions, challenges and responsibilities on a
day to day basis.

John mentioned other colleagues as his first source of direction in his

position. He also stated that it depended at times on the situation as to where he
would look for assistance. Gail too, reported calling administrator colleagues to

ask their opinions about particular situations. Cathy uses colleagues, three
administrators in particular that she would talk to regularly. She describes the
support she receives from them, and when she would be in touch:
i have. . . three principals . . . that I talk to regularly. Two that I've worked
with in the past, and one that I've formed a link with, since I became an
administrator. All of whom are very supportive. So I have phoned them.
just for syrnpathy, or for affirmation that I'm not doing something really
stupid.

Hank too counts on support from principals and viwrincipals at other
schools, "1 really neeâ to be able to check things out with other people as to
what's going on in their school. How are they dmling with issues, how are they
dealing with problems." lan rnenüoned a coupie of principals who are his
friends, that he's met over time. If he is curious about mething or if they've

done something he's pa~cularlyinterested in what they have done. he'd cal1
them. He appreciates the exchange of ideas and being able to ask what they
think about this*or that lm refened to them as his "nehnork of peoplenthat he

has known over time. When he cals them. he always gets a good answer, a
straight answer. or an honest answer on something.
Faye remarked on how she uses her "speed dialnon her telephone to get

in touch with a couple of principal colleagues. Prior to taking on the job of
principal, Faye had been viœ-principal in a high school. She stated how she
thought she would be in contact with her former principal, to ask questions and
seek advice. Faye found she did not cal1 him for assistance. Faye commented

on the difierences between the problerns faced by early years and senior years

principals. She reparted the two principalships ta be really separate jobs, and
found that the things she needed assistance with were not things that a senior

years administrator was familiar with.
Barb mentioned other colleagues too, as sources of direction in her job.
She stated how the Senior High Principals' Council was a good place to share

ideas. She described the support from her colleagues at these meetings:
We like to hear ourselves cornplain. But we have Wied to have a focus to
the meeting, in terms of having . . . Lately we've been having some of the
consultants in to talk about where are we with curriculum. What is

expected, what do you see with the Pan Canada curriculum. textbooks.
those kind of focusses. But then we have just g8neral complaints. We
often don't corne up with a whole lot of soluüons but its nice to know that
. . . I feel the same way. or whatever.

Superintendants
The other support, or source of direction referred to by seven ofthe

administrators was their superintendent Area supeflntendents are a logical
resource for the individual administrators to make use of in that these
individuals are the next step up in the hierarchy, and likely best able to provide
assistance. The administrators' calls made to the superintendents is expressed

as a percentage of their total calls in TaMe 4.4. Of the 364 calls made tu the
school division office, 157 were made to either the area superintendents, or

their secretanes. This is an average of 43 36 of their calls made to the
superintendents. The ten administrators in the study ranged from a low of 23 %
to a high of 86 % of calls to their superiors. See Table 4.4.

Table 4.4
Number of CaIIJContactr to Superintendente

Total Calls

Percentage of Calls

Administratot
Ann
Barb
Cathy
Don
Ed

Faye
Gail

Hank
lan
John

Totals:

364

Average Percent = 43 %

Both Ed and Hank mentioned the superintendent's department first when
asked the question about their supports. Ed refened to the support the recaives
from the superintendent's department when he needs external input on certain
issues. He stated the advantage of this support originating from outside Me

school, "They're much better coming from the division than from the school, and
that takes the pressure off the school community in a sense." Hank described

his area superintendent as his biggest support He also referred to the other
individuals at the [name of school division] office as supportive. tan too,
mentioned talking a lot with his superintendent .We discuss dÏfferent things and
diïerent options. Beccruse a lot of things she's âealt with before. You go to
somebody that has had that kind of suppohn Roughly half of Hank's calls were

to his superintendent at 46 %, while Ed called this department of the school
division for 33 % of his calls.
ian stated that he tatks a lot with his supintendent This is substantiated

by the fact that 86 1of lan's 28 calls during the three monai period were to his
superintendent or her secretary. Another administrator with a hïgh percentage
of calls to her superintendent's department was Cathy. Cathy made 18 of 22, or
82 % of her calls to her area supefintendent. Cathy did not mention her

superintendent as a source of direction for her.
Don named his superintendent as one of his sources of direction. Don
made 44 % of his total calls to his superintendent or her secretary. He referred
to the superintendents in tandem with documents from the Department as

providing support and direction for him. Don's belief is that rnuch of what an
administrator does is already determined. Curriculum, policy and procedures
are set. It is up to the administrator to make decisions and judgments as he sees
fit. Don comments on the guidelines set out for administrators and how he feels

about carrying out his job:

Most of your direction of a principal cornes from your superintendents,
and documents coming from the department. Much as it sounds funny, a
lot of what you do is already dictated. There is a cut=riculurn set. Its how its
delivered. Most of your reaction to situations are set in policies. You
make judgments based on these policies. A lot of it is set in some way. Its
how judicious and wise you deliver the policy. How much discretion you
use in making decisions. It makes you feel good about yourself. You
know you're working within the parameter.

The common theme af a lack of control is evident in Don's response. He views

the decision making proces as a positive thing for him.
Faye contacts her superintendent, or the superintendent's secretary in a
variety of situations, making up 76 % of al1 the calls she made to the school
division office during the three month period. She commented on how they are
her main support. In Faye's words. 'Ultimately. I always use [name of
superintendent] and [name of superintendent's secretaryl." Faye stated how she

has leamed to be more succinct and how to state her query in a short time
period. She is aware of the large workload for the individuals in her
superintendent's office, and she tries to be as concise as possible in order to
best make use of their time. Faye described how she plans out how to contact
the superintendent's department:

So I've leamed to be fairly succinct, and to think ahead of time before I
call. I have to think what is the exact problem, what background do they
. . . do these people have to have to get the information and what's my
real question here. And I spend a little bit of time thinking M o r e I make
those calls. And I make a fair number of them, usually information calls.

Both Gail and John stated how they would cal1 their superintendent if the
situation was appropriate to do so. Gail commented on her somewhat hesitant
admission that she would cal1 her superintendent, "1 guess if I need help, I feel
cornfortable enough that I could cal1 my superintendant-" Gail contacted her

superintendent for 41 % of her total calls. John too stated that he would check
with the superïntendents in various situations and at different times in order to
"ask for their wisdom." John's contacts with his superintendent made up 32 % of

al1 his calls during the study. He went on to describe his support network and
likened it to a web. John's doser supports would be the sources he would
approach first for assistance:

I think those wwid be the first soutœs. the dosest part ofthe network- If it
were a spider web, and I was in Me middle. aie people immediately
surrounding me would be my dosest contacts and resources. The
superintendent would probably be farther out. Sorneone I might have to
go to at tirnes.

Ann made 32 % of her total callsfcontacts with the school division office

to her superintendent's department This was the second lowest percentage of
calls to this office by an administrator. The administrator with the lowest
percentage of total calls to her superintendent was Barb at 23 K. This may have
sornething to do with 8arbr poficy of saving up calls of a non-emergency
nature and then calling with multiple items et one time.
Some of the administrators might have a better developeâ support
network than others. and may choose to contact their area superintendent less
frequently than other administrators who have few resources beside their
immediate supervisor. It should be mentioned that administrators likely have
different cornfort levels when it aimes to calling their superintendents. This
might be a result of the particular superintendents they deal with, the

relationship they share, or a whole range of other personal factors. An
interesting cornparison would be to look at the relationships each administrator
has with his individual area superintendent. A shortage of time and a lack of

available and willing administrators precluded that for this study.

The third most frequent source of direction mentioned by the
administrators is the vic+principal, or the rest of the administrative team. Five of
the administrators in the study named this support for their work. It is interesting
to note that the principals in smaller schools, with no vica-principal. report that

they miss being part of a team.
lan. Barb and Faye al1 named the vice+ncipal

first as k i n g a support.

Ed also mentioned vice-principals as being a support for him but it was

mentioned second after supefintendent. lan and Barb both are in situations
where they work with vice-principals. while Faye does not have a

vice-principal in her school. Faye described the administrative team at her
previous school. 'One of the best things when you're in administration is to be
part of a team, to be part of a principal. and v i v i n c i p a l team. That really

works awfully weil." Faye commented on her desire to be part of a team again.
Like Faye, lan enjoys being part of a tearn. He really values his

vice-principal partner. lan named his source of direction, in response to the
question, "My partner. I rely big time on my viceprincipal partner. Always have.
I think its . . . we talk a lot about different things. What do we do about this. What
do we do about that." This opportunity to bounce ideas off each other is alço

highly valued by Barb. She comments on her supports, "I would say in a school
this size, the tearn. The other two administrators that I'm working with. Because

we'll often run ideas by each other. We talk about what approach we're going to

take,either with an individual, or with a situation."
Ed cites the rest of his administrative team, as a source of driecto
in

for

him, 'My vice-principals of course, because they take away tons of

responsibility and support a lot of direction.

And then, also provide the

consultative approach for looking towards future directions." Ed too recognizes
the value of being part of a team and appreciates sharing the load with his

vice-principals.
Barb commented on her earlier days of working in a school with only one
administrator:

lts most noticeMe when you're not in a team situation. and when you're
in a school by yourseL Its quite diierent The secretary, and your
guidance counsellor, and your head custodian are your support team. It
varies. And it can be an isolating experience or you don1feel
cornfortable.
She goes on to rernark on how there are administrative teams in some of the

schools that do not function as a team. Barb stated that she and her
vic+principals try to keep in touch throughout the school &y, and go out for
coffee one morning a week before school, 'just as a way to get away from

things, or just to talk to each other. because sometimes we dont see each other
during the day." Establishing and maintaining good connections among the

members of her administrative team is important to Barb.

Staff members

Five administrators mentioned their staff as being a source of direction
and support to them in their positions. Don, Ed. Hank, John and Faye al1

commentad on the support they receive from the staff at their schools.
Don had mentioned the two sources of direction for him as being his staff
and his area superintendent It is interesting that he should name his staff first,

before any other sources. In that Don is relatively new to his school, he
commented on how his interaction with his staff has changed somewhat over
the past year. For the first part of the year, at this school. Don Iistened to
everyone and employed somewhat of a hands off approach. allowing his staff to
continue with the good work they had been doing. As time passed, Don found
himself more involved, giving more feedback, and directhg events at the school
to a greater extent. He is pleased with his transition to the new school:

3

I'm getting lots of direction frorn my staff. So its important that I filter. and
put everything in perspective. The first five. six months, I listened an awful
lot to people. Do what you want Yes, sounâs good. And 1 didn't take too
rnuch initiative, as rnuch as trying to make people happy. The last few
months, l've been fiRering a little bit and putong things in perspecüve and
al1 of a sudden,more of it is my direction. Its my vision, based on the
feadbackl'wgottenfromaiestaff.

Don relied on his staff a great deal. as he eased into his new position. This

relationship changed as he settled into the new school. Administrator and staff
are becorning accustomed to working together.
Ed refend to his staff as a source of support as well, as they take on
"countless responsibilities outside the school day." Ed summarized his thoughts

on supports from the people arounâ him, as he stated his style of shared

decision-making:
I think therets lots of people around to share the load and to take on
some responsibility. I think that you get a far better structure of shared
decision making anyway. Where I like to give people responsibility to
make decisions, and then check with me as we go along so we're on the
same page.

Hank too stated that he receives support from his staff memben, "1 get

lots of support from my staff, amazing, amazing loyalty and support and they just
. . . are always building me up, so I always feel good about myself when I corne
in the door of this building." The support Hank receives is indicative of the

relationship he shares with members of his staff. It speaks of encouragement. a
partnership and an incredible level of trust. One could make the assumption
here that although Hank comments on the terrific support he receives from his
staff, that he likely encourages and sustains his staff in a similar manner.

John counts on support from his staff, and he frequently bounces ideas
off of staff members, whether its one on one, or in a small group setting. John
said that it depended upon the situation, who would be involved in the

discussion. and what form it would take. He gave an exemple of the shared
decisio~akingprocess he utilizes within his schooi:
If we're talking about some staffing issues for next year. and its a program
that I'm looking to establish, what do you think if we did that. m e n I migM
inciude a couple or three people. And there's other bigger staff decisians.
. . . What do yw think? Can you Iive with that staff? Or have you gat a

better alternative?
John mentioned that if he needed to check out something to be done for the
staff, then he would nin the idea by a colleague. that is somebody in another

building. He would not invoive his own staff in decision making under certain

situations.
Faye, as well, cornmented on her reliance on her staff for suppoh Her

arriva1 and initial adjustrnent period were eased by the individuals on staff.
'When I came here on my own, my supports and resources were some of the
people in this school. You have people who already know the culture. . . . Ijust
needed to use the knowledge of other people." Some of the individuals Faye

has relied on over the years include resource teachers, guidance counsellors,

custodians, as well as various people outsiâe of the school community. Faye

has developed a wide range of supports and sources of direction in her
network.

Other SupporWSources of Mrection
A number of other supportslsources of direction were identified by the

administrators as being important to them. Some of these included department
heads, friends, family, policy documents. exercise, students, Manitoba
Teachers' Society and the division teachers association, as well as the Child

Guidance Clinic.

ûarb and Ed both rnentioned department heads as sources d support for

thern. In that they both work in a high school setting, it is not surprising to see
them include this group ofstaff members. Barb and Ed are two of the three high
school administrators in the study. Friends were mentioned by lan and Cathy as
being sources of direction. For John. Hank and Faye, family members offered
similar support for them. Hank stated that it is his partner at home that keeps him
focussed and balanced. Faye's husband was also in the education field. but

worked in another school division- She commented on how he had been a
great source of direction in her first year as an administrator:
And then a lot of my chief source. of rny first year was to talk to my
husband, and even thaugh he wouM not presume to give me advice. . .
he would often tell me . . . what would happen in his situation. . . . Then I
could take . . . 1 already had aie knowleôge of my division. and then I
wuld look at it and did it make sense, or did it not?
Cathy stated two unique suppocts for her, not mentioned by any of the
other administrators. She uses exercise as a support for her and for lowering
her stress level. As well, she also spends tirne with students when she is

experiencing frustration in "dealing with adults." Cathy stated, 'If I"m frustrated
with adults, I go into a classroom, or I do sornething with kids. And it always
makes me feel goud. They make me laugh. And it just makes you feel bette?.
That's the background so that should help." For Cathy. returning to a classroom
full of students is a source of cornfort.

Barb also mentioned supports that other administrators in the study did

not refer to at ail. She commented on working in a support group setting with
members from Child Guidance Clinic in different situations. She also rnentioned
how working with guidance counsellors in other setüngs acted as a source of

direction for her at times. Barb summed her feelings on her support network, as

she refened to policies, procedures, protocols, and individuak as Mering
assistance:
So I think there are suffiiient policies. and procedures, and protocols
available, and t b n its ywr colleagues, and staff and as a last resort cal1
[name of superintendq], or other people in the dMsi0n. So, having
nehNorks with the clerical contact' the human resources âepament,
they're excellent at responding as well.
Like Barb, Don utilized documents as one of his supports- Documents corning

from the department were mentioned by Don. although he did not daborate on
which documents were more helpful than othen.
Gail remarked how she relies on the [name of teachers' association] and

the Manitoba Teachers' Society (MTS) for support. When it concerns teachers.
she is cornfortable calling them 30 make sure that I'm doing the right thing." Gail

continued to say that she does not feel that there are a lot of supports for
administrators. She mentioned that existing supports. tend not to be utilized by
administrators very much:
For administrators, there are rot a lot of supports. You know when there
are really traumatic events that happen in the school, or something like
that. or if the press in on your case, or if you have parents that are against
an administrator. making life difficult for him or her, other than the
superhtendent, and the division. there isn't a lot The division takes a
certain approach. The [name of teachers' association] and MTS can be
supportive of adrninistrators. but administrators tend not to seek out that
support as much.

Gail continued by stating that she did not know why administrators tended to not

seek out support as much as t b y couid. She attributed this to a diierence in
perspective in terms of seeking support from different sources. Oeil descnbed
the differences between advice from the superintendent and the school division

versus that an administrator might receive from the MTS, or the [name of school
division teachen' association]:

Sometimes the advice that a principal gets from the superintendent and
the division is not necessatily the same as they would get from the [name
of teachers' association] or the Society. Mainly because [they] are
looking out for the best interest of that individual. Whereas the division
has al1 the pditical things to worry about, the community and politics. So
sometimes the advice is not the same.
Following her previous comments, I asked Gail why administrators were
hesitant in seeking assistance from outside groups, or organizations. In
response to my query, Gai1 stated how she was unsure if 'hesitant" was a good
word to describe administrators' attitudes to seeking assistance from sources
extemai to their schools. For exampfe, such a source as the Manitoba Teachers'

Society was mentioned by Gail. She felt that perhaps the administrators were
çimply not accustomeci to âoîng that. Gail alsa posed that some administrators
might be unaware of what is available to them. She felt that the situation was
improving, as people are trying to increase communication between aie various
groups. Making administrators more aware of their rights and what the benefits
are of dealing with these groups is a goal. Gai1 described the situation as slow

going." This area of seeking advice and support would be a good one for further

examination. Likewise. administrator perceptions around asking for assistance
would be interesting to examine.
Ann too feels that being a single administrator in the building is tough

and that there need to be more ways of providing support for each other:
We need as administrators, it doesn't corne from the division, we need to
as administrators to put mechanisms in place where we can support one
another, e~peciallyaiose who are in single administrator schools.

Because there are only certain things you can tell staff members and
things that you certainiy can't tell them. . . .There are definitely issues
around support that 1 think as administrators that we could work
particularly to help one another.
Only Ann suggested a proactive way of dealing with issues. and supporting one

another is this endeavow. Ann followed up on this concept in her response to
another question as she offered the idea of helping other administrators out
when they experienced a death within the school comrnunity. a weapons

offence, or another difficult situation- Ann stated her c o r n that administrators

do not talk about their weak&es,

nor do they examine issues and look for

solutions. She offered her concern:
I've noticed in this job rarely do administrators talk about their
weaknesses. It's almost like mis infaflible person in front of you who c m
take al!, listmtu all. and be ail ?O everyone. and that's not the casa We
do this to ourseIves because I think we need to step up and say stop.
Let's look at our issues, what's wrong with looking at our issuas? We're
human, we have needs.
Ann reports an ho-

and objective look at the expectations placed on aie role

of administrator and believes that administrators need to be more honest about

examining their jobs and the workload involved.
In contrast to Gail's and Ann's remarks, Faye commented on the number

of supports that are available to administratocs to use within this particular
school division:
I mean there's an enormous number of supports out there. . . . This
division has everything in place for you. I'rn not saying its perfect,
because you can still have battles over things. and you can still get
frustrated. . . . And I'rn not naive and I'rn not s t a v y e d . I just know . ..
use what you've got. Its thre. Its designed for you to use.

Faye makes good we of the supports available in her school division, and

encourages her colleagues to do the same.

I leamed that I cal1 the schooi division office a lot more Man 1 thought 1

did. I didnY realize I spoke to them that often.
(John, Administraor).
Themes in the Data: Contacting the School Division Office

During the three month data collection period, the ten administrators
contacted their school division office a total of 364 timgs. This is an average of
36 calls, or contacts per administrator. ofrougMy 12 calls for every adrninistrator

for each of the three months. It is not surpnsing that there were some

administrators who were well above this average, and others who were very
much below the average number of contacts. Contact with the division office
could take many forms. Phone calls, faxes, ~ a i l sand
, personal visits were al1

included in the administrators' logbooks.
The administrators can be divided into three groups. Firstly, those
administraton who contact their division office on a frequent basis, that is a total
of over 50 times in the three month pefiod. Three administrators fall into this

category. Hank reported the most contacts with his division office, at 83 during
the data collection period. Gail indicated the next largest number of contacts at

56. The last administrator in this group with 52 contacts in the three months was

Bab.

The second group consists of administrators who made between 25 and
50 calls or contacts during mis tirne. This group is made up of three

administrators. John, lan, and Faye made 47. 28 and 26 calls respectively.
Thirdly, the final group of more infrequent callers to the division office is
comprised of the last four administrators. Cathy contacted her division office 22

times, while Ann recorded 19 contacts. Next came 18 contacts for Don, and

finally, Ed had 13 contacts. It shouid be noted that Ed did not record any
callslcontacts for the month of March, for a vafiety of reasons, to be discussed
later. Had he continuecl his trend from the previous two monais, he likely would
have reported a total closer to 20.
The administrators reported a vanety of reasons for contacting their

school division office. The reasons will be examined in this section for each of
the three groups of administrators. For the purpose of this section. the
administrators have baen grouped according to the criteria above. Those with
more than 50 calls, or an average of more than 17 calk pef month. Secondly.
administrators contacting the division office between 25 and SU times during the
data collection period, or monthly averages betwaen 8 and 17 contacts. Thirdly.
those administrators making less than 25 contacts in total, or less than 8 calls

per month on average.

Group One Administrators: Greater than 50 total

CalldContacts

Hank reported the most number of contacts with his school division office,
(82). and the highest average of contacts per month at 27.7. When does this

administrator contact his division office? According to Hank, whether or not he
calls the division office depends upon the situation he is dealing with. If he is
having to make some personal decisions, he would likely talk to his partner at
home first, and then to a "couple of key people on staff? These staff members
are people that he knows well, possibly his vice-pnncipal. He might speak with
some colleagues he knows and has corne to trust over the years. They are

individuals he has spent a lot of time working with.
If Hank were to contact his area superintendent, it would likely concern

issues around programming, interacting

with parents. or staffing. Hank stated

that he would likely "go and get some advice first on how to tackle it". if he knew
that he was experiencing difficulty. According to Hank. he calls his division

office ove?bigger issues. He f e l he receives support from various sources.
Hank made a comment regarding support for administrators as he stated. '1
don? think one person should ever feel that they have nobody they can turn to."
Hank has demonstrated that he is not resenred about contacting his division
office. and he menüoned the individuais he speaks with when necessary
regarding decisions he must make.
Another administrator who communicated more frequently with her
school division office is Gail. She contactecl her division office 56 times during
the data collection period for an average of 18.7 contacts per rnonth. Like Hank,
Gail stated that it depends on the situation as to whether or not she would
contact her school division office. For situations involving parents. or the media,
Gail said that she would contact her superintendent first. She also contacts her
superintendent "sometimes to ask what I should do. sometimes just to let her
know what I've done atready, so she's not surprised." Gail would Iikely contact a

colleague first if it was to do with something related to having to write a note, or
speak with a staff member. just to get his or her perspective on how something
would be received. When asked how she feels, when she contacts her division

office, Gail responded that it is no problem for her as people are really helpful.
She believes Mat individuals at the school dMsion office are quicker to respond

to an adrninistrator's request than to one from a teacher. Gail comments on the

wmparison between the two situations. a teacher and an adrninistrator calling,
"1 have had occasion as a teacher to call, a department. or payroll, or

something, at board office. You don't get Me same response. which is

unfortunate. It should be the m e . " Gai1 concludeci by saying that this was just
her perception.
When asked to describe occasions where she contacts her school
division office, Barb replied that she never hesitates before calling. Barb made
52 calls throughout aie study rnonths, gMng her a munthly average of 17.2

contacts with her division office per month. Barb cammented how earlier in her
career, she would cal1 other colleagues, to seek out the information she
required. She no longer does this. Now there are policy books, which is a help,
according to Barb. She mentioned that she often deals with her area
superintendent's secretary, and how knowledgeable, and helpful this individual
is. men. Barb will be told that the secretary will get badr to her right away with
the clarification she has requested. Even if the area superintendent's secretary

is unsure what qmcific things the superintendent wants, but she will find out
and retum the call.

More speafically, Barb contacts her school division office if she is facing

a situation that has been a problem. or when a student has been suspended.
Often she will cal1 just to alert the individuals at the superintendent's department

on a potential situation with a parent. Bah wiil get in touch with the secretary.
and say:
We've just had a situation. The parent is threatening to go to the Sun or
the Press. I mean we haven't had that for ages. That kind of thing. Or we
anticipate that #ere is going to be more. So just sort of run it by her and
Say that if she gets a cal1 from this parent, heres more information. And
[name of supetintendent] would never cal1 a parent without checking with
the schoot first to see what the nature of the situation was.

Barb believes that 1 is just common courtesy, on her part as an administrator, to

contact her area superintendent when she feels that something rnight go funher
and end up on the superintendent's desk. In this way, Barb feels that her

superintendent can ôetter prepsre for certain situations by reœiving early
advance notice from an administrator.
Group Two Admlnlstraton: Betw-n

25 and 50 total

The second group of administrators are three in number, John, lan and

Faye. They each contacted their school division office more than 25 but less
than 50 times over the three month period of the studysaidv
Their average

cailsfcontacts per month were between 8 and 16.
John made 47 calls to his division office over the course of the study, an
average of 15.7 contacts every month. He stated that he calls for specific
situations. John believes in preparing his superintendent in advanœ so that she
will be aware of what she may have to deal with. He describecl his contad with
the division office as 'If there's something going on in the community Men the
superintendent wants to know when its going to hit the newspapers. . . . So I cal1
when necessary." If John is going to make changes that may affect the way the

school is viewed in the wmmunity, and rhere may be a backtash" then he will
contact the superintendent John feels that contacting the school division office
is part of his job. He dexnbed it as "no big deal... its's just part of the job."

Jan contacteci his schoot division office an average of 9.3 times per month
during the study, for a total of 28 calls in the three month period. lan is not
hesitant about calling and in his words, '1 cal1 whoever I mink can give me the
best answer, or the best suggestion." He commented how he phones people he
doesn't know, and the individual he chooses to cal1 depends on what he is
looking for. lan, who knows a number of people at the school division office will

cal1 someone he knows to find out who he should speak with conceming a

specific issue. lan reîated the story of stniggling with an issue in his school. and

asking for the name ofthe expert in this area When he foond out the name of
the individual who has much emenœ

in this area, he called her up for the

information he required. lan's philosophy cwld be summed up by saying uwho
do you know who can help us* If he does not know sornebody, he will ask
someone else until he finds someone who can assist him with whatever
problem he is trying to sosolve- [an mentioned that he woufd phone his
superintendent and ask her who he should cal1 for assistance- As welt. he migM
contact her secretary, when he is looking for advice on something. In this
manner, lan says that he does not have to bother his superintenâent, as the
secretary men 'steersn him in the right direction.
Faye initiated contact with her school division office a total of 26 times
during the study, for an average of 8.7 contacts per monai. This ranks sixth in

terms of frequency amongst the administrators. When asked to indicate when
she calls her division office, Faye responded that she calls to 'give them

information." For example, on the day of Faye's interview, she remarked that
she was planning to cal1 her superintendent the following day. There were

several reasons why Faye needed to be in touch. Firstly. she needed to inform
her superintendent of an issue with an outside resource. Secondly. Faye had a

concem about a security issue with a student. Thirdly, she had a staffing query
that needed to be addressed by the superintendent Finally, she needed ta p a s
along an agenda for an upcorning meeting.
Faye spoke about the procedure for getting in buch with her
superintendent and commenteci on how al1 of these questions would go through

the superintendent's secretafy. The superintendent responds accordingly and
then either the secretary contacts Faye with the information she needs, or the

superintendent herseîf migM make the cal1 to Faye. Sometimes Faye needs to
speak to her superintendent, or needs to see her in person. She described the

procedure for requesüng some time to meet with the superintendent in person.
the phone:
But if I really need to talk to [name of superintendent], that's what I ask for,
and I will cal1 and ask for time. Sometimes l'IIsay, '1 need an hour of your
tirne.' l'II corne with a Iist of MM, if you want l'II fax it in to you earlier. I
need your support because I need to wind these things up.

Some of the other things Faye will cal1 her division office over include

personnel issues, and according to Faye, "points of ignorance, things I really
don't know and I have to find outn Faye described calling her division office in

panic, when she was a vice-principal. The variow occasions ranged from
parental cornplaints to inappropriate actions by teachers. Faye also commenteci
on having to cal1 the school division office when there was "something really

seriousfy wrong with the building", and she needed to cal1 and see ifshe could
evacuate the school.

Faye remarked on some of her colleagues who cal1 the school division
office on a daily basis. She speculated as to why this was so, "1 don't know
whether they feel its sort of keeping in contact . . . It seemed to be an important

part of their lives that mat contact was there." Faye stated how sha assumed her
superintendent's secretary likely did not want to hear from her unless Faye
really needed to be in touch for a speclic reason.

Group Three Adminirtrators: L4U than 25 total
CalldContacts
The last group of four administrators is composed of those who cal1 the

school division office on a less frequent basis Vian the other administrators in

the study. Cathy, Ann, Don and M al1 contacted their d ~ s i o office
n
less than 25

times during the three month period of the study, an average of l e s than eight
times per month. These administraton' reasons for calling the division will be
examined in this section.
Cathy contacted her division office on average. 7.3 times per month, for a
total of 22 calls during the study. She describeci how she contacts the office, on
an infrequent basis, 'usually only over things that are either reatly serious, or

something that is very unwual." Cathy cited a couple of examples of when she
might initiate contact with her school division office. For instance. she would cal1
over a suspension, or an incident requirïng police involvement Cathy would

contact the human resources department over something she "does not know",
and is unable to find information on. In Cathy's own words, "1 don't phone very
often." This comment of Cathy's is supported by the data which confirm her
infrequent calling. Cathy's numbers are well below the group average of 36
total calls, or an average of 12 calls per month. Cathy stated that she feels fine

when she has to cal1 her division office. This indicates her lack of concern over
contacting her division office and how she views this task as part of her job.
Ann contacted her school division office a total of 19 times throughout the
three month data collem-on period for an average of 6.3 calls per month. Ann
stated that she calls the division office when she thinks "there's a potential for

there to be a problem that would move beyond the schoal level." This idea is
very much in keeping with several other of the administrators who have

previously stated mis same idea. Ann also contacts the office when she has
exhausted her "repertoireffof strategies. Or to put it another way, when the
potential exists "for stuff to go back to the superintendent, its best to notify them
first-" Ann thinks that she should inform the superintendent flght away so that

she will have the information first hand. In mis way. her superintendent is not

surprised by phone calls. Ann summarizes her way of contacthg the
superintendent in a proactive fashion:
When I think its got mential to move outside of aie schod walls, or
outside the community,-then I certainiy would phone. And a lot of the stuff
that I do, if its to & with any community organizations, or whatever the
issues might be. I always document it, and then cal1 to say something is
coming. And then I send Î t fax confidential.
Ann mentioned other occasions when she would cal1 her superintendent.
Incidents involving outside organizations, or interaction with potentiai funding
sources would both rate a phone cal1 to her superintendent Ann does not
initiate contact with her superintendent unless she absolutely has to. Ann
described her own policy with calling as a "no news, good news policy,"
meaning that if Ann has no specific reason to be in touch with her
superintendent, then she will not call.
Don's average number of calls per month was 6 making a total of 18 calls
during the three months of the study. His self-descriôed pattern is calling the
division office 'as a last resort. in terms of not knowing what to do." Don stated
how he would usually consult with a colleague first. in terrns of a situation that
looks a little dïfferent. He might phone his superintendent and fun a particular

situation by her, that is tell her what he is thinking. Don mentioned that he hasn't
done this very often, that most of his calls are to keep his superintendent
informed. Don's calls to his superintendent tend to be proactive in nature.
Don gave a specif ic example of when he would call. He outlined a
situation where there has b e n a fight and two students have been suspended

as a result. One parent believes that Don is picking on his child. Don would
contact the superintendent and inforni her that she might get a phone cal1 from

this parent. Anothw situation where Don wuld contact his superintendent is if

something was happening in his community that he f e l she should be aware of.

These events might impact on 'how we do business in the building." Something
of this Mture would affect the dimate of the school, Don feels. The majority of
his contacts with the school division office have been this way, Don States. He

commented on what would often happen when he contacts his superintendent.
"Ifal1 rny resources, in ternis of dealing with a situation are exhausted, I find mat

my superintendent will m e r tell me or ask me M a t is the best thing [to âo~."
When asked how he feets when he has to contact his schoof division

office, Don replied that for him. most of the time, it is a matter of informing or

consulting and that's al1 there is to it. He implied that this was not a problem.
Don did mention other sorts d calls where difficult parents, or "parents that are

working overb'rne to enable their child" are involved. He commented on how he
was unsure of how his cafl would be received by the superintendent, "you're

never sure what sort of reception you'll get on the other end with your
superintendent." He went on to describe anxious feelings prior to making this
pamcular type of phone cal1 and stated that he would feel stressed. Don

remarked on how much better he feefs when he gets to actually speak to his
superintendent when he is in the middle of a difficult situation. He attributed this
calming effect to speaking with his superintendent and the working relationship
they share:

And so while you're thinking of making aiet call, and you're making that
call, you feel really stressed. However the superintendent, and this is why
I say its a positive and strong relationship, usually what I've done has
been affirmed, and I feel good, and so that drops the stress level. It must
be a part of her job that says I need ta listen to my administrator. I need to
affirm. I need to provide them with support. And once it is done,you feel

less stressed abaut that situation.

Don is grateful for the ability of his supeMsor to put him at ease when he is

dealing with a difficult situation. In Don's words. he is paying his superintendent
a compliment on her ability to read the situation and support an administrator

when they need to be listened to.
Ed made the fewest number of calls throughout the study, contactïng the

school division office 13 times over the three month period. This is an average
of only 4.3 calls per month. Ed did not make any calls in the month of March. He
stated he tries to do rnost of his problem sohring and consulüng within the

school. He would cal1 the division office when he needs sumething. Ed
mentioned how he would 'update the superintendent on issues that may go to a
division level." Serious situations in the school, perhaps a personnel issue. an
issue with a student. or maybe an issue that the community is cancemed with
would result in Ed cantacting his superintendent He might need to seek
clarification of board policy. Ed stated how most of the time an administrator can
refer to the poiicy manual, but other situations often require a quick affirmation
from the superintendent. Ed also mentioned the speed of requests at times, that
sometimes a building request might be required quickly. He described the
contact he has with his superintendent and his goal of keeping his
superintendent up to date. as Ed says, 'so that we're on the same page."

A mentoring project More experienced administrators cwld mentor a

less experienced adrninistrator."
(Gail, Administrator, on a potential resource for administrators).

Themes in the Data: Other Resourcer for Problem Solvlng
By the nature of their jobs. administrators need to be able to draw on

various resources in order to carry out al1 of the fuicaons of their jobs in the
schools. In that the school system has been subject to dwindling reîources in
the last several years. administrators have had to b e r n e even more

resourceful at finding diierent ways to obtain resources. and to problem solve.
The administrators in the stuây wwe asked what other resources would be

useful to Mem, in their problem solving. The responses took on many formsSome of the administrators chose to speak about the resources they currently

use. while others took the opportunity ta dream a IMe and present a partial wish
list. Some of the suggestions made by the administrators included a
vicgprincipal, time, support, and the opportunity to mentor. These resources
will be examined here.

Three of the respondents indicated they would like to have a
vice-principal. or be part of an administrative team in their school. Don. Faye.
and John al1 valued k i n g part of a team. Don emphasized the benefits of being
able to discuss issues with anothgr administrator. "If I miss anything in this
building it is being a solitary administrator. . . . You'd like to just use someone as

a sounding board. or reflection, to talk. to discuss." Don has developed his own
resources within his school and will talk to a number of different staff members
when he needs their input. He stated how he feels very foftunate to have such a
good group of staff who are professional, energetic, and have a vision. Don

mentionad that he might discuss issues with staff members. but refrains from
talking about personnel or staff issues with anyone. Don stated that being able
to talk with someone about certain situations is a resource that he misses.

John too expresseci his desire to have 'a school team" or a "second

administrator partnef in his work. He stated schools with a population of one
hundred or more students needs to have an administrative team- He

commented on how that second person should not be the Special Education
Resource teacher, of the Physical Education Department Head. or the
Counsellor. as that puts these individuals in a diiicult situation. If one of them is
"the ear of the administrator. then staff start looking at them diierentiyln
according to John. He mentiokd that it would be helpful if there was enough
rnoney and suffkient resources to be able to have a viœ-principal in every

school.
Don's and John's comments were echoed by Faye regarding
vice-principals. She mentioneâ how, although she wished to be part of a team.
that it would not be a fïnancially practical

decision. given the sire of her school.

Faye enjoys working as a team, and would like to have someone she could

genuinely talk to about problern solving. about managing some of the
evaluation and dealing with certain issues. Like Don, Faye is aware of the
limitation of using staff members as viceprincipals. She would not discuss
personnel issues with a staff member, nor would she seek another staff
member's opinion at an inappropriate time. Faye stated that in some
wntroversial situations where she would like to have the extra support. she is
not able to do so, by the nature of the issue being dealt with.
Faye mentioned that she could not think of any other resources she
would like to have. Had I asked her the same question when she was in her first
year as a principal, she would have had a lengthy Iist, according to Faye. She
commented on how very many resourms there are for administrators to use, 'If
you had asked me these questions in my first year, I woufd have thought of forty

other things. What you leam in yow first year is how many reswrœs you really
have-"
Ed reported time as a valuable resoorce. He would like to have more

time for a variety of reasons. He cornmented on the passage d this predous
commodity. and how time for reflecting would be valuable:
The day to day worùings are just a Mur at times . . . Everybody's problem
is the important problem to resolve. So consequently, youh trying to
meet al1 those and deal with al1 of those issues. so conseqwntiy you end
up in a situation where w u need more time to reflect. More time to meet
with people, to discuss direction, to lodc at the philosophy behind
decisions, instruction.
Ed stated how he was unsure how he could manufacture more time into his day.

He referreâ to the -stenœ

at ptesent of some time in his day for doing just mis,

but said that only careful budgeting of time creates this. For Ed. the issue of time

is accompanied by corresponding issues of developing school culture and
ensuring consistency is applied. Ed favours an environment where the school
clirnate fosters development of appropriate attitudes amongst the school
population. Coupled wia\ this development of schod dimate is Ed's belief that
problem solving should take the forrn of preventing issues from surfacing. This
proactive. rather than reactive style, advocated by Ed involves *programming
appropriately for preventing things from happening." Ed also sees problem
solving as a joint shared experience invohring everyone in the school
community. Students, teachers. parents. and superintendents would ail be
involved in a problem solving piece. He gave the example of two students who
are in conflict and subsequently sent home. After their four day suspension, they
return to school with their parents. The issue between them has not been

resolved satisfadorily by th8 suspension. The students need to be involved in
the problem solving process. according to Ed. Although this is a time consuming

way of resolving difficulties. the benefits are numerous.
Gai! posed a mentofing program to benefit new administrators. Her idea

would see more experienced. or senior administrators mentor a less

expeflenced colleague in another school. Gail stated her belief that 'it kind of
goes ont0 age." More senior administrators could Mer their experience and

role modelling ta their more junior counterparts. Gail is thankful for the chance
to have been a v i c ~ f l n c i p ain
l more than one school. She worked with
principals Who took their me&oring role seriously." She stated how she really
benefited from that. Gail thought that the school division's training program for
new administrators is not the same as actual on the job experience. She

commented on the value of sîtüng in on real situations:
But its not the same on a day to day basis where you can just nin to the
next office and say what do you think about this, or sit in on a meeting

with a parent and a child that the other administrator is conducting. Or sit
in with just the administrator and a student who has had difficulties and
watch them work with the kid. mat really was helpful for me.
Gail expressed her concern over the nurnber of retirements in her school
division, and the fact that less experienced administrators are being moved up
to fiIl the new principalships at various schools. She commented on how these
newer administrators would likely answer this question in a different manner
than she did.
At least one school division in this province operates an Adrninistrator-

Mentoring program where potential administrators are paired up with different
administrators in a job shadowing program. Over the course of a par,
participants would spend approximately one week in total with administrators
obse~ng
what a typical day in the Iife of an administrator entails. One of the
participants in this program with whom I spoke. found this to be an extremely
useful and practical experience.
More than one of the administrators mentioned that they would tike to
have more support. whether in the form of resources. superintendent time, or

support for personnel issues. Cathy menüoned her wish for 'more resources for

the kids." She stated how she would prefer to have more allotted Child
Guidance Clinic support, and better links with Child and Family SeMces. In
addition. Cathy would like to see funds available for more flexibility in
prograrnming. She gave a sp&ific example of how beneficial it wwld be to
establish an interim program for stuâents that would allow for transition between
two of the present programs in her school.
Ann commenteci on her belief that the whole notion of administrator

welfare needs to be revisited. She advocates having the school division work

more closely with the middle management. Ann gave the example of dealing
with a personnel issue, and being 'caught between a rock and a hard place."
She described the difficulty of being represented by her teachers' association

group and at the same time, having the teachen represented by that same
group. She felt that she could use support for dealing with personnel issues that
are tenuous. The time involveci in dealing with such issues was mentioned by
Ann. The difficulty in dealing with such an issue in a srnall school, and trying not
to have the issue turn into an awkward situation was also posed. Ann stated

how it would be beneficial to have someone corne in and assist her with some
of the papemork. 'if I had somebody m e in and help me with the

documentation, and help me do that kind of thing. and work in partnership with
me, or collaboration with me on a TIPI -cher

lmprovement Plan]. or

whatever, or an EIP [Educator lmprovement Plan] for non-teaching staff, that

would help."
Hank mentioned that a course in organization might be a helpful

resource for him to make use of. He also mentioned the value of more online
support for administrators. "so mat you wouldn't have to always cal1 somebody."

Refem'ng to something online would give an administrator needed answers,
and would eliminate the necessity d estabiishing telephone contact, according
to Hank,
in addition to thinking about support for himseif as an administrator, Hank
also mentioned how he would-liketo have more support available for his
superintendent. This in mm would free up sorne of his superintendent's busy
schedule, and allow her to be more easily reached by administrators. Hank
commented on the elimination O€ the assistant superintendent position in his
school division and the impact on administrators. He stated how his need to
speak with his superintendent, prior to making some crucial decisions, really

slows down the proœss at times:

Right now,if I neeâ to talk to my superintendent. basically I have to talk to
my superintendent. There's nobody else. She has control of twenty-two
schools and I can't make decisions without talking to her first And that
can really delay things a long time. It can slow up what you're tryîng to
do.
The administrators in the study came up with several res0urces that

would be useful to tthem when they are probfern solving. The most common
request was for a viwrincipal, or to be part of a team in their job. m e r
resources wished for by the adminidrators incfuded more avalable time,
support and resources, in addition to a mentorhg program.

When I first thought about administration, l thought ninety percent of it is
organuational. but ninety percent of it is conblict resoluüon, regardles of
whether its a staffhg decision, a momy ô8cisionI an ordering decision, a
time taMing decision. staffing . . . dealing wïth angry kids, angry parents
. . . and I wouldn't have thought that ofiginally.
(Barb, an Adrninistrator).
T h e m in the ûata: Preparation for the Role of Administratoi

Each administrator was asked to speak about his, or her preparation for
the role of administrator. Did each administrator feel that they were adequately

prepared to cope with the stresses of the job M e n he started the career? What

had been his background in coping with oie &y to day stressors of the job?

Firstiy, the issue of adequate preparation, and training for administrators will be
addressed.
Five of the administrators feit they were not adequately prepared to deal
with the events of their new career when they first started out. The cornments

ranged from "nottrained enough" to "absolutely nor to "nothing can prepare
you," when asked about their preparedness for the role of administrator-

Another administrator indicated that if it was not for her counselling background

she would have to say that she would not have been prepared either.
Ann stated how she didn't know "what could really prepare you for going

into administration." She commented on the transition from teacher to
administrator:
All ofa sudden, one day you're a teacher, the next you're an
adrninistiator, its like people look at you dîerent[ly], they treat you
differentiy. You know. you have to be much more careful about what you
say, how you say things, how you conduct our sel, you know. to
everyone . . . the crisis and the protocd.

John did not feel adequatdy pr8pared for the role of administrator either.

He commented on his belW that " i t would be unrealistic to expect to be
prepared fully without being in it. because some of the things that you have to
deal with you have to experience." John felt that a lot of the situations dealt with
in the Professional Development Program. and in the New Administrators'
Group were theoretical in natures. Now he has been in aie job for several years,
John sees this theory put into practice. He stated how after dealing with many
different situations, he has gathered his own strategies about how he problem
çolves. Shanng experiences with colleagues allom for an exchange of ideas
and suggestions that add on to each administrator's repertoire of skills.

according to John.
Faye believed that 'maybe" she was prepared for her role as an

administrator. She felt she was prepared for her role as a vic+principal. As a
newly appointecl vicwrincipal, Faye described her experience with her new
administrator colleagues, and the importance of having common sense:
But, they were very good, they were most worried how I would make
decisions, and how I would be involved with the kids, so they gently
guided me. Where I needed to be, they gave me sensible advice. They
told me what to do when I needed to be told, but for some strange
reason, I have been blessed with a lot of common sense, and that above
al1 you need. If you're missing that, you can really fou1 things up for

yourself and for the school.

In terms of taking over as principal. Faye said that she was a nervous
wreck at first- Due to a combination of holidays, a compassionate leave, and a
maternity leave there was no support system in place when she arrived at the

school. She stated how she found her way and 'rnuddled through."
Cathy, too, did not feel prepared for taking on her new role. She
commented on how "the school division gives it a fair shot" in terms of the
interview process and the two years of sessions for new administrators. Cathy

felt that teachers who have taught for awhile before becorning administrators
tend to be fairly experienced in school division procedure, and sometimes
understand more than some of the less experienced new administratorr.
Another administrator who commented on the training she received as a
vice-principal was Gail. She bdieved her various principals divided up the
responsibilities so that she was able to cope. She also found it useful that her
principals provided lots of support for her. Gail ammented on this 'on the job"
f o m of training. "If yw want to cal1 that training, it was training. I don't think its

planned to be training." She felt prepared for becoming a principal because of
her vice-principal experienœ, and the situations she had been involved in. She
did not attribut8 this to the workshop training sessions. Gail stated her feelings
regarding formal training offered by the school division:
That [workshop training] might tell you a littie bit about the paperwotk.

and the policies and processes of the division. what they expea in terms
of evaluation. When it cornes to the actual leadership stuff, and the
people skifls, 1 don1 think that their training program really offers any of
that.
Gail commented on the irrelevance of courses offered at the university. "the

university courses definitely don't offer anything. If you take Educational
Administration and Foundation courses . . . they are really irrelevant."
Ann too felt that the training sessions from the school division were

inadequate, "Our training, or our information sessions that we received from the

division, they don't . . . put you in those r d life situations." Ann advocated a
mentoring program, or jokshadowing where individuals who are in a pool of
potential administraton. would have some time away from their teaching
positions for a couple of days to spend time wiVi an administrator in a school.
She described what would take place with such a program:

Spend a couple of days with administrators in SCCKX)Is. and . . . run with
them. fun when we do whatever we do. so ais they get a good handle in
ternis of the kinds of questions. the kinds of issues that are being faced
either on a daily basis or those ones that pop up and end up taking big,
large chunks of your tirne.
Ann went on to describe how useful it would be to watch someone go Virough
the time tabling process for a school, or to sit through a session dealing with a
weapons offence. She describeâ how this first hand experience would be
invaluable for potential administrators. Ann advocated action based types of
training in school settings to essist in the preparatian of administrators.
lan wondered what adequate training really meant He commented on
how he never received any formal training in dealing with stress. He believed

that 'coping with stress and dealing with this kind of thing is more your
personality than anything else." lan mentioned volunteer experiences,
coaching, being active on cornmittees and involvecl with wmmunity as being
important training activities. He believed that dealing with people, that is
organising and running things where you are dealing with lots of people is
important because the job of administrator involves dealing with people to such
a large extent. lan also commented on an individual's own personality as being

important in terms of how one handles things.
Hank felt unprepared as well for the role of administrator. In terms of
training, he mentioned that there has always been some kind of ongoing
training for new administrators in his school division, but when he was starb'ng
out. the training likely consisted of a weekend in Fargo or Grand Forks. He

stated how there was not a great deal ofsupport at that time. Hank postulated
that the follow up for new administrators now is much more positive and more

focussed than when he was starting out

Don felt he was more than adequately prepareô for most of his roles as
an administrator. Principals at schools where he had been a viwrincipal had

ailowed him to assune responsibility for most of the tasks he would have to face
when he becme a principal. During his time as a vicgprincipal, Don IYook on
more roles that would simulate taking

ove^

the schod." Don went on to

elaborate what being prepared for the role of administrator meant to him, "Well I
think prepared administratively is having skills to do certain things. When I look

at administration. you need some required skills. RigM offth8 top, without
talking about leadership or anything like that"The neceasary skills Don is
talking about include the ability to deal with stress. people skills, a strong sense
of curriculum. communication skills. and decision making skills.

Don mentioned that stress can have an impact uniess one takes care of himsel.
In terms of background in coping with aie day to day stressors of the role
of administrator, the participants in the study often rnentioned previous areas of

expertise. Physical Education. wunselling. working in the area of resource, and

ciassroom teaching were al1 mentioned by the administrators as important
preparation for their role as an administrator.

lan remarked that his background in coping with stressors was al1 his
years of working with people in a variety of capacities. John's background in

deaiing with stressors was in having an outlet for his stress. His experience

came f rom the area of physical training. and being able to take the faais away
from the stress, or the problems of the job while physically training. After the
physical activity is over, an inti~dualc m look back and things seem to be
better, as the job stressors seem to be more manageable. John found this to be

a way of stepping aside from a problem. and putting things into perspecvite.
commented on diet and exercise as being very imporîant in handling stress.

He

Cathy. too, recommended exercise for hersetf as a way of ooping wiar stressors.
Hank believed that every administrator bnngs diierent things to the job,
but there are certain things that must be learned. Some of these skills that need

to be developed include dealing with the public and parents, as well as
planning. Hank stated his opinion:
1 think probably we al1 come into the job with something difïerent, whether

our background was Physical Education, or Guidance, or English
teacher, or Shops teacher. You develop teaching skills. and that gives
you a start. cause you leam how to Pace yours8if in the classrm. you
l e m how to âeal with the pubiic, parents, and you leam how to plan . ..
and you obviousfy cared enough to work hard or else you wouldn't get
there.
Hank too cited his previous training in the areas of counselling and in coaching
as serving him well. Hank believed that similar philosophies are employed in
both coaching and management Such skills as team building, understanding

weaknesses and strengths, and understanding when to put on pressure. and

when to give support are common to both these areas, according to Hank. Hank
was quick ta praise colleagues in his school division for their leadership skills,
and for influencing him in a positive way, 'Yhere's a real good leadership group

in the [name of school division] and some unbelievably talented people, you
know, teachen and administrators. You really just have to kind of spend tirne
with them and it rubs off."

Barb cornmented on administrators' backgrounds and why she believes

Physical Education is such a good preparation for going into administration:
I think that in the pst, many people have gone into administration from
Physical Mucation, because you look at what you're organizing. w hether
its a tournament, kids . . . You're used to, I guess. in your head,
separating al1 the Merent decisions you have to make. . . . You're able to
switch from one topic to the other wry quickly. . . .You generally I think.
are able to handle emergency situations in a sort of a logicaî way. . . . I
think al1 of those things lead up to it.

e of the essential skills d being an
administrator. She also mentioned the value of a counselling background in
Barb surnmed up what she beiiews are m

terms of application of cociflid redution skills. Decisions conœrning staffïng.
finances, time tabling, or ordering are al1 made easier by conHict resolution
skills. according to Bab. She spoke about having to deal with angry students,
or angry parents. and the value of king able to rresoîve conflicts. To her, %at

was the most valuable resource I could have brought to the job."

Probably the spn'ng in some ways is the most stressful, in a way because
you're at the stage of running the cunent year.and finishing off and
dealing with a kt of issues, plus you're planning for next par.
(Ed. Administrator, on a stressful time of the year).

Themes in the Data: Stressful Times of the Year
The administrators were asked to identify times of the year they found

more stressful. Their responses are containecl in Table 4.5. For example. Barb
chose September, April, May and June as the most stressfuI months for her.
while Ann selected Novembr, February, and March.

Table 4.5

Administrator Reported Streuful Times of the Year
Sept
Ed
Hank

Oct
Don

Nov

0«3

Ann

John

Jan

Don
Barb
Gail

Feb

Ann

March

Aprll

May

June

Ann

Ed
lan
Hank
Ba*
Faye

lan
Hank

lan
John
Barb

John

Don
Barb

Cathy
Gail

it is interesting to note. that with the exception of January, al1 the months of the
school year were named. When the resufts of the numbers of callslcontacts per

month were examined, in conjunction with the administrator responses to this
question, some trends were noted. Two of the administrators reported their

highest number of callshntacts with their school division office in the month of
January. Barb reported 29 contacts for January, tuvice as many as her next
biggest month, while Gail reported 25 for the same month. Neither Barb, nor

Gail reported January ?O be a stressful time of the year.
Administrator repottd stressful months tended to cluster around certain
times of the year. Two main clusters are indicated with the most of the

administrators citing Aprii and May as their more stressful times of the year. Two

of the administrators referred to this time as 'spring-" Two also stated that 'now"

at the time of the interview was the most stressful time for them- These
administrators' inteMews took place mid to late April. All of the interviews
occurred between April15 and May 6. The second most frequently named time
was September, or the start of the school year.
In addition to the beginning of the year, and the ApriVMay cluster, other

stressful times were reported by administrators as well. These will be examined
in more detail later in this

First, the two major times cita, Spring, and

the beginning of the school year will be examined.

When the months of April, May and June are combined in one grouping,
nine of the ten participants in the study found this to be a stresshl time- lan.
Hank Don, Barb, Cathy and Gail reported May as being a stressful time for

them. lan Hank, John and Barb also mentioned the month of April, while lan,
John and Barb included June. Faye and Ed cited spring as being the more

stressful time for them. Several of the administrators qualified their seledon by
stating that this time of the year coincided with decisions œntring around
staffing for next year. In total, seven of the administrators mentioned staffing as
being something occurring at this time of year that they either find stressful, or

challenging. Some of the administrators remarked on the added stress at this
tirne of the year and gave possible reasons for feeling Mis way.
Barb mentioned the end of the year, starting towards the end of Aprïl as

being stressful because, "that centres around staffing." She commented on the
relief felt when numbers of stuâents were stable, and she did not have to
declare any staff member surplus, "so that's one less stress . . . a major stress."
Barb is aware of how losing staff mernbers through a decline in enrofment can
impact on a staff, "Whenwe have to declare surplus, its devastating for the staff,

morale, and probabiy the most difficuit thing I have to do in the job." Other
administrators in the study shared Barb's concem regarding staffing.
Faye too finds this time of year and the concem over staffing to be aie
most stressful for her. She commented on the importance of the task of

preparing the staffing estimate, 'Everything Mat is going to happen in the next
year rides on doing that conecüy, and . . . l've probably just not had enough
years experience to make it a n m a l part of rny Iife." Faye also mentioned the

stress irmdved over k m i n g that there arenstaff members that will not move,
and should not move." OMer causes of stress at this time of year for Faye

include student behaviour which she reported as being worse in the months of
April and May, evaluations that are coming due, budget concems, impending
changes for next year, and dealing with stressed out teachers. According to

Faye, "So its the spring that9svery, very tense. This is the most difficult time.'
Ed remarked on the spring as k i n g the most stressful, 'because

you're

at the stage of running the wnent year, and finishing off and dealing with a lot

of issues, plus you're planning for next year." He referred to this time as "heavy
pacedn.Ed commented on the issue of staffing and how staff cuts impact on
people's lives:
That's always a tough one. You're dealing with surplus staff. Because the
reality is that even though no one's losing a job, you're impacting on their
life. They may have been in that schod for a long time, their life exists
around there, their fflenâs are there. Their day to day operations are
there. And now you're saying to them, we don't have enough spaœ. We
have to move somebody on et this point, just because of programming
needs. And that's a stressful scenario, dealing with those issues with
people that are very, very personal.
Hank tao mentioned the staffing issue, and how those decisions are really hard
for him to make.
Cathy concurred with several other administrators in that she stated May

to be the most strBSSful time for her, She said that in addiion to aie 'usual s t W ,

planning for June and for next par is also a priority. Staff members migM be
transfefflng, and an administrator mght be inteMewing staff for available

positions. Gail too, mentioned staffing as being a stressful time. In conjunction
with this, she also commented on the Cme taMing process that follows shortiy

after staffingfor the upcorning year has been yet

Don rernarked on the stresses in May, and how he has to try and meet
the needs d dïerent people. Don believed that he is the right person to make

the decisions regarding staffing in his building, as he has more of a global

picture of what is happening and where the school is going. This vision is due to
his consultation with staff. superintendem. parents. and the community. He

wmmented on that responsibility and how he does not treat it lightly, "So I'm the
one that's best to make the decision, about who goes and who stays. what the

changing assignments are. So I feel that I'm in a privileged situation. One that I
have to handle very responsibly." Knowing that he is charged with Mis

responsibility does not take away from its associated stress.
For John, things get busy when he starts preparing for next year. This is
usually from the middle of Aprii onwards. This is in keeping with the other times

of the year that he fnrds stressfull mat is the 'closings". M o r e Christmas, before
spring break. before the end of school in June. He wmmented on how the
longer the break, the longer before that things start to get more complicated.
According to John, the more responsibility one holds in schaol, aie more stress:
So aie bigger the break, the longer before, and mat's a natural
occurrence in a schod cyde I think. It happens in al1 schools. There's
always . . . and it doesnt dier mmudi from a teaching assistant to a
principal, just with the added responsibility. cornes the added stress.

John stated at the end of the schoal yeaf, how everyone wants something the

adrninistrator. Parents want to k m what is happening, superintendmts want to
know what is Ming done, and teachers want to know what is happening in the

future. There is also a need for 'having dosure to what has just occurmd.' for

the members of aie school community.
lan found the time from mid-April through to June et to be stressful. but

just busier and more hectic b e c a m there is more taking place. He stated how
there are a pib of activitïes going on. and lots of 'organizational Mingsn.Time

tabiing, field trips, exams. reports and summ-,

evaluations. and other items

with a year end target combine to add to the fast pace of mis time according to

lan. He commented on why this is stressful for some of his staif, and challenging
for him:

So anytime you do a lot of things that are out of me ordinary your staff
finds it stressful. Not everybody ha$ the same reaction to change. That is
what makes Mis time of year the most active. I don? know that I 'd cal1 it
stressful. Ifind it challenging.
Barb also mentioned the end of the year as a stressful time with exams
O C C U later
~ ~ in
~ June,

this year. Trying to get everything tidied up as well as

completing marks. awards and al1 aie last minute things that happen at mis tirne
of the year adds to the fast pace during the month of June.
The beginning of the school p a r was cited by several administrators as

k i n g a stressful time. Ed, Hank, Don, Bab, and Gail found the start up of the

year to have iEs challenges. and stress. ûther administrators in the study chose
to state why the beginning of the year was not stressful for them. Barb
mentioned the start of the year as being one of her more Sbessful times. Trying

to get al1 the new students in. registered and settled, reviewing niles and
regutations with staff and students, and changing from a summer holiday
routine to one of work were al1 mentioned by Barb as bing part of this stressful

time.
Don too mentioned the rnonths of September and October as being

stressful for him. He commented on potential surprises, aiat is, not gem'ng the
number of students anticipated, and having to make changes to staffing, or
tirnetables, the discipline issues that surface with the students vying for status.
and interpersonal difficuities. Like Barb, he commented on going from holiday
mode to work mode for the adults. For the students. he posed their transition to

as Don temed. uexcitementmode" at being back at schod. Don refened to the
exciternent and apprehension he as an administrator feels at the beginning of

each new school year.
Hank mentioned the stress September brings as schools struggle to
make sure they have as many students as they predicted back in the spring.
The ramifications of rot reaching a projected enrolment. and the conesponding

pressure from the school division were mentioned by Hank too. Hank
commented on the situation where a school had the correct number of students
they had predicted, but stiil experienced many other challenges. At this time of
the year. programs are set up and the yearly plan stafts to take shape. TryÏngto
meet the needs of the student population without becoming burned out,

or

running the staff into the ground were also posed by Hank as being factors to
consider at this time of the year.
Ann expressed her concern over this potentially stressful time, at the start
of the school year, revolving around numbers of students. She postulated that a
better picture of a schoolssenrolment could be obtained in a different way,

rather than relying on one day attendance figures on which to base the entire
year's funding. Ann suggested taking the average of the school's attendance on
several different days as a more accurate assessrnent of where the school is at

in ternis of population. Ed referred to the attendance repofüng in September
and the tight time line 1 creates. when faced with multiple othgr tasks at this
time. Educating new students in the building about the structures in the school
is one such task that must be complet& at aie start of the year according to Ed.

Gail too rnentioned the fall as stressful in conjunction with reporting numbers of
students.
lan stateâ how the beginning of the year is not a bad time for him at all,
as he is coming off a "good mind set" from being on holiday. He finds it exciting

to get going again at the start of a school year. Likewise, John reported

"openings" to be simple for him, "becauseyou corne in early, you're prepared,
you're ready for the onslaught of new registrations, and children coming back

excited." Both lan and John commented on why this time of the year is not that
stressful for them.
Ann reported slightly different times of the year, from most of her
colleagues. that are stressful for her. She rnentioned the time before Christmas
break. February, and March. Ann commented on the fact that the novelty of

attending school has worn off for some students by that time. Reality starts to set

in with students, regarding their credits, as they corne to realize they will not
pass some of their courses. Ann talked about these crucial times for the

students of whether they are going to make it, or give up and go into crisis, as
often occurring prior to a holiday. John also commented on the prMoliday

stress he feef S.

And I think as an administrator, yw're a litüe bit more lonely- . . . I'm
admired, respected, and accepted as a colleague. but the nature of the
relationship . . . has changed.
(Don, Administrator)

Thernes In the Data: Changes in Personal Character/Utestyle

After Taklng on the Role of Admlnistrator
This question was suggested by one of the administrators in the study at
the time of his interview. It was in response to the question of was there

anything else I should have asked the administrators that would illuminate the
issues being examined in the stuûy. This question was added on to the
previously prepared questions as I felt that it was a worthwhile and interesting

chance for participants to reflect and comment on their personal growth. The
administrators' responses to this question varied. It was difficult to discern any
common elements or themes. In order to best present the responses, answers
from each administrator will be sumrnarized separately. The look at changes in

personal character andlor tifestyie, after becoming an administrator will begin
with Hank.
Hank
Hank was not sure if he had changed as a result of k i n g an

administrator. He stated that he must have changed as i o u can't have life
experiences just go on in a benign way, they have ta affect us." Hank
commented that he thought administration had changeâ him in that he had
learned a lot more skills in dealing with people effectively. He stated that likely,

someone who has known him for his whole career with the school division
would need to be consulted for his or her opinion on mis question. Hank felt that

an individual's strength of character. and how effective he becornes has a great

deal to do with the continually challenging himsel with new experiences. Hank
likened new experiences to moving to a new school. and the resulting effect on
how an individual sees himsel. Also, the way other people see thért person and
his effectiveness.

Faye
When asked to reflect on whether her personal character or lifestyle had

seen a change since she became an administrator, Faye responded that she
now had more confidence. Faye mentioned one way her life has becorne

different is that she had to purchase a new wardrobe. and lots of cornfortable
shoes. As well, Faye stated how she really missed the classroom, and now as
an administrator. she did not mind assisting with awering classes for teachen,
as it gave her a chance to teach and she loves to teach. Time, and issues
around time are different for Faye now that she is an administrator. After school,
and evening meetings necessitate later suppers and changes in routines at
home for both Faye and her spouse. One interesting point raised by Faye was

in conjunction with her feelings of confidence, now in the way in which she
m e t s people. She commented on how she meets new people in a different

way. now that she is an administrator. Faye posed how, much to her surprise,
that people, not involved in education, treat her differently, when they Ieam she

is an administrator. Her interactions in social settings are often in a new way:

Peopie treat you . . . they listen to you a litile more, and I thought thet's
kind of ridicufous. I knew the same amount when I was a teacher, not
about the same things. But, 1 thought I was worth listening to then. the
truth of the matter is that I may be not worth listening to now.

John
Like Faye, John stated how his interaction with people is somewhat

different, now he is an administretor. Fnends men treat hirn differentfy. He gave
the example of spending time with a new acquaintance, while playing a game
of squash, and that person finding out his occupation. The individual launched

into a story of a proôlem encountered with his child et school. John stated that
his opinion was sought as to what he would do. He said that in such a case. his

word "carries a little more weight al1 of a sudden." John commented on the

manner in which his friends treat him now that he is an administrator, rather
than a teacher:

Now al1 of a sudden, last night my opinion was just, wdl I'm just one of
you. I'm a salesman, you're a teacher, okay, that's great. That's a nice
opinion. Now that you're an administrator, vice principal, or prn
i cp
i a.l
hmm, boy, then you must have a littie bit more knowledge because
you're in a position of authority. So your friends treat you a little
differently, you often get the last word in discussions, and it becornes ego
tied to a degree. How corne I'm mis important al1 of a sudden? If I wasn't
this important, [before]. and I'rn not any different [noW.
John spoke about some very personal issues to him. He mentioned the

way in which becoming an administrator has changed his relationship with his

family. Prior to becoming an administrator. he would mark tests and
assignments at home in the evenings. Now what John takes home are issues

he has deaft with throughout the day. John desaibed how he had to unload alt
of this baggage somewhere, and consequently used to find himself taking it out

on his family. He commented on the tremendous personal sacrifices involved in

embarking on this career, and how there was no way around it John gave
examples of not being able to drop his own children off a schod, in the
morning, or having to be at school until6 pm and then having to make a
meeting at 7 pm.

John has spent some time reflectïng on h s career as an administrator

and examining his career choice. He mentioned how the first couple of years.

he was really shaking his head and asking himself if this was what he wanted to
do. Like Faye. John too. cornmented on how he loves teaching, but does he

want to be a 'probiem solver" al1 &y? Sometimes he is uncertain. John stated
one reason for continuing with a job he very much enjoys, Tm seeing a lot more
scope that, well, you're affectiftg a lot more children. more ki& by doing it this

way. . . . All of the kids in Mis school are rny responsibility." John also stated the
amount of the job that has to be private, mat cannot be shared with a spouse,or
other family members. He reechoed his earlier comment of the great personal
wst involved in the job of principal. In surnmary, at the end of his interview,
John stated that 'stress is a part of Iife, and how we choose to deal with stress is
the key." This philosophy of choosing how a person deals wioi their own stress

is an important concept mentioned by John. It indicates he is aware of positive
ways of dealing with stress.
John felt that it was crucial to educate the public conceming the role of

the principal. He stated, "We've got to get society somehow to aocept that, like
we have to support profeîsioflals and their understanding of what Mey do for

stress." John continued as he described his wish for society's acceptance of a

more flexible approach to work hours for administrators. John would like to
leave work at 3 pm one day, go and do some form of exercise in order to reduce
his stress level. He feels this would be particularly warranted especially if he did

not have a lunch hour that day, nor if he has had any coffee breaks ali week.
John believes that his leaving work early should be seen by the public as
acceptable behavïour. According to John, "that's going to make him better for
the community that night, when he goes back to the meeting." John stated the
need to do a better job, as professionals, indicating that being an administrator
is a full time, 24 hour a day job. tt is a career, and his houn should be

somewhat flexible when required.
Ann
Like John, Ann m

e about things that matter a great deal to her. She

talked of the way she is as a person, and her innermost feelings as she

responded to this question. She Ïndicated that she has always been a very

private person, and now she is an administrator, she has become very private.
Her personal life is not up for public display- Ann stated that she 6 an

administrator first, snd her job is what her job description from the schol
division says she should do. If she chooses to share with staff members, about
her personal life, and she often does, then she must be careful of the potential
for gossip. Ann is very careful with whom she talks to about work issues and is

always cauüous about confidentiality. In tems of routines. Ann is aware of when
and where she goes to shop, in order to avoid people passing judgment of her

on a day she feels like going out in more relaxed attire.

Ann has also learned to Ieave ale big issues at work. although she stated

that it took her awhile to be able to do sa She is aware of when a situation has

gone beyond her control and when she is unable to influence it for the better.
Ann comments on this lack of control:
I can't influenœ this situation for the better. All I can do is be a provider of

information, and pray, or hope that the child or the teacher, or parent, or
whomever will take advice and know that they can corne in and continue
to dialogue or whatever it might be. Its knolwing that you tried everything
and being okay with that, you k m . And leave your job and go home.
Barb
Barb stated. with the exception of the disciplinary focus with kids and with

teachers. that she did not feel that she has changed al1 that much since
becoming an administrator. She stated that she was süll generally optimistic

about things, as she was. when she was teaaiing. 8arb described herseif as
generally pretty logical. and able to handfe emergencies very well. She has
always 'put in the time needed" no matter what position she has held in the
school. Barb was also aware that she needs a break at certain times throughout

the year. She will not spend her whole summer in the school. and when it is

holiday time she holidays. 6arb was aware of pafticipating in physical activity
and various hobbies in her spare the. Barb reported her personality and
character to be veiy similar now she is an administrator than when she was a
teacher.
Cathy
Like Barb. Cathy reported few changes to her lifestyle or personal

character since becoming an administrator. She stated that she works longer
hours and that her hours are less flexible now than when she was teaching.
Cathy also mentioned her awareness that she has to be more careful of what

she says. She described the situation where an administrator walks into the
staff room at her school and the conversation œases. Cathy cornmented on
how this would likely not happen. or would seldom happen, when you were a
teacher. She stated that sometirnes an administrator needed to follow up on a

scenario like this. and sometimes it was best to bave it alone. Cathy summed
up her feelings on aiis by saying that such an occurrence was pan of the job.

Don

Don believed mat 'most of my life is still the same. Most of who I am is still
the same." One part that has changed for Don, since becoming an administrator
is the dynamics of collegiality. He stated how he was much more accepted as a
teacher, whether it was pulling pranks and jokes with his cdleagues, or just
interacting with staff members. Don experienced a different level of interaction

with his colleagues, and even though he was still cornfortable in his role as an

administrator. when he interacteci wiai staff, the relationship has changed. Don
summarized his feelings as he commented on this relationship with staff
members, 'And I think as an administrator, you're a littie bit more lonely. . . . I'm
admirad, respected. and accepted as a colleague, but the nature of the
relationship, the nature of the relationship of collegiality has changeci." Don
remarked on how he felt Mat his relationship with cdleagues would remain
aitered from what he experienced when he was a teacher. He commented on
his ability to establish connections with staff memben, and yet still be aware of
how he viewed as the administrator by his colleagues at the school.

Gai1
When asked whether becoming an administrator had aitered her

personality or her lirestyle Gail expressed her hope that it had not. She went on
to state that she felt some of her administrator colleagues would likely be

unaware that it might have affected them. Gail continued the discussion by
describing the interruptions that occur throughout the day. She felt that some
people might experienœ frustration if they were the type of person who made a

list of things to be done during Me day, and then were unable to get through al1
of them. Flexibility is required in the job, as is an ability to switch from one task

to another.

In terms of taking work home. Gail mentioned that she assumed teachers

were spending a couple of houn of their time in the evenings preparing and
marking. If she needed to write a year end report at home, or ifshe was reading
some material the superintendent has passed along to her, 'lt is no different

than what I would have been doing as a teacher. So the time element is the
same." Gail also cornmented on how her day has changed in some positive

ways. She has more freedom in planning her day around various tasks that

need to be completed. She gave the example of having a report to mite, and
deciding tu leave it for the afternoon. or even Ieaving it to do at home. This

contrasted with her role as a teacher, where, in the classroom, there were things
that had to be done rigM away, becrruse of the 25 students in front of her, as
opposed to her role as an administrator, where she sometimes has flexibility.
Gail said that a cbstressor for her has been a decreased ernphasis on

the clock. As a teacher. she was more govefned by tirne. She also mentioned
the freedom to use the washroom when she needed to. or to go and get a cup of

coffee when she wanted rather than having to wait for a designated break time.
The job of administrator required a certain personality type according to Gail.
She was not referring to learning styles, but rather to interacting with people

through meetings as she commented, "If you dont like meetings then you can't
do this job, because that's al1 it is. You know, if its not meetings with kids, or with

parents, its with your superintendant, or its with your teachers."
Gail also felt that she had less control of her environment, in terms of
deciding what happens when. She stated that as a teacher she knew what she

was going to do each day in her classes, and if a lesson plan did not get

cornpleted one day, then the next day it would be finished. For a teacher. when
the day is done, for the most part, they have completed what they wanted to do.

She described teaching as 'being craative and being flexible and doing what

your kids need you to do."Gail is at the 'beck and cal1 of anyone who appearsn
at her doomay at any time throughout the day- She also must respond to
anyone that chooses to cal1 her. She commented that the increased flexibility

cornes at a price, that is, the loss of control. Gail mentioned that for some
people, the loss of control might be an issue.

Ed commented thet the stress levefs are increasing in the role of
administrator. He stated that the sdiod is seen as a much broader scope than it
used to be. Rather than having academic focus and program focus, there is now

an increasing demand to deal with social issues. Programs Mat exist outside of
the curriculum, as well as a long list of ~ u m c u l a activities
r
have becorne
important for a school to provide. Ed also commenteâ on the increased

parenting responsibiliaes for kids Ming asked of the schoof cornmunity. The
stress cames from these increas8d demands. according to Ed. Likewise, the
administrator must adapt to the new challenges of k i n g pulled in many
different directions. Ed commented on one thing he reatly likes about his job:
But you know that its an exciting job. . . . but one of he things that indeed
that some people may see as a stressor actually. is that wrien you corne
to work every day, you have no idea what's going to happen. You have
no idea of whatnsgoing to go on. So you're never bored . . . you know its
not a routine thing . . . its very much a people job.
The demands of the role of administrator are changing according to Ed, and this

forces an administrator to adapt along with these increased responsibilities. For

Ed,the job is an ever changing one and the variety is one thing he enjays.
lan's extensive background as a volunteer in a variety of areas not only

prepared him for the role of administrator, but allows him to adapt and change

as aie nature of his job changes. He tended to view potentially stressïul events
as challenges to be met with his vast assortment of s k i 1 and talents. lan stated

the importance of personality in his job. and his is one that is well suited to his
job. His attitude of breaking down onerous tasks into easily approachable tasks

has seen him through a great many challenging situations. lan described how

this is not aie case with çome of his culieagues. 'in terms of how you handle

things. How you see things. . . .Some take things and they make them gigantic.
1 see them. and I start thinking about well, how can we deal with them as

opposed to Oh my God, Mis is horrendous. A lot of it is-your personality." Over

the course of lanrscareer, he has continually adapted and changed to meet the
demands of his job.
Summry of Data Analyses

From the quantitative and q u a l i v e data analyses it is evKlent that some
things about the administrators are very similar. such as who they turn to for
support. and the perception of tfw cunent stress level by each administrator.
Other things were reported to be very different, such as how the administrators
have changed since taking on the role of administrator. A brief summary of the
data analyses will be made in this section.

Significant differences were found between the different sources and
types of stress as reported by the administrators over the three month period. In

the extra-organizational category, the boundary spanning actMties were the
most numerous, while the task-based type proved to be reported most
frequently under the intradrganizational source. No signlicant difference was
found between the difFerent months of the study in tenns of the frequency of the
administrators' calls/contacts with their school division office.

The administrators used a variety of ternis to define stress,but for the
most part, their definitions included the concept of time. Other themes in their
descriptions incfuded emotional or physical factors, and control. The
administrators also rated their current stress level in a similar fashion. The
cornmon term used here was "IoW as the response to the query concerning

their cuirent stress level,
With respect to what causes them stress,the administrators mentioned
students first. follwed by staff, and then parents. as their top three stressors.
Other stressors commented on induded relationships. perceptions, problem
solving, meeting deadlines, dealing with misrepresentation by the media,

creating agendas, and mpïng with the rapid pace of the multitude of events
occurring simuftaneousfy. A common theme amongst the stressors as stated by
the administrators included that of having no influence, or control over many of
these items.
The administrators in the study, for the most part, reported positive

relationships with their individual area superintendents. The
secretary-treasurer is a person that the administrators would only deal with
occasionally. What contact there has b e n with this person was reported to be
positive. In terms of dealing with program consultants in the school division,
again reports by the administrators tended to be of good relationships where
there had been interaction. A number of ways were reported by the
adrninistrators of interacting with their school division office, induding phone
calls, fax, and e-mait.
A variety of supports, or sources of direction were reported by the

administrators, including superintendents, colleagues, staff, family, department

heads, and friends. Colleagues and superintendents were two supports cited

most frequently by the administrators in the study. Some of the shidy
participants have well developed support networks, while others do not have
extensive systems of support and direction in their work.
The administrators could be divided into three distinct groups in terms of
the frequency with which they contacted Meir school dMsi0n office. Hank, Gail,

and Barb each contacted their division office greater than 50 times over the

three month period. The middle group consisted of lm, Faye and John who

called between 25 and 50 times. The less frequent callers cornprisecl the last
group of administrators. those with Iess than 25 total wntacts. Cathy, Ann, Don,
and Ed were al1 members of Mis group. The most common reasons for

contacting the division office included upâating the superintendent seeking
information, or clarification, or requestr-ngspecific items.
In terms d other usafut resources for the administrators when they are

problem solving, the consensus was to be part of an administrative team. This
was expressed particularly by administrators in single adrninistrator schools.

Other desired resources mentioned by the participants in the study included
time, support, and the opportunity to mentor.
The preparation for the role of administrator. experienced by the

participants in the study took on many forms, depending upon when the
individual had taken on the role of administrator, Half of the administrators

reported that they had been unprepared for their new role. Some stated that
other experiences in their lives had prepared them for this job, and that they

wished their training hed been more worthwhile. Some administrators reported
having received no training. Suggestions were made as to possible ways to

improve training for administrators. Mentoring programs, jobshadowing and
action based types of training were al1 mentioned by administrators as being

valuable ways to prepare for the role of administratorWith respect to stressful times of the year. the administrators in the study

mentioned al1 the months of the school year, with the exception of January as
being stressful. Common times of the year reported to be stressful included
spring (Apfil and May). and the start of the school year (September). Spnng was

reporteci to be stressful by several administrators due to the staffhg
requirements for the upcoming year, that needed to finalised at this tirne.
When asked how becoming an administrator had altered their personal

character, or lifestyle, the administrators' responses varied. Some positive

comments were made in response to this question and m e negative changes
were noted. Perceptions by other people were noted by more than one of the
administrators.

ln surnmary, the ten administrators in the study reporteci thoughfful and
meaningful responses to the questions asked of them at the time of their

interview. A summary of these findings, including conclusions and some future

trends will be looked at in Chapter 5.

CHAPTER FlVE

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

I can always equate being an administrator to the guy that was juggling
the plates (on the Ed Sullivan Show]. He'd start, on a pole with one plate.
He'd get it going really nicely, [and then move on to the next plate]. By the
time he got to the eighth plate, if he didnt pay attention, the first one
would fall and break. That's an excellent analogy for being an
adrninistrator. You have to keep the supefintendents' department
informed and happy of what you're doing, and the staff. and the kids, and
the community and parents.

(John, Administrator).

This Chapter includes a summary of the study. and the findings obtained.
An discussion of these findings. as well as some suggestions for future research

in this area are also incfuded in this section. The surnmary begins with an
oveMew of the study in general.

Summary

This Study in Review

This study examined the jobrelated stress of tan administrators in one
urban school division in Manitoba. It represents a snapshot in the lives of the

participants. arising from an examination of their logbooks, and listening to their

thoughts and feelings regarding the issue d stress during the three month time
period in which the stuây took place. This study was undertaken partly to
replicate Lam and Cormier's (1998) work with rural administraton in
Saskatchewan. This study was also chosen to find out more about the
participants' perceptions of stress, the work-related demands piaced upon
them, the supports they make use of, and the degree to which these

administrators are coping with jotwelated stress.
Data coe
lco
tin

for this work took on twa fonns. First, administrators were

given a logbook in which they kept track of the phone calls/wntacts they

initiated with their school division office for the months of Januaiy, February and
March. Relevant details of the contacts were noted. imiuding the date, time
individual called, and the nature of the dl. Callslcontacts were dassified by the
researcher according to Lam's eight cell typology. This me-

was in keeping

with Lam and Cormier's (1998) work and allowed for cornparison with the
results from their study. Statistical analysis was carfled out on the numbers of
callslcontacts in the typology in a similar manner to that of Lam and Cormier
(1998). Callslcontacts were also examined by month to determine if there were

any differences from month to month.

Second, data was also coliected through intewkvs with each of the ten
administrators in the study. Interviews took place following the three month
logbook record keeping period. Interview questions were submitted to the
administrators in advance of their respective interviews. Participants were
instrucfed that aiey were f ree to decline to answer any or al1 of the interview
questions. lnte~ews
ranged in length from twenty minutes to just over one
hour. InteMews were taped. end later transcribed. Input was sought from the
administrators concerning their perceptions of stress in their workplace, their

ability to cope with the demands placed upon them, and their feeiings regarding

their support nehnorks, and their preparation prior to becoming administrators.
Administrators were infomed that their bgbooks, inteMew tapes. and
transcripts would be kept in the strictest confidence. Th? participants in the
study were infomed that they had aie right to withdraw from the shrdy at any

time. A sumrnary of this resmrch paper will be provided to the study participants
upon approval of this thesis.

The Problem
This study examines the area of stress and adminisbators in the

educational setting. Are administrators experiencing stress? If so. what is the
nature of this stress. and how are administrators coping with jobrelatecl stress?
A group of tan administrators working in an urban setting in Manitoba are the

subjects of this study, in an effort to learn more about job-celated stress. How

are these individuals coping with the demands of their jobs? The sources of
direction and supports used by the administrators is of interest, as well as their
more stressful times of the year. In short. this study examines the demands
placed on the administrators and how they are coping with this job-related
stress-

Research Questions

Four research questions fomed the basis of the inquiry in this work. The
research questions guiding the focus of this study were as follows:

1.

What is the nature of

administrators?

the stress experienced WnOng~turban

2.

How does the nature of the stress experienced by the urban
administrators dÏÏer from that of the rural administrators as found in
Lam's worW

3.

What are m e of the supports/soufces of direction for the
administrators?

4.

What are the more stressful times of the year for administrators?

Background to thlr Study

- A Look at Lam's Work

Lam developed a f ramework for examining stress fifteen years ago as he

built on the work initiated by Gmelch and Hiebert (Lam. 1984). Lam's framework
combined existing theories of organization Ath an understanding of

administrator stressors in order to provide a better organization for the many
different ways of examining job-related stress (Lam. 1984). The result of Lam's
work was an eight cell typology used to study stress experienced by rural
administrators in Saskatchewan (Lam and Cornier, 1998).
In this study, Lam and Cormier (1998) utilized administrator initiated

callslcontacts to the school division administrative office to represent stressful
incidents. Lam and Cormier's approach to this partiwlar study fits in with
Hiebertas(1988) definition of stress where situational demands outweigh an
individual's ability to cope. Seeking assistance and guidance from the central
office is a logical way to cope with these challenges according to Lam and

Cormier (1998). They feel that tabulating calls/contacts may represent a
conservative way of monitoring stress signals. h m and Cormier (1998) stated

how principals are often reluctant to involve central administration as these
requests for assistance may be incorrectly perceived as a negative reflection on
their ability to cope (p.53.
Lam and Cormier (1998) found that administrators contacted Meir

respective school division offices in order to cope with the demands of their
external environments more than the researchers predicted. Lam and Cormier

also reported schod leadership to be entenng a difficult transitional period, with
administrators having to cope with added responsibilities in both their internal
and external environments. Lastly, their study stated the level of principals'
stress to be higher now than it was ten years ago (Lam & Cormier. 1998. p.64).

Lam and Cornier (1998) make the assumption that callslcantacts are
indicators of jobrelated stress in the administrators in their study. These
researchers also believe that administrators who are experiencing stress will
contact their school division office for assistance with the situations they are
unable to handle.

Findings frorn the Study

Callslcontacts initiated by the administrators to their school division office
concerning maintenance items arising within the school, were the rnost frequent
type noted. Items arising outside of the school were more frequently those

dealing with exterfial agencies. The administrators have extensive. well
developed support nehivorks that appear to be providing sources of direction

and assisting them in ooping with the demands placed upon them.

Administrators participating in this stuây reported their own job-related stress
levels to be low. More stressful times of the year as reported by the
administrators were April, May and Septeinber. This study demonstrated that

ten administrators in one urban school division in Manitoba are not suffefing
greatly from the effects of stress and appear to be coping effectively with the
demands and challenges of their roles as administrators. This study also shows
that there does not seem to be a relationship between the nurnber of
callslcontacts made by an administrator and his or her level of stress.
Administrators displaying frequent rates of wntacting Meir division office did not
indicate higher levels of stress than those who made contact l e s often.
The research questions are utilized in this section to assist in a summary
of the findings. A look at the findings begins with the first research question.

Nature of the Stress Experienced Arnongst the Administrators
A summary of the findings from this study will begin with a look at the

nature of stress experienced by the administrators in the study. Information
obtained from the logbooks as well as from interviews with the administrators
serve as the source for these findings.

Administrator logbooks indicated a great difference amongst the
participants in their f requency of contacting the individuals at their school
division office- Some administrators contacted their division office on a near
daily basis while othefs seldom made contact with the administrative office. This
difference in the frequency of contact with the sdiool division office is likely due
to a variety of factors, including the activity in the school. the type of school, the
personality and style of the administrator as well as the relationship between
each administrator and the individuals at the school division office, In terms of

frequency of contact with the school division office. more than one administrator
mentioned their own extensive support network where they would go for
assistance initially, rather than contacting individuals at the school division

office.
During the three months of the study, administrators contacted their
division office for a variety of reasons. Classification of administrator
callslcontacts according to Lam's eight ceil typology revealed that the majority
of the administrators' calls tended to be intra+xganizationaI in source. That is,
items dealing with issues afising within the school. Of the intra4rganizational

source, the most aimmon type of cal1 by far, was the task-based kind.
Task-based callslcontacts dealt with organizational needs in order to maintain

the schoolk effective functionirg. Human resource matters. personnel, staffing,
implementing new curricula, and dealing with logistical maners of a variety of
origins are the types of issues found in this category. In short, items of a

maintenance function comprised this most frequent type of contact with the
school division office.
A minority of administrator calls/contacts fell under the

extra-organizational source. Within the extra4rganizational source,
boundary-spanning tasks were most frequently noted. These tasks included
such activities as dealing with extemal agencies including law enforcement,

health and social agencies, the media, searching for alternative resources for
existing prograrns, as well as outreach actities.

Interviews with the ten administrators yielded a fairly consistent definition
for stress. The administrators in the study perœived stress as centring around

issues of time, or items related to tirne management. and a lack of control over
events, or outcornes, as well as reference to emotional or physical factors.
Empowerment is an issue for administrators in their role. as Lam (1988)
remarked on the erosion of administrators' perceived authority (p. 262).
In terms of the administrators' personal perception of their current stress

levels, study participants al1 reported experïencing low to moderate levels of
stress at the time of their inteMews. Such ternis as 'low", 'averagen. "okay", or
"moderatenwere used to describe the administrators' stress. No one reporteâ
high levels of stress. When asked to name the more stressful events they face in

a day, the administrators reported their top stressors as expected; students,
staff, and parents. This is not surprising when one considers these three groups
make up the majority of interactions an administrator would experience during a
typical school day.
ln summary, for administrators in this study, the most cornmon reason to

contact the school division office under the intra-organizational source was to
deal with maintenance items. including personnel issues, and items of a routine
f unction. Boundary-spanning activities, such as dealing with outside agencies

was the most f raquent cause of contacting the school division office on the
extra-organizational source. Study participants defïned stress as centring
around issues of time, a lack of control, or emotional and physical factors. This
sample of administrators reported low levels of stress. No relationship was

found between the frequency of contacting the school division office and the
tevel of stress reported-

A Cornparison of Rural and Urban Administrators

When the findings from this stuây were compared with those from Lam
and Cormier (1998) some similarities are noted. Rural administrators in Lam

and Cormier's study, and urban administrators from this study both reported
callslcontacts moût frequently of the task-based type in the intra-organizational
source. Lam and Cormier reported total incidents of an extra-organizational

source to be the same in number as those from the intrô-organirational source.

For urban administrators in this study, the intra-organizational contacts
outnumbered those from extra-organizational sources by more than two and
one half times thair number. Lam and Cormier (1998) also reported the
boundary-spanning type to be most numerous amongst the
extra-organizational sources. In this regard urban and rural administrators
demonstrated similarities in the types of calls/contacts they made with their
respective s c h d division offices. The tasks carried out by rural and urban
administrators are nearfy the same, as their jobs are very similar in nature.
Urban administrators were faced with more calls/contacts of the task-based

type than their rural counterparts.
With respect to stressful times of the year, urban and rural administrators
reported similar patterns. For the urban group. of the months January, February
and March. January was the one with the most callslcontacts, while Febrwry
and March were similar and lower in number. The rural administrators reported

a decrease in callslcontacts from January to February, followed by an increase

to March.
During the interviews, urban administrators reported April. May and
September to be stressful times of the year. None of the administrators reported

January to be a stressful month for them. yet this month saw the most number of
phone callslcontacts made to the school division office. This supports this
study's assertion that there does not seem to be a relationship betwaen the
levef of stress and the nurnber of calls/contacts made by an administrator.
Urban administrators reporteci stressful times of the year to coïncide with
staffing, preparing for the next year while still executing the present year, and
also the stress associateci with the start of the school par.

Support./Sourcee of Direction for Administraton
In terms of supports and sources of dre
icoitn.

administrators in the study

mentioned superintendents, colleagues. viagprincipak. staff. family and
department heads as offering support and guidance. The administrators
indicated many other resources they would like to have to help them carry out
their jobs. The most common wish expressed by the administrators in single
adrninistrator schools was their desire to be part of an administrative team. The
benefits of being able to work with a viceprincipal were stated.

The administrators reported a variety of reasons for contacting their
school division office, the most common Ming to provide information to the

superintendent. The majority of the participants in the study advocated keeping
their superintendents up to date, so that there would be no surprises. Positive,

and supportive relationships were describeci by the administratocs with their
area superintendents.

Preparation for the role of administrator was something most of the
administrators felt they would have benefited from, as half of the respondents
felt they were not prepared for taking on the role of principal. Since becoming

principals, some of the respondents felt their personal character and lifestyle
had changed while others felt they had not experienced much change in this

regard.

Stressful Times ot the Year
When the frequency of calls/~ntactsare exarnined on a rnonth by month

basis, no signifiant differences were found between the months in this study.
The three rnonths of the study each indicated a similar frequency of contact on
the part of the administrators. This compares with Lam and Cormier (1998) who

found June to be the most stressful month. Hempling and Gilliland (1981)
reported similar findings to that of Lam and Cormier. with a more stressful time
indicated at the end of the school year.
In this stuây, administrators perceived stressful times in the school year to
be the spring (April and May) and the start of Vie school year (September).

Stress associated with the spring tended to center around staffing issues. and
planning for the next year while at the same time still carrying on with the
current school year. School start up. and al1 of the activities, and organizational

functions associated with the initiation of new students to the school was
reported as stressful as well.

lntervlew Findingo

This work did not find the administrators to contact their division office
when they were experiencing stress. Administrators in this study demonstrated
their well developed support networks. They frequently contacted other

colleagues, friends and family members with queries before contacting their
division office. Likewise, participants in this study reported feeling cornfortable

when they had to contact their division office and did not find this to be a

stressful experïence. Administrators also reported they frequently contacted
their division office to provide information for Meir superintendents, that is to
keep thern infomed, or to confimi some minor query. Results of such contacts
were seldom stresç-producing, according to the participants in this study.
merely the way the individuals in the school division operateci, and a necessary
part of doing business.

Discussion of the Findinga
When Ifirst began the work for this study. I believed stress amongst

educational administrators to be widespread in this province. The number of
administrators on medical leaves of absence appeared to be nurnerous, when
one listened to media reports. Educational administrators in Manitoba seemed
unable to cope wh
ti

the demands of their jobs.

Examining the literature and working with the ten administrators in this
study have altered my viewpoint conceming stress amongst educatioml

administrators. The ten administraton in the study did flot appear to be
experiencing a great deal of stress,nor were they bothered by. or unable to
cope with. the challenges of their job. On the occasions I met with the

participants throughout the duration of the study, I found them to be effective
administrators who functioned well in their capacities as principals.
On one occasion, an administrator appeared to be particularly "rushed"

when we began his interview. The phone rang several times at the start of our
time together, and his unease was evident. Once he began answering

questions. and as the interview progressed. he became calmer and visibly
relaxed while speaking about his job. I believe this is an example of the fast

pace at which many administrators operate, and is not indicative of a significant

degree of stress.
I was surprisad to leam the significant amount of time administrators

spend in callinglcontacting their school division office, especialty in getting in

contact with the individual area superintendents. The most common reasons for
callingkontacting the school division office included fulfilling maintenance

functions. and conceming dealing with external agencies. Many of these calls
were to provide information for the individuals at the school division office. and

for the superintendents.
Why did some of the administrators contact their schod division office on

such a frequent basis? A tnie answer to this question will Iikely not be found but
one can speculate as to reasons for f requency of contact betnieen the school
division and the administrators in the shidy.
Perhaps the superintendents favour the type of relationship where the
administraton are encouraged to keep in touch. and provide frequent updates.
A few of the administrators mentioned their concern over keeping their

superintendents informed of any events or situations that have the potential to
develop into something more serious. This frequent contact might be part of a
micro-management philosophy amongst the policy makers in this school
division.
Consequences for not keeping the superintendents inforrned of potential
media reports. or involvement with parents and the community would likely be
far reaching. Negative public perception of a school within its own community is

not an easy situation to deal with. especially with the increased competition for
students brought about by the Schools of Choiœ Initiative.
Are the administrators worried about the consequences of flot keeping
superintendents informed. or is Mis simpiy a realistic way to do business today.
where legal repercussions of wrong doing are high? It is Iikely that
administrators are mindful of the ever increasing litigious trend of our society,
and truly desire to carry out the functions of their jobs in an appropriate manner.
The superintendents too are mindful of the need to be kept informed of
situations within the schools they are responsible for, so as to be better
prepared for catls from parents and the media. Those in poslions of authority
need to be kept aware of potential troublesorne situations. Likewise,

superintendents are likely eager ?O keep the stress IeveIs of their administrators

low,and would Iikely be aware of the need to strengMen aie coping
rnechanisms of these inâividuals under their supeMsion.
Administrators in Lam and Cornier's (1998) shdy tended to calI/contact
their school division office for sirnilar reasons as the administrators in this study.
There is a difference in the calling frequency of urban and rural administrators.
Participants in this urban stuây reportai an average calling frequency of twelve
callslcontacts per month mile those in Lam and Cormier's (1998) study in rural

Saskatchewan calledkontacted the school division office approximately three
times per month. Administrators in this study initiated contact with their school
division office on a more frequent basis than those in Lam and Cormier's (1998)
study.

The administratars reparted low levels of stress at the time of their

interviews. There might be a hesitancy on the part of the participants in the
study to admit they are experiencing stress. and that they are not able to cope

effectively in their positions. There is a reluctance in admitting weakness and
the administrators are likely not an exception to this. The desire to be seen as

competent at what one does is a powerful motivating factor as well. Admitting to
experiencing stress on the part of an administrator might be an admission that
he or she is unable to deal with the demands of the job. Factors such as the

time of day the interview took place, and what events were going on in the
school at that time may have influenced administrator's responses to interview
questions as well.
This study does not support Lam's assertion that callslcontacts to the

school division office are stressful incidents nor that calling the school division
office is an indicator of stress. No relationship benNeen the number of

calls/contacts made and an administratorUslevel of stress was noted- Given the
nature of the callslcontacts observecl in this study, rnany appeared to be merely
an exchange of information. Perhaps callinglcontacting the school division

office in this manner is an indication of the procedure in this partiCula?school
division. Administrators pass along information to their area superintendents
and also seek information on a very regular basis.
One issue that emerged during the inteMews was the desire of

principals in single adrninistrator SCfKX)Is to be part of an administrative team.

There is a strong sense of a loss of collegiality on the part of administrators who
are on their own. It is likely that a lack of available resources would result in

maintaining this situation for administrators in this particuhr school division.
Perhaps other ways of making connections for principals in single administrator
schools could be explored. In a similar manner, participants in this study also

mentioned the benefits of a multi4ay administrator-mentoring or
job-shadowing program during the school year. This program would benefit
new adrninistrators, or those who aspire to be administrators.

The administrators in this study are very experienced, with many years in
both teaching and administrative positions. They have b e n able to achieve the

positions they hold at present by doing what is expected of them. Consequently,
thesystem in place in this school division in Manitoba is one that appears to

function reasonably efficiently. It is likely that the same procedures for
administrators in terrns of contacüng their school division office will continue to
be employed.

Administrators in the study demonstrated well developed support
networks. Some of the administrators' sources of direction included

superintendants and individuafs at the school division office, w hile othefs

tended to use coileagues, staff members and family as their primary supports.
These findings are what is expected from a group of ten individuals with

differing personalities and levels of experience. One recurring comment from
the administrators was their appreciation for their area wrintendents and the
assistance they received from them.

In terms of stressful times of the year. it is understandable mat peaks

would occur at certain times during the school year. The start up of the school
year. as well as the months of Aprii and May, where planning for Me next year
coincides with the winding down of the pfesent school year, are both expected
to be stressful times of the year for school administrators. Lam and Cormier's
(1998) work dealt with the January through June time period, and therefore did

not mention the start of the school year in September to be stressful. Likewise
their study reported June as the most stressfut time of the year, as compared to
this study which finds the stressful end of the year to occur a little earlier, during

the months of April and May.

In summary, findings from this study shed light on the issue of the nature
of stress experienced by a group of urban administrators in Manitoba. This
group of administrators is fairly representative of principals in this çchool
division. It was not possible to speak with administrators who are presently on
leave from their positions. In this study, logbooks of callslcontacts initiated by

the administrators did not yield a great deal of information about the nature of
stress amongst administrators but provided a good record of when. how and
why these administrators initiated contact with individuals at their school

division office. The interviews provided information about what these
administrators find stressful, their support networks, the relationships they hold
with individuals at their school division office, and the more stressful times of the

year for adrninistrators. Administrators in this study appear to be coping well

with the current stress levels they are experiencing. Should stress levels
amongst administrators increase, then more supports for administrators may be
required in order to allow these educational adrninistrators to continue to
function well wittiin this school division.

Suggestions for Future Rerearch
A number of areas of interest for future research emerged during the

development of this research paper. Current research is needed in the area of
stress and administrators as much of the work in this area is nearly ten years
old. Some of these topics for further inquiry are presented in thison.isect
An area for further research would be to look at how the Schools of

Choice Initiative impacts on the role of administrator. Levin (1995) has done
some work in this area and reports the results of choice of schools will likely be
complex but less far-reaching, or darnaging than first proposed (p. 6). As this is
an emerging and new area of inquiry, further work on the impact of the Schools
of Choice Initiative is very much warranted.
A second area for further inquiry concerns support networks foc

administrators, particularly for new adrninistrators, and those who do not have
extensive support networks of their own. Isolation of administrators in single

administrator schools is a conœm that was mentioned in this work. More
supports for administrators are called for, as well as better links with provincial
associations and educators' groups in order to better enable administrators to
connect with p e r s in similar positions. A needs assessment of what

administrators would find beneficial to them in this area of support networks. or
mentoring, would be a valuable starting point for further work in this area.

What is the situation in other school divisions in this province, and in the

rest of the country regarding stress and administrators? Looking at the
jokelated stress of administrators in other school divisions would add to this
body of knowledge regarding stress in the educational setting. It would be of

interest to examine the organization of the school division offices in other school
divisions to compare the amount of contact between administraton and their
superintendents.
The benefit of including stress management training for adminisbators

needs to be looked at. Training in techniques of stress management could be
included in the university setüng for funire administrators in training, and by
school divisions, for individuals who have been identified as administrator
candidates. This would assist in developing effective coping rnechanisrns, and
would especially benefit individuals without a well devefoped network of
support.
Stressful times of the year for adrninistrators need to be looked at in more
depth. ldentifying the more difficult times of the school year could lead to
strategies being put in place to help administrators cope more effectively with
the demands placed upon them during these hectic times. In such a manner,

the effectiveness of administrators could be maintained throughout the school

year.
This research paper has led to fumer areas for examination beyond this

work. The role of the superintendent needs to be examined in more detail. both
in this school division and other school divisions- Likewise work should be

undertaken in the area of further supports for administrators in single
administrator schoo$. and the inclusion of a possible menturing program for
both administrator candidates and new administrators. Links with other

organizations, groups and departments that couid offer support, and act as a
resource for administrators needs to be examined. Administrator perceptions
concerning the effectiveness of the administrator training program in the school
division in the study could also be looked at. Finally. this study aâvocates
providing more support for the superintendents' offiœ in order that they can
continue to provide support administrators.

A Final Comment
A growing body of research indicates administrators are coping with their

jobs and are enjoying the work they do (Hanson. 1991. and Sarros & Friesen.
1987). With increasing demands placed on administrators through parent

councils and the cornpetition for students and available resources. this might
change in the future. Administrators must possess an effective support network

and good coping skills to be able to exist in their jobs. Should the demands
placed on them corne to exceed their repertoire of coping mechanisrns, then

stress will result. It will continue to be important to monitor stress levels to

ensure administrators are able to function efficiently in their roles.
The ten administrators in this study are busy individuals who offer a wide

range of programs and initiatives in their schools. They represent a snapshot of
a group of principals over a three month period of time in one urban school
division in Manitoba. They are coping wïth the demands of their jobs. It would

appear that the methods they have in place in terms of their supports. sources of
direction and repertoire of coping skills are working. These administrators
represent a very talented and innovative group who are representative of their
other ailleagues throughout the province. I wish them continued success in
their endeavours.
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APPENDlX ONE
Letter to Participants

December 9,1998

Dear Educational Administrator,
I am a student in the Department of €ducational Administration,
Foundations and Psycholagy, in the Faculty of Education, University of
Manitoba, conducting research for my M. Ed. thesis under the s u p e ~ s i o n
of Dr.
Edward Hickcox. You are being asked to voluntari1y participate in a study
examining the nature of stress amongst urban administrators. You have k e n
selected for this study after haexpressed your interest in the topic. and
willingness to participate, d~finginformal conversations with me during the last
several months. A representative sample of administrators from the division is
king approached, in order that results will be generalized back to the whole
population of administratan within the school division.
There are many definitions of stress and a variety of ways of measuring
stress reported in the literature. There is much documentation that
administrators experience stress, yet the nature of this stress has not received
much attention. This study will examine the type of stress experienced by
administrators in their day to day work, and will look at what are the more
stressful times of the school year. Findings from this study will be compareâ to
those from a similar study involving rural administrators. By examining the
nature of stress. and when it occun, perhaps resources can be developed ?O
assist with these stressful events in the life of an administrator.
You are one of a group of administrators selected to participate in this
study, that will nin from December of 1998 through to April of 1999. You will be
asked to keep a phone cal! log of the phone callslcontacts initiated by you to the
school division office over this time. Callskontacts will be grouped under a
variety of categories. The phone cal1 log books will be given to you prior to the
start of the study. Keeping track of the daily phone calls initiated by you to the
division office should take a matter of seconds per call, as you will only be
required to place a date and a mark in the appropriate colurnn for each call. A
sample logbook page is attached to this letter.
Following collection of the data, you will be asked to participate in a

follow up inteMew at a time and location convenient to you. Interview
questions will be designed to address issues relating to stress. A list of these
questions will be supplied to you prioc to your interview.
It is estimated that this
follow up interview will be approxirnately one half hour in length. The interview
will be taped and later transcribed with all identifyin9 characteristics removed.
The tapes will then be destroyed. You have aie right to decline answering any
or al1 of the interview questions.
Your telephone logs and your responses to the questions will be kept in
the strictest confidence. At no point within the thesis will your narne or any
information whidi could be usad to identify you, or your xhooi. be reported.
You have the right to withdraw at any time should you desire. Upon completion
of the study, a summary of the thesis findings will be provided for you.
Should you require additional information, please do not hesitate to
contact me by telephone at (204) 89&5401, or -ail
at
cjwatters@rninet.gov.mb.~p.or write to me at 54 Ascot Bay. Winnipeg. Mb..
R3R 0x4. Your oooperation and assistance in this study are greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your time and your support.
Sincerely,

J

Jan Watters

l hereby give my consent to participate in this research project. t will be
contacted to arrange an initial meeting within one week after reœipt of this
signed consent.

(Signature of Participant)
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APPENOIX THREE
Eight Cetl Typology

Typology of Sources of School
Administrators' Stress

Sources of Stress
lnduced

Intra-Organizationaily
lnduced

Types of
Stress
Role-Based

Control and
Direction

Authority
Structure

Task-Based

Resource
Adequacy

Maintenance
Function

BoundarySpannlng

Program
Dernands

Supervision

Conf lict
Medlating

Value
Compatibility

Adapted from

Staff

Cam, Y.L (1 988). External Environmental Constraints and
JoMelated Stress on School Administrators. The Journal
of Educational Administration. 26 (2), p. 252.

APPENDlX FOUR

lntenhew Questions

Interview Questions for Urbarr Administrators
Briefly describe what stress means for you?
How would you rate your m e n t stress level today; low. moderate, high?

What would you say are the more stressful events in your day?
How would you describe your relationship wîth your director,
secretary-treasurer and program consultant?
Who. or what are some of your supports,

or sources of direction in your

position?
When do you cal1 your division offi-.

when your other resources

have been exhausted, etc. How do you feel when you must calIlcontact
your division office?
What other resources would be useful for you when you are problern

solving?
What has been your background in coping with the day to day stressors
of your job? Do you feel you were adequately prepared to cope with the

stresses of your day to day events when you started this career?
In your opinion, what are the more stressful times of the year for you in

this job?
Are there any other questions that I should have asked you that would
have shed some Iight on the issues I am exploring - stress and
administrators?
Do you have any comments or questions that you would like to make
regarding this study?
How has being an adrninistrator altered, or changed your persunal

character or iifestyie?
Note: Prior to the i n t e ~ e wI,will remind each of the participants that they are
free to decline to answer any or al1 of the interview questions.

